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BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT/PRODUCTIVITY PRESS
Dummy text to keep placeholder

Blue Shark Team-Building
Leading High-Performance Teams during a Crisis
Rizwan Amin Sheikh
The book shows how to create high-performance teams and
lead them successfully through crisis situations. It demonstrates
how Daniel Goleman’s emotional intelligence model and Bruce
Tuckman’s team-build model (forming, storming, norming, and
performing) were applied to form a Blue Shark Team that was
a success story during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Blue Shark
Model can be applied to any emergency or global crisis for
building teams in industries across the spectrum, including I.T.,
healthcare, construction, manufacturing, transportation, and
financial services. The book is filled with practical insight, tips,
and real-word examples.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Project Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 277pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08105-2: £94.99
Pb: 978-1-032-06295-2: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21671-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032062952

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Political Risk Management for the Global Supply
Chain
Ralph L. Kliem
Providing an overview of systemic and systematic perspectives
on political risk analysis, the book covers concepts, tools, and
techniques to address the topic. Concepts, tools, and techniques
integrate supply chain management, enterprise risk
management, project management, change implementation,
and business continuity. The book discusses the full spectrum
of developing, deploying, testing, and maintaining processes
for conducting political risk analysis. The book concludes with
a case study demonstrating the application of the processes as
well as checklists and a glossary.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Supply Chain Management
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47733-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04537-5: £44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03624-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032045375

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Sensible Guide to Program Management
Professional (PgMP)® Success
Te Wu
This book helps program managers to pass the Program
Management Professional (PgMP®) certification exam by
explaining the core concepts, providing 420 exam questions,
and helping program managers develop a test taking strategy
that works. Written by the CEO of PMO Advisory, which has a
record of 99.5% first time pass rate, this book can be an
indispensable resource for all serious professionals pursuing the
PgMP credential. By registering with PMO Advisory, a PMI® Global
Registered Education Provider, readers can have free access to
an online exam simulator for 30 days and other valuable PgMP
support resources.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Project Management
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 314pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03319-8: £135.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70237-3: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14516-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367702373

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

AUTOMATION & MANAGEMENT OF IT
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Human-Automation Interaction Design
Developing a Vehicle Automation Assistant
Jediah R. Clark, University of Southampton, UK., Neville A.
Stanton, University of Southampton, UK and Kirsten Revell,
University of Southampton, UK.
Series: Transportation Human Factors
Discusses practical and theoretical concepts on a range of
methods for each step involved in automated vehicle interaction
design, this text will be useful for professionals, graduate students
and academic researchers in the fields of ergonomics,
automotive engineering, transportation engineering, and human
factors. It also introduces novel solutions for interaction design
based on principles of communication.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics and Human Factors
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10161-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21396-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032101613

Dummy text to keep placeholder

What Every Engineer Should Know About the
Internet of Things
Joanna F. DeFranco, The Pennsylvania State University, Malvern, USA and Mohamad
Kassab
Series: What Every Engineer Should Know
This practical text provides an introduction to IoT that can be understood by every
engineering discipline and discusses detailed applications of IoT. Written to be accessible
to non-experts in the subject, this work communicates the importance of this technology
and how it can support and challenge all interrelated actors as well as all involved assets
across many domains.
CRC Press
Market: General Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46272-7: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85878-0: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02779-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858780

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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SOFTWARE NETWORKING & SECURITY
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5G and Next-Gen Consumer Banking Services

Artificial Intelligence for Business Optimization

Kruno Ris

Research and Applications

The banking industry needs to adjust, or it will disappear in the next decade. With the help
of 5G, the next-generation intelligent ATM-like devices will have highly integrated functions
and use technologies such as Artificial Intelligences assisted self-service contactless interface
with face recognition and digital signature.
In order to explore these topics, this book covers:
Decentralization of the Banks
Banking without Banks
5G will change Bank Industry
BlockChain adoption by the Banking industry
Modern Banking Industry
CRC Press
Market: Financial Technology
December 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05572-5: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19817-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032055725

Bhuvan Unhelkar, University of South Florida and Tad
Gonsalves
Artificial Intelligence for Business Optimization: Research and
Applications is primarily a business book that discusses the
research and associated practical application of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) in order to achieve
Business Optimization (BO). AI comprises wide range of
technologies, databases algorithms and devices. This book aims
for a holistic approach to AI by focusing on developing business
strategies that will not only automate but also optimize business
functions, processes and people-behavior.

CRC Press
Market: Business Technology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63836-8: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12092-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367638368
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Advanced Cybersecurity Technologies
Ralph Moseley
Cybersecurity is an extremely important area which is rapidly evolving, necessarily, to meet
current and future threats. Anyone who studies within this domain requires a particular
skillset and way of thinking, balancing technical knowledge and human insight. It is vital
to recognize both sides of this complex area and integrate the two. This book looks at the
technical fields progressively, building up in layers before expanding into more advanced
topics. Each area is looked at succinctly, describing the main elements and problems in
each area and reinforcing these concepts with practical coding examples, questions and
ideas for further research.
CRC Press
Market: Cybersecurity - Textbooks
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56227-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56232-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09689-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562328

COVID-19
Edited by Parag Verma, Ankur Dumka, Alaknanda Ashok,
Pantnagar, College of Technology, G.B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology, Rudrapui, Uttarakhand, India,
Amit Dumka and Anuj Bhardwaj
This book will highlight progress in terms of Virus Biology,
Infection Detection, Prevention, and Control, along with
Screening, Testing, and Detection Techniques that will provide
learners and researchers (basic to advanceD) with the most
innovative computer-driven methodologies for the fight against
COVID-19. In addition, this book will also cover the Pre and Post
Impact of on COVID-19 Pandemic Crisis that will definitely
provide useful content to the researches to think broadly about
the analytical areas affected by COVID-19. That ultimately shows different paths to the
same destination that are to understand COVID-19 pandemic nature and how to avoid it.
CRC Press
Market: AI in Health
August 2021: 7 x 10: 528pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67466-3: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13141-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367674663

Dummy text to keep placeholder

An In-Depth Guide to Mobile Device Forensics
Chuck Easttom
Mobile devices are ubiquitous. Therefore, mobile device forensics
is absolutely critical. Whether it is civil or criminal investigations,
being able to extract evidence from a mobile device is critical.
This book covers technical details of mobile devices and
transmissions as well as forensic methods for extracting evidence.
There are books on specific issues like Android Forensics or iOS
forensics. But there is not currently a book that covers all the
topics this book will. Furthermore, mobile device forensics is the
most common topic I am asked to teach to law enforcement, it
is such a critical skill.
CRC Press
Market: Cybersecurity
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63298-4: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63300-4: £41.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11871-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367633004

Creating an Information Security Program from
Scratch
Walter Williams
While most books targeted at information security professionals
explore specific subjects with deep expertise, this book will
explore the depth and breadth of the field. Instead of exploring
a technology such as cloud security or a technique such as risk
analysis, this will place those into the larger context of how to
meet an organization's needs, how to prioritize, and what success
looks like. Guides to maturation of practice is offered, along with
pointers for each topic on where to go for an in-depth
exploration of each topic.

CRC Press
Market: Information Security
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55464-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55465-1: £45.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09368-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554651

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Cyber Forensics

Rising from the Mailroom to the Boardroom

Examining Emerging and Hybrid Technologies

Unique Insights for Governance, Risk, Compliance and Audit Leaders

Edited by Albert J. Marcella
This book moves beyond the typical, technical approach to
discussing cyber forensics processes and procedures. Instead,
the authors examine how cyber forensics can be applied to
identifying, collecting, and examining evidential data from
emerging and hybrid technologies, while taking steps to
proactively manage the influence and impact, as well as the
policy and governance aspects of these technologies and their
effect on business operations.

Bruce R. Turner
Series: Internal Audit and IT Audit
The journey from the ‘mailroom to the boardroom’ follows the
story of a young banker who moved into the internal auditing
profession as part of the ‘new breed’, then rose through the
ranks into senior leadership and chief audit executive roles,
before assuming audit committee and board roles that had an
immense influence on governance, risk, compliance, and audit
professionals. Success does not always follow a smooth and
uneventful trajectory, and this story reflects insights from both
the ups and the downs of the journey.

CRC Press
Market: Digital Forensics
September 2021: 7 x 10: 382pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52418-0: £100.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52424-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05788-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524241

CRC Press
Market: Security & Auditing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 482pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55999-1: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09604-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367559991
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Essential Architecture and Principles of Systems
Engineering

Say What!? Communicate with Tact and Impact

Charles Dickerson
This book is for everyone interested in systems and the modern
practice of engineering. The revolution in engineering and
systems that has occurred since Architecture and Principles of
Systems Engineering (2009) has led to an expansive advancement
of systems engineering tools and languages over the past
decade. A new age of information intensive complex systems
has arrived with new challenges in a global business market.
Science and information technology must now converge into
a cohesive multidisciplinary approach to the engineering of
systems if products and services are to be useful and competitive.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - General
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55017-9: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10096-8: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21363-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032100968
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What to say to get results at any point in an audit
Ann M. Butera
Series: Internal Audit and IT Audit
The book is a guide for professionals who want to interact
proactively and persuasively with those they work with, audit,
or review. It describes techniques that could be used during
virtual, in-person, telephone or video conferences (as opposed
to emails, workpapers, and reports). It provides everyone (newer
associates in particular) with the interpersonal skills needed to
(1) develop and build relationships with their internal
constituents and clients, (2) facilitate conversations and
discussions before and during meetings, (3) handle impromptu
questions with confidence and executive presence, and make
positive first impressions.
CRC Press
Market: Auditing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55553-5: £57.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09397-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367555535

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Explainable Artificial Intelligence for Smart Cities
Edited by Mohamed Lahby, Utku Kose and Akash Kumar
Bhoi
The objective of this book is to focus on Explainable Artificial
Intelligence (XAI) in smart city development. This book provides
a timely, global reference source about cutting edge research
efforts to ensure the XAI factor in smart city-oriented
developments. It includes both positive and negative outcomes
as well as future insights and both societal and technical aspects
of XAI based smart city research efforts.

CRC Press
Market: IT - Smart Cities
November 2021: 7 x 10: 364pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00112-8: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17277-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032001128

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Securing Mobile Devices and Technology
Kutub Thakur, NEW JERSEY CITY UNIVERSITY 2039 Kennedy Boulevard Jersey City
New Jersey 07305 and Al-Sakib Khan Pathan, International Islamic University Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur
This book describes the detailed concepts of mobile security. The first two chapters provide
a deeper perspective on communication networks while the rest of the book focuses on
different aspects of mobile security, wireless network, and cellular network. This book also
talks about the handling issues of mobile, IoT (Internet of Things) devices for shopping and
password management and threats related to these devices. A few chapters are fully
dedicated to the cellular technology wireless network.
CRC Press
Market: Mobile Device Security
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13611-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13612-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23010-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032136127

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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Stuxnet to Sunburst

Vehicular Communications for Smart Cars

20 Years of Digital Exploitation and Cyber Warfare

Protocols, Applications and Security Concerns

Andrew Jenkinson

Niaz Chowdhury and Lewis Mackenzie

This book covers how, from digital eavesdropping and
manipulation of the agencies to Stuxnet the world’s first use of
digital code and digital certificates for offensive purposes against
the Iranians and their Nuclear Power facilities to cause collateral
damage. All the way to today’s Solarwinds attack, codenamed
Sunburst, where the same methods of exploitation and
manipulation originally used by the agencies are now being
used against companies, and governments to devastating effect.

This book comprehensively covers a wide range of topics from
the smart transportation domain. It discusses protocols,
applications, and security concerns in various vehicular networks
using examples and easy-to-understand figures. The book's first
four chapters focus on vehicular network protocols and
applications, while the remaining four chapters incorporate
security, trust, and privacy issues with examples from real-life
cases. The book concludes with a vision of what to expect in the
near future and will be an invaluable resource for anybody
interested in this nascent technology and its variegated
applications.

CRC Press
Market: Cybersecurity
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06849-7: £99.99
Pb: 978-1-032-06850-3: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20414-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032068503

CRC Press
Market: Communications Technology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45744-0: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11090-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457440
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The Security Leader’s Communication Playbook
Bridging the Gap between Security and the Business
Jeffrey W. Brown
Series: Internal Audit and IT Audit
This book is for cybersecurity leaders across all industries and
organizations. It is intended to bridge the gap between the data
center and the board room. This book examines the multitude
of communication challenges that CISOs are faced with every
day and provides practical tools to identify your audience, tailor
your message and master the art of communicating. Poor
communication is one of the top reasons that CISOs fail in their
roles. This is not a “communication theory” book. It provides
just enough practical skills and techniques for security leaders
to get the job done.
CRC Press
Market: Cybersecurity Management
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 394pp
Hb: 978-0-367-57001-9: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10029-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367570019

3rd Edition

The Security Risk Assessment Handbook
A Complete Guide for Performing Security Risk Assessments
Douglas Landoll, Lantego, LLC, Austin, Texas, USA
This edition has expended coverage essential topics such as
threat analysis, data gathering, risk analysis, and risk assessment
methods and added coverage of new topics essential for current
assessment projects (e.g., cloud security, supply chain
management, security risk assessment methods). This edition
includes detailed guidance on gathering data and analyzing
over 200 administrative, technical, and physical controls using
the RIIOT data gathering method; introduces the RIIOT FRAME
(risk assessment method), includes hundreds of tables, over 70
new diagrams and figures, over 80 exercises, and provides an
analysis of many of the current popular security risk assessment
methods.
CRC Press
Market: IT Security
September 2021: 7 x 10: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54747-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04165-0: £57.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09044-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032041650

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
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2nd Edition

Elementary Flight Dynamics with an Introduction
to Bifurcation and Continuation Methods
Nandan K. Sinha, Indian Institute of Technology Madras,
Chennai and N. Ananthkrishnan, IDEA Research Co. LTD,
Pune, India
This book uses an optimal mix of physical insight and
mathematical presentation to illustrate core concepts of
professional aircraft flight dynamics. Updated version of the
aerodynamic model is presented with the corrected definition
of the rate (dynamic) derivatives, supported with examples of
real-life airplanes and related data, supported by open-source
computational tool. It introduces bifurcation and continuation
methods as a tool for flight dynamic analysis. Second edition
covers wind effects on aircraft modal dynamics and case studies
of an airship dynamics, effects of morphing characteristics on
the dynamic modes of a model rigid fixed-wing UAV with added data and solved examples.
CRC Press
Market: Aerospace Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 389pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56207-6: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09680-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-88602-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562076

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
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2nd Edition

Computational Modelling and Imaging for
SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19

Innovation, Commercialization, and Start-Ups in
Life Sciences

Edited by S. Prabha, P. Karthikeyan, K. Kamalanand and N.
Selvaganesan

James F. Jordan, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, USA

The aim of this book is to present new computational techniques
and methodologies for the analysis of the clinical,
epidemiological and public health aspects of SARS-CoV-2 and
COVID-19 pandemic. The book presents the use of soft
computing techniques such as machine learning algorithms for
analysis of the epidemiological aspects of the SARS-CoV-2. The
book is intended for biomedical engineers, mathematicians,
postgraduate students; researchers; medical scientists working
on identifying and tracking infectious diseases.

This book provides the reader the methodologies necessary to
create a successful life sciences start-up from initiation to exit.
Successful commercialization requires attention to multiple
constituents such as investors, regulators and customers. Written
by an expert who has worked with more than 400 life sciences
start-ups, the book discusses specific processes and investor
milestones that must be navigated to align customer, funding
entities, and acquirer needs. This book is intended to be suitable
for entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, investors in both a business
and academic setting.

CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69529-3: £75.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14258-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367695293

CRC Press
Market: Biotechnology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53303-8: £135.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53304-5: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-367-53305-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533038
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Dressings for Advanced Wound Care

Medical Textiles

Sharon Lam Po Tang
Series: Textile Institute Professional Publications
The book starts by helping the reader understand what advanced
wound care is and the market size. It then explains how different
types of wounds may require different environments to heal
and how dressings can help in creating the right environment.
It gives an overview of the various dressing technologies that
are available to help manage wounds that are difficult to heal.
It provides recent clinical evidence that support how well (or
not) the technologies work, and also discusses on how such
technologies are launched in the market. Finally, the book will
highlight the current trends that may be directing the future of
the advanced wound dressing sector.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20443-3: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20440-2: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26149-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367204402

Holly Morris, Nottingham, UK and Richard Murray, Orca
Computing, London, England
Series: Textile Institute Professional Publications
This book addresses advances in medical textiles to stimulate
collaborative research and development in the field of medical
textiles and to equip researchers with an understanding of the
steps they need to take to ensure that their efforts are carried
out in such a way as to improve their effectiveness and enhance
the prospects for their implementation. The book provides
essential reading for textile professionals, biomedical engineers,
and others involved in the research, design and engineering of
medical and healthcare appliances, and for those employed in
the medical profession wishing to gain new insights into the
wealth of materials at their disposal.
CRC Press
Market: Textile Engineering/Medicine
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77274-1: £250.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77273-4: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17057-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772734

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Functional Nanomaterials for Regenerative Tissue
Medicines
Edited by Mariappan Rajan, School of Chemistry, India
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies
This book covers nanomaterials in tissue engineering for
regenerative therapies of heart, skin, eye, skeletal muscle, and
the nervous system. It emphasizes fundamental design concepts
and emerging forms of nanomaterials in soft and hard tissue
engineering. This book is essential for academics and industry
professionals working in tissue engineering, biomedicine,
biopharmaceuticals, and nanotechnology. It is primarily intended
for materials researchers (to develop the platforms related to
tissue regeneration), as well as clinicians (to learn and apply
nanomaterials in their practice) and industrial scientists (to
develop the commercial blood substitute products).
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science/Biomedical Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 434pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69029-8: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14010-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690298

Research Methods for Student Radiographers
A Survival Guide
Christopher M. Hayre, University of Suffolk, United Kingdom
and Xiaoming Zheng
Series: Medical Imaging in Practice
This book aims to provide a holistic picture of the application
of research in radiography focusing on the multi-variant
methodological approaches and practices. It will provide readers
with an insight into both contemporary and innovative methods
within radiography, backed up with existing evidence-based
research. The targeted audience for this book is multifaceted,
yet it will primarily be a book that facilitates undergraduate
radiography students due to the central research methods
learning undertaken academically. Therefore, it will provide a
useful tool for academics delivering undergraduate radiography
programmes.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55871-0: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55933-5: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-367-55931-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558710
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User Interface Requirements for Medical Devices
Driving Toward Safe, Effective, and Satisfying Products by Specification
Michael Wiklund, UL-Wiklund, Concord, Massachusetts,
USA, Erin Davis, UL-Wiklund, Concord, Massachusetts, USA
and Alexandria Trombley
This book is a practical guide for individuals responsible for
creating products that are safe, effective, usable, and satisfying
in the hands of the intended users. The contents are intended
to reduce the number of use errors involving medical devices
that have led to injuries and deaths. The book presents the
strong connection between user interface requirements and
safety in medical devices and instructs readers how to develop
specific requirements that are sufficiently comprehensive and
detailed to produce good results – a user-friendly product that
is likely to be used correctly.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45793-8: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45747-1: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02971-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457471
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Advanced Micro-Level Experimental Techniques
for Food Drying and Processing Applications

Energy Storage and Conversion Devices
Supercapacitors, Batteries, and Hydroelectric Cells
Edited by Anurag Gaur, A. L. Sharma and Anil Arya, National
Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra, Haryana, India
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies

Azharul Karim, Queensland University of Technology,
Brisban, Australia, Sabrina Fawzia, Queensland University
of Technology, Brisbane, Australia and Mohammad
Mahbubur Rahman
Series: Advances in Drying Science and Technology
This book details developments in advanced technology to
explore micro-level structural changes during food processing
and provides readers with a fundamental understanding of
complex heat, mass, and momentum transport processes. Based
on the authors’ comprehensive knowledge and application of
microimaging methods in thermal processing, the book is
written for researchers, industrial engineers, and advanced
students seeking to apply the advanced methods in food
processing.
CRC Press
Market: Food Engineering
November 2021: 6 x 9: 112pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47216-0: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04701-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472160

This book is beneficial for advanced students and professionals
working in energy storage across the disciplines of physics,
materials science, chemistry, and chemical engineering. It is also
a valuable reference for manufacturers of electrode/electrolyte
materials for energy storage devices and hydroelectric cells.

CRC Press
Market: Materials and Chemical Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69425-8: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14176-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367694258
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CO2 Capture, Utilization, and Sequestration
Strategies

Interplant Resource Integration
Optimization and Allocation
Chuei-Tin Chang, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan
City, Taiwan R.O.C., Cheng-Liang Chen, National Taiwan
University, Taipei, Taiwan ROC and Jui-Yuan Lee, National
Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan R.O.C.

Yatish T. Shah, Norfolk State University, Virginia, USA
Series: Sustainable Energy Strategies
Offering practical treatment strategies for CO2 emission
generated from various energy-related sources, this book
emphasizes carbon capture, utilization, and sequestration (CCUS)
with special focus on methods for each component of the
strategy. While other books mostly focus on CCS strategy for
CO2, this book details the technologies available for utilization
of CO2, showing how it can be a valuable renewable source for
chemicals, materials, fuels, and power instead of a waste material
damaging the environment. This book is a valuable reference
for readers in academia, industry, and government organizations
seeking a guide to effective CCUS processes, technologies, and
applications.

This book presents an introduction to the planning and
implementation methods for interplant resource integration.
The analytic tools provided in the book can be used for the tasks
of formulating mathematical programming model(s) to maximize
the achievable overall saving and also devising the “fair”
distribution scheme(s) to allocate individual financial benefits
among the participating plants. The superstructures of various
resource-exchange networks, their model formulations, and the
corresponding allocation algorithms are given in sufficient detail
to facilitate practical applications.

CRC Press
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 496pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12480-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22957-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032124803

CRC Press
Market: Engineering- Chemical
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 378pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34643-2: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-351-17040-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815346432

2nd Edition

2nd Edition

Computer Methods in Chemical Engineering
Nayef Ghasem, United Arab Emirates University, Al-Ain
This textbook presents the most commonly used simulation
software, along with the theory involved. It covers chemical
engineering thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, material and
energy balances, mass transfer operations, reactor design, and
computer applications in chemical engineering. The Second
Edition is thoroughly updated to reflect the latest updates in
the featured software and has added a focus on real reactors,
introduces AVEVA Process Simulation software, and includes
new and updated appendixes. It gives chemical engineering
students and professionals the tools needed to solve real-world
problems.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 494pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76525-5: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76524-8: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16736-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-439-84999-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765248

Introduction to Electrochemical Science and
Engineering
Serguei N. Lvov, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, USA
The Second Edition of the book outlines the basic principles and
techniques used in the development of electrochemical
engineering-related technologies, such as fuel cells, electrolyzers,
and flow-batteries. Covering topics from electrolyte solutions
to electrochemical energy conversion systems and corrosion,
this revised and expanded edition provides new educational
material to help readers familiarize themselves with some of
today’s most useful electrochemical concepts. The book is
written for undergraduate engineering and science students
and readers in need of introductory-level content and graduate
students and engineers looking for a quick introduction to the
subject.
CRC Press
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 442pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19678-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-315-29685-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-58285-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138196780
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Microbial Bioinformatics in the Oil and Gas Industry

Theory and Design of Fermentation Processes
Davide Dionisi, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK

Applications to Reservoirs and Processes
Edited by Kenneth Wunch, Marko Stipaničev and Max
Frenzel
Series: Microbes, Materials, and the Engineered Environment
This book brings together contributions from leading scientists,
academics, and experts from the oil and gas industry to discuss
microbial-mediated problems faced by the industry and how
bioinformatics and an interdisciplinary scientific approach can
address these challenges. This book presents the major industrial
problems caused by microbes as well as the beneficial activities.
It provides microbial ecologists, molecular biologists, operators,
engineers, chemists and academics involved in the sector an
improved understanding of the significance of microcosmos in
oil and gas detection, production, and degradation, leading to
better solutions impacting on operations and profitability.
CRC Press
Market: Petroleum Engineering
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90093-9: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02339-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900939

This textbook covers the kinetics and design of fermentation
processes (any industrial process that use living microbes). It
starts with concise introduction to microbes and their
metabolism, followed by rate equations, stoichiometry, derivation
and use of mass balances for the design processes. It covers
oxygen transfer and mass balances, heat transfer, and design
and scale-up/sale-down of fermentation processes. It further
includes industrially relevant process examples, over 100 solved
examples, questions and problems, and solution of differential
equations and systems of equations in Excel. This book aims at
senior undergraduate students in biochemical (fermentation)
engineering.
CRC Press
Market: Bioprocessing
October 2021: 6 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10828-5: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21727-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032108285
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Process Engineering and Plant Design
The Complete Industrial Picture
Siddhartha Mukherjee, Air Liquide Global E&C Solutions
India Private Limited, INDIA
The book provides the whole horizon of process engineering
and plant design from concept phase through the execution to
commissioning of the plant in real practice. Providing a complete
industrial perspective, it covers the pertinent guidelines and
standards and how engineering documents are generated using
these standards with relevant topics.

CRC Press
Market: Chemical Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24841-3: £99.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28465-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248413

Unit Operations in Winery, Brewery, and Distillery
Design
David E. Block and Konrad V. Miller
This text focuses on equipment and facility design for wineries,
breweries, and distilleries and fills the need for a title that focuses
on the challenges inherent to specifying and building alcoholic
beverage production facilities and the equipment therein. The
book walks through the process flow of grapes to wine, grain
to beer, and wine and beer to distilled spirits, with an emphasis
on the underlying engineering principles, the equipment
involved in these processes, and the selection and design of
said equipment. Written at a level accessible to both engineers
and non-engineers, this textbook is aimed at students,
winemakers, brewers, distillers, and process engineers.
CRC Press
Market: Chemical Engineering/Food Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 370pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56387-5: £94.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09749-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367563875
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The Prospect of Industry 5.0 in Biomanufacturing
Edited by Pau Loke Show, Kit Wayne Chew and Tau Chuan
Ling
This is the first book to present the idea of Industry 5.0 in
biomanufacturing and bioprocess engineering, both upstream
and downstream. It details the latest technologies and how they
can be used efficiently and explains process analysis from an
engineering point of view. In addition, it covers applications and
challenges. This work enables readers in industry and academia
working in the biomanufacturing engineering sector to
understand current trends and future directions in this field.

CRC Press
Market: Chemical Engineering/Manufacturing Engineering
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 326pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49378-3: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08067-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367493783
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Engineering of Power Plant and Industrial Cooling
Water Systems

Fundamentals of Ground Improvement Engineering
Jeffrey Evans, Bucknell University, USA, Daniel Ruffing and
David Elton

Charles F. Bowman, Chuck Bowman Associates, Inc., USA
and Seth N. Bowman, Consolidated Nuclear Security, LLC,
USA
This book provides a reference to analysis techniques of common
cooling water system problems and a historical perspective on
solutions to chronic cooling water system problems, such as
corrosion and biofouling. It is intended for graduate students
and practicing engineers working in both nuclear and fossil
power plants and industrial facilities that use large amounts of
cooling water. Professionals working on new designs or
modifications of their systems should consider the actual
challenges to the systems covered in the text. The book discusses
best design practices for cooling water systems that are required
to support the operation of all electric power plants.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77528-5: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17243-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367775285

Finite Element Analysis of Solids and Structures

Fundamentals of Ground Improvement Engineering addresses the
most effective and latest cutting-edge techniques for ground
improvement. Key ground improvement methods are
introduced that provide readers with a thorough understanding
of the theory, design principles, and construction approaches
that underpin each method. Major topics are compaction,
permeation grouting, vibratory methods, soil mixing, stabilization
and solidification, cutoff walls, dewatering, consolidation,
geosynthetics, jet grouting, ground freezing, compaction
grouting, and earth retention.
CRC Press
Market: Geotechnical Engineering
September 2021: 7 x 10: 600pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41960-8: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-415-69515-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81699-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415695152

Introduction to Structural Analysis

Sudip S. Bhattacharjee
This textbook combines the theory of elasticity (advanced
analytical treatment of stress analysis problems) and finite
element methods (numerical details of finite element
formulations) into one academic course derived from author’s
teaching, research, and applied work in automotive product
development as well as in civil structural analysis. This work
contains 12 discrete chapters that can be covered in a single
semester university graduate course on linear elastic finite
element analysis methods. The book also serves as a reference
for practicing engineers working on design assessment and
analysis of solids and structures.
CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering/Materials
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43705-3: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02784-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437053

Debabrata Podder, Civil Engineering, National Institute of
Technology Meghalaya, India and Santanu Chatterjee,
Structural Lead, RGM International (India) Pvt. Ltd., India
This book cover principles of structural analysis without any
requirement of prior knowledge of structures or equations.
Starting from the basic principles of equilibrium of forces and
moments, all other subsequent theories of structural analysis
have been discussed logically. Divided into two major parts, this
book discusses basics of mechanics and principles of degrees
of freedom upon which the entire paradigm rests followed by
analysis of determinate and indeterminate structures. Energy
method of structural analysis is also included. Worked out
examples are provided in each chapter to explain the concept
and to solve real life structural analysis along with solutions manual.
CRC Press
Market: Structural Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 456pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53272-7: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08122-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532727

2nd Edition

FRP Composite Structures

Noise Control

Theory, Fundamentals, and Design

From Concept to Application

Hota V.S. GangaRao, West Virginia University, USA and
Woraphot Prachasaree

Colin H. Hansen, University of Adelaide, Australia and Kristy
L. Hansen, Finders University, Australia

The focus of this textbook is to develop simplified mathematical
models representing the behavior of beams and plates under
static loads, after introducing generalized Hooke’s Law for
materials with different properties, i.e., anisotropic, orthotropic,
transversely isotropic, and isotropic properties. Subsequently,
the simplified models coupled with design methods including
FRP composite material degradation factors are introduced by
solving a wide range of practical design problems. This book is
aimed at advanced undergraduate and graduate students and
industry professionals focused on the analysis and design of FRP
composite structural members.

The second edition of Noise Control: From Concept to Application,
newly expanded and thoroughly updated, now includes 180
graded problems with solutions, plus 100 end-of-chapter
problems with solutions available for instructors on the authors’
website. Working from basic scientific principles, the authors
show how an understanding of sound can be applied to
real-world settings, working through numerous examples in
detail and covering good practice in noise control for both new
and existing facilities.

CRC Press
Market: Composite Materials/Construction Materials
October 2021: 7 x 10: 544pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05251-9: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19675-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032052519

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
August 2021: 7 x 10: 482pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36901-6: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-138-36902-3: £56.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42887-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-35861-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138369023
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Railway Transportation Systems

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Traffic Management

Design, Construction and Operation

UTM

Christos N. Pyrgidis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
Greece
This comprehensive overview covers the entire range of railway
passenger systems, from conventional and high-speed intercity
systems to suburban, regional, operating on steep gradients,
and urban ones. It also examines in depth freight railway systems
transporting conventional loads, heavy loads, and dangerous
goods.
This new edition brings two new chapters. One concerns
pre-feasibility studies of urban rail projects, and the other
analyses the operation of railway systems under specific weather
conditions and natural phenomena. It is ideal for graduate
students, engineers, consultants, manufacturers, and transport company executives who
need a reference and guide.
CRC Press
Market: Transport Engineering
October 2021: 7 x 10: 592pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49421-6: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49423-0: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04607-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494230
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Michael S. Baum, Aviators Code Initiative, USA
The book introduces Unmanned Aircraft Systems Traffic
Management and explains how it integrates unmanned aircraft
operations into a national airspace system for innovative, viable
new services. It is an essential, in-depth annotated resource for
developers, operators, policy makers, researchers, and academics
engaged in unmanned systems, transportation management,
and the future of aviation. The book explains how the UTM
concept has progressed through research and testing and
considers the boundaries of UTM, ATM, and advancing
surveillance technologies. It discusses governance challenges
and approaches to the approval, management, and oversight
of UTM components and ecosystem.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Aerospace
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 342pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64473-4: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12468-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644734
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Soft Ground Tunnel Design

Water Environment Modeling

Benoit Jones, Inbye Engineering, UK
This book is essentially a manual for the design of tunnels and
other underground spaces in soft ground – soil in contrast to
rock. It focuses on stability, prediction of ground movements,
and structural design of the lining. It shows that the choice of
excavation and support methods depends on ground stability,
limitation of damage to the existing built environment and
health, safety and environmental considerations.
It builds on the basic principles of soil-structure interaction, the
three-dimensional effects of construction sequence and the
effects of construction on other surface or subsurface structures
in steps of gradually increasing complexity.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 580pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41959-2: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-482-25467-9: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-482-25468-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781482254679

Clark C.K. Liu, University of Hawaii, USA, Pengzhi Lin,
Sichuan University, China and Hong Xiao, State Key
Laboratory of Hydraulics, Sichuan University
Pollutant and waste loading of the water environment – rivers,
lakes, estuaries, aquifers, and coastal waters – need to be
modelled and simulated effectively for the selection and
application of efficient remedial measures. This textbook covers
the formulation and application of mathematical models of
water flow and mass transport, both simple analytical models
and comprehensive numerical models. It provides many
examples and exercises that are derived from actual case studies.
It suits advanced undergraduates and graduate students in civil
and environmental engineering and related academic fields,
and serves as a reference book for practicing engineers and scientists.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44244-6: £74.99
Pb: 978-0-367-44243-9: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00849-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442439

Structural Analysis Fundamentals
Ramez Gayed, Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions, Canada
and Amin Ghali, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada
This covers all that is taught in graduate and undergraduate
courses in the analysis required for of structural design, including
the calculation of internal forces induced by different loads.
Engineers need a broad sense of structural behaviour under
different loading and have to be able to make intuitive checks
of computing results.
It applies linear analysis of structures of all types, including plane
and space trusses, plane and space frames, plane and eccentric
grids, plates and shells, and assemblage of finite-elements. It
also treats plastic and time-dependent responses of structures
to static loading and dynamic analysis of structures.
CRC Press
Market: Civil and Structural Engineering
September 2021: 7 x 10: 680pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25262-5: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-25261-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28685-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367252618
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Adaptive Control of Dynamic Systems with
Uncertainty and Quantization

An Introduction to Safety Grounding

Jing Zhou, University of Agder, Norway., Lantao Xing, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore. and Changyun Wen, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore
Series: Automation and Control Engineering
This book presents a series of innovative technologies and research results on adaptive
control of dynamic systems with quantization, uncertainty, and nonlinearity, including the
theoretical success and practical development. Discussion remarks are provided in each
chapter highlighting new approaches and contributions to emphasize the novelty of the
presented design and analysis methods. Simulation results are also given in each chapter
to show the effectiveness of these methods. Researchers, graduate students, and engineers
in the fields of control, information, and communication, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, computer science will benefit from this book.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00981-0: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17662-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009810

Asser A. Zaky
Protective or safety grounding is of vital importance for the
protection of individuals from electric shock. To many electrical
engineers the notion of grounding is nebulous and safety
grounding is quite often confused with neutral grounding of
the power supply. The main objective of this book is to give the
reader a better understanding of safety grounding, why it is
needed, where it is needed, and what are the requirements
which must be met in order to have an effective grounding
system. This book is a practical guide that provides
comprehensive coverage of all types of grounding requirements
and is intended for students and practicing electrical engineers
alike.
CRC Press
Market: Electrical Engineering
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75871-4: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16463-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758714
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Advanced Controls for Intelligent Buildings

Analog Function Circuits

A Holistic Approach for Successful Businesses

Fundamentals, Principles, Design and Applications

Siddharth Goyal, LG Electronics, USA.

K. C. Selvam, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, India

This book focuses primarily on both technical and business
aspects needed to select, design, develop and deploy control
application (or product) successfully for multiple components
in building systems. Providing a wide overview of the state-of
art in controls and building systems, providing guidance on
developing an end-to-end system in relation to business
fundamentals (distribution channels, stakeholders, marketing,
supply-chain and financial management), the book is ideal for
fourth-year control/mechanical/electrical engineering
undergraduates, graduate students, and practitioners including
business leaders concerned with smart building technology.

Discussing how function circuits are developed with simple integrators and comparators,
this textbook will serve as ideal study material for senior undergraduate and graduate
students in the fields of electrical engineering, and electronics and communication
engineering. It discusses applications of operational amplifiers to perform as analog function
circuits, covers the principles of multiplying circuits, dividing circuits, square rooting, and
vector magnitude circuits.
CRC Press
Market: Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Communication Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08160-1: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22144-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032081601

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00965-0: £99.99
Pb: 978-1-032-00967-4: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17658-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009650
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Advanced Dynamics Modeling, Duality and Control
of Robotic Systems

Big Data Analytics and Intelligent Techniques for
Smart Cities

Edward Y.L. Gu, Oakland University, USA.
This book provides detailed fundamental theoretical reviews
and preparations necessary for developing advanced dynamics
modeling and control strategies for various types of robotic
systems. This research book specifically addresses and discusses
the uniqueness issue of representing orientation or rotation,
and further proposes an innovative isometric embedding
approach. Many computer simulations and realistic 3D
animations to verify the new theories and algorithms are
included in the book as well. It is a great reference text for
undergraduate juniors and seniors, graduate students,
researchers, and engineers interested in the areas of robotics,
control and applications.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65371-2: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12916-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653712

Edited by Kolla Bhanu Prakash, Janmenjoy Nayak, B tp
Madhhav, Sanjeevikumar Padmanaban, Department of
Business Development and Technology, Aarhus University
– Herning Campus, Denmark and Valentina Emilia Balas,
Aurel Vlaicu University of Arad, Romania
It will be useful as a reference text for graduate students in
different areas including electrical engineering, computer science
engineering, civil engineering, and electronics and
communications engineering

CRC Press
Market: Electrical and Electronics Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75355-9: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18735-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367753559
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Biometric Data in Smart Cities

Internet of Energy for Smart Cities

Methods and Models of Collective Behavior

Machine Learning Models and Techniques

Stepan Bilan, State Economy and Technology University of
Transport, Ukraine, Mykola Bilan, Ruslan Motornyuk, Main
Information and Computing Center, Ukraine. and Serhii
Yuzhakov
Series: Sensors Communication for Urban Intelligence
This book describes methods for processing biometric
information in a smart city environment. The theoretical
foundations of building a biometric multisensor network, which
allows you to create a unified urban biometric community, are
considered. Methods of biometric identification by gait
parameters and the geometric shape of the auricle are described,
which are effectively used in a smart city. A method for tracking
dynamic changes in the state of a smart city in real time is considered. Models of behavior
of colonies of living organisms, their formation, movement and interaction are described
on the basis of the technology of cellular automata with active cells.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65024-7: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12746-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367650247
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Edited by Anish Jindal, Lancaster University, United
Kingdom, Neeraj Kumar and Gagangeet Singh Aujla,
Newcastle University, United Kingdom
Machine learning approaches has the capability to learn and
adapt to the constantly evolving demands of large
Internet-of-energy (IoE) network. The focus of this book is on
using the machine learning approaches to present various
solutions for IoE network in smart cities to solve various research
gaps such as demand response management, resource
management and effective utilization of the underlying ICT
network. It provides in-depth knowledge to build the technical
understanding for the reader to pursue various research
problems in this field. Moreover, the example problems in smart
cities and their solutions using machine learning are provided as relatable to the real-life
scenarios.
CRC Press
Market: Networking Communications
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49775-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04731-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497750
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Electric Vehicle Integration in a Smart Microgrid
Environment
Edited by Mohammad Saad Alam and Mahesh
Krishnamurthy
As EVs find wider acceptance with major advancements in high
efficiency drivetrain and vehicle design, it has become clear that
there is a need for system level understanding of energy storage
and management in a microgrid environment. Practical issues
such as fleet management, coordinated operation, re-purposing
of batteries and environmental impact of recycling and disposal
need to be carefully studied in the context of an ageing grid
infrastructure. This book explores such as perspective with
contributions from leading experts on planning, analysis,
optimization and management of electrified transportation and
the transportation infrastructure.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 382pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42391-9: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-367-42392-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367423919

Introduction to Microcontroller Programming for
Power Electronics Control Applications
Coding with MATLAB® and Simulink®
Mattia Rossi, Politecnico di Milano, Italy., Nicola Toscani,
Politecnico di Milano, Italy., Marco Mauri, Politecnico di
Milano, Italy. and Francesco Castelli Dezza, Politecnico di
Milano, Italy.
This book focuses on the LaunchPad

TM

F28069M board from

TM

Texas Instruments to provide readers some basic programming
strategies specified to the field of power electronics-based
control applications. Starting from simple examples such as
turning on/off on-board leds or to manage a
Pulse-Width-Modulation peripheral, it discusses the settings of
all these Simulink® blocks enabled for code translation.
CRC Press
Market: Electrical Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 452pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70985-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19693-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367709853
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Flexibility in Electric Power Distribution Networks

Nonlinear Pinning Control of Complex Dynamical
Networks

Edited by Hassan Haes Alhelou, Tisheen Univ, Syria, Ehsan
Heydarian-Forushani, EEPDC, Syria. and Pierluigi Siano,
Univ Degli Studi de Salerno, Italy.
There is a great research gap related to renewable-based
distribution network planning with flexibility point of view. This
book discusses the additional flexibility needs introduced by
renewable energy sources (RESs) and describes general
approaches to analyze the need for and provision of additional
flexibility in future distribution networks at both planning and
operational time frames. It successfully suggests new solutions
and techniques to increase the flexibility in distribution systems.
This book also highlights the needs for moving towards smart
distribution grids in order to enhance the flexibility in modern
and future power systems.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 433pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64141-2: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12232-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641412

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Analysis and Applications
Edgar N. Sanchez, CINVESTAV, Unidad Guadalajara, Mexico.,
Carlos J. Vega, Univ of Naples Federico, Italy., Oscar J.
Suarez, Ministerio de Ciencia Tecnologia e Innovacion,
Colombia. and Guanrong Chen, City Univ, Hong Kong.
Series: Automation and Control Engineering
The book presents two nonlinear control strategies for complex
dynamical networks. First, sliding-mode control is used, and then
the inverse optimal control approach is employed. It covers
analysis of the mathematical preliminaries, with a brief review
for complex networks, and the pinning methodology.
Additionally, sliding-mode control and inverse optimal control
are introduced.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02087-7: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18180-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020877
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Smart and Intelligent Systems
The Human Elements in Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, and
Cybersecurity
Edited by Abbas Moallem, Adjunct Faculty, San Jose State
University, CA
Series: The Human Element in Smart and Intelligent Systems
In today’s digital world, the words “smart” and intelligent” are
now used to label devices, machinery, systems, and even
environments. What is a “smart” system? Is “smart” synonymous
to “intelligent”? If not, what does an “intelligent system” mean?
Are all the smart systems intelligent? This book is perfect for
engineering students in data sciences, artificial intelligence,
practitioners at all levels in the field of human factors and
ergonomics, systems engineering, computer science, software
engineering and robotics.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46149-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21534-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461492
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2nd Edition

Fundamentals of Capturing and Processing Drone
Imagery and Data

Understanding Global Climate Change
Modelling the Climatic System and Human Impacts
Arthur P Cracknell and Costas A Varotsos

Edited by Amy E. Frazier and Kunwar K. Singh
Unmanned Aircraft Systems are rapidly emerging as flexible
platforms for capturing imagery and other data across sciences.
Many colleges and universities are developing courses on
UAS-based data acquisition. This book is a comprehensive,
introductory text on how to use unmanned aircraft systems for
data capture and analysis. It provides best practices for planning
data capture missions and hands-on learning modules geared
toward UAS data collection, processing, and applications. Readers
will learn how to process different types of UAS imagery for
applications such as Precision Agriculture, Forestry, Urban
Landscapes, and apply this knowledge in environmental
monitoring and land-use studies.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
July 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 385pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24572-6: £90.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28323-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367245726
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Climate change is far more than just global warming due to
atmospheric greenhouse gases including CO2. The availability
of climate-related data and computer modelling is a key factor
in observing and analyzing climate change today. In order to
understand the nature of climate change it is necessary to
consider the whole climatic system, its complexity, and the ways
in which natural and anthropogenic activities act and influence
that system and the environment. Using a combination of
ground data, satellite data, and human impacts, this second
edition discusses the state of climate research today, at a global
scale, and establishes a background for future discussions on
climate change.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Engineering
July 2021: 7 x 10: 454pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19591-5: £140.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00161-6: £56.99
eBook: 978-0-429-20332-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-748-40124-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367195915

GIS Automated Delineation of Hospital Service
Areas
Fahui Wang, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, USA
and Changzhen Wang
This book intends to mainly serve professionals in geography,
urban and regional planning, public health, and related fields.
It is also useful for scholars in the above fields who have research
interests related to GIS and spatial analysis applications in health
care. It can be used as a supplemental text for graduate students
in a course related to GIS and Health.

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20228-6: £85.00
eBook: 978-0-429-26028-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367202286
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Remote Sensing of Turbulence
Victor Raizer, IEEE Fellow
A unique integration of the physics of turbulence and remote
sensing technology. This book provides a new vision on the
research of turbulence and summarizes current and future
challenges of monitoring turbulence remotely. It emphasizes
sophisticated geophysical applications, detection, and
recognition of complex turbulent flows in ocean and
atmosphere. Through several techniques based on microwave
and optical/IR observations, the book explores technological
capabilities and data analysis tools for turbulence events, their
signatures, and variability. A great resource for applied physicists,
the professional remote sensing community, ecologists,
geophysicists, and Earth scientists.
CRC Press
Market: Remote Sensing / GIS
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 273pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46978-8: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21756-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469788
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A Manager's Guide for Better Decision-Making

Artificial Intelligence and Digital Systems
Engineering

Easy to Apply Tools and Techniques
Abu S.M. Masud, Wichita State University, Kansas, USA
Series: Manufacturing and Production Engineering
This book offers a basic understanding of the issues and
processes involved in decision-making by presenting the tools
associated with problem analysis, tools that enable developing
choices, as well as tools used to normalize judgment criteria
achievement so that they are comparable across measures using
different scales. The intended audience of the book includes
technical and non-technical professionals, managers and
supervisors at all levels, and engineering and business educators.
The book is also useful to undergraduate students, beginning
graduate students, and recent graduates of professional
programs, mathematics, computer science, natural sciences,
and humanities.

Adedeji B. Badiru, Air Force Institute of Technology, Dayton,
Ohio, USA
Series: Analytics and Control
The bookprovides a general introduction to the origin of AI and
covers the wide application areas and software and hardware
interfaces. It will prove to be instrumental in helping new users
expand their knowledge horizon to the growing market of AI
tools, as well as showing how AI is applicable to the
development of games, simulation, and consumer products,
particularly using artificial neural networks. This book is for the
general reader, university students, and instructors of industrial,
production, civil, mechanical, and manufacturing engineering.
It will also be of interest to managers of technology, projects,
business, plants, and operations.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 112pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00016-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00014-5: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17229-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032000145

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
August 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54547-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08964-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545475
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A Step Towards Society 5.0

Big Data Analysis for Green Computing

Research, Innovations, and Developments in Cloud-Based Computing
Technologies

Concepts and Applications

Edited by Shahnawaz Khan, Thirunavukkarasu K., Galgotias
University, Ayman AlDmour, Applied Science University,
Bahrain and Salam Salameh Shreem
Series: Demystifying Technologies for Computational Excellence

Edited by Rohit Sharma, Assistant Professor, Dept. of
Electronics and Communication Tech., SRM University, India,
Dilip Kumar Sharma, GLA University, India, Dhowmya Bhatt,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Information Technology, SRM
University, India and Binh Thai Pham, University of Transport
Technology, Vietnam
Series: Green Engineering and Technology

This book provides a holistic view of cloud technology theories,
practices, and future applications with real-life examples. It
comprehensively explains cloud technology, design principles,
development trends, maintaining state-of-the-art cloud
computing and software services. It describes how cloud
technology can transform the operating contexts of business
enterprises. It exemplifies the potential of cloud computing for
next-generation computational excellence and the role it plays
as a key driver for the 4th industrial revolution in Industrial
Engineering and a key driver for manufacturing industries.

This book focuses on big data in business intelligence, data
management, machine learning, cloud computing, and smart
cities. It also provides an interdisciplinary platform to present
and discuss recent innovations, trends, and concerns in the fields
of big data and analytics. The bookpresents the latest
technologies and covers the major challenges, issues, and
advances of big data and data analytics in green computing. It explores basic as well as
high-level concepts.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68546-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13803-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685461

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44230-9: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03232-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442309
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Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Processes

Big Data for Entrepreneurship and Sustainable
Development

Edited by Amar Patnaik, Malay Kumar Banerjee, Ernst
Kozeschnik, Institute for Materials Science and Technology,
Vienna, Albano Cavaleiro, J. Paulo Davim, Univ. of Aveiro
and Vikas Kukshal, National Institute of Technology,
Uttarakhand
Series: Science, Technology, and Management
This book discusses advanced materials and manufacturing
processes with insights and overviews on tribology, automation,
mechanical, biomedical, and aerospace engineering, and
optimization of industrial applications. The book explores the
different types of composite materials as well as reporting on
the design considerations, and applications of each. The book
includes problem-analyzing, solving skills, and covers different types of composites materials,
their design considerations, and applications. This book is an resource for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers, scholars, and field professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55374-6: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09321-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553746

Edited by Mohammed El Amine Abdelli, University of
Salamanca, Wissem Ajili-Ben Youssef, Uğur Özgöker,
Istanbul Arel University / Cyprus American University and
Imen Ben Slimene
Series: Big Data for Industry 4.0
This book provides insight for researchers and decision-makers
on the application of data in the entrepreneurship and
sustainable development sector. This book covers how Big Data
for Industry 4.0 and Entrepreneurship are effective in resolving
business, social, and economic problems. The book discusses
how entrepreneurs use big data to cut costs and minimize the
waste of time. It offers how using big data can increase efficiency,
enables the studying of competitors, can improve the pricing of products, increase sales
and loyalty, and can ensure the right people are hired.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54663-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09004-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367546632
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Blockchain for Healthcare Systems

Cybersecurity

Challenges, Privacy, and Securing of Data

Ambient Technologies, IoT, and Industry 4.0 Implications

Edited by Sheikh Mohammad Idrees, Parul Agarwal and
M. Afshar Alam, Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi
Series: Innovations in Health Informatics and Healthcare
This book provides a detailed insight about how to reap the
benefits of Blockchain technology in healthcare owing to the
fact that the healthcare sector faces several challenges associated
with privacy and security issues of data. It also provides in-depth
knowledge regarding Blockchain in healthcare and the
underlying components. This book talks about securing
healthcare data using blockchain technology. It discusses
challenges and solutions for blockchain technology in the
healthcare sector and presents the digital transformation of the
healthcare sector using different technologies.

Edited by Gautam Kumar, Assistant Professor, Dept. of
Computer Science and Engineering, Narsimha Reddy
Engineering College, India, Om Prakash Singh and Hemraj
Saini
Series: Artificial Intelligence (AI): Elementary to Advanced
Practices
This edited book discusses the evolution of IoT and Industry 4.0
and brings security and privacy related technological tools and
techniques onto a single platform so that researchers, industry
professionals, graduate, postgraduate students, and
academicians can easily understand the security, privacy,
challenges and opportunity concepts and make then ready to
use for applications in IoT and Industry 4.0.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69352-7: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14147-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367693527

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70216-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14504-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367702168
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Convergence of Blockchain Technology and
E-Business

Decision Making in Risk Management

Edited by D. Sumathi, VIT-AP University, T. Poongodi,
Galgotias University, India, Balamurugan Balusamy,
Galgotias Uni., Bansal Himani, Assistant Professor, Jaypee
Institute of Information Technology, India and Firoz Khan
K P, Dubai Mems College, UAE
Series: Green Engineering and Technology
The book examines blockchain technology, the transaction
attributes, and its footprint in various fields. It offers fundamentals
and terminologies used in blockchain, architecture, and various
consensus mechanisms that can be deployed in areas such as
healthcare, smart cities, and supply chain management. The
book provides a widespread knowledge into the deployment
of security countermeasures that can be implemented for a blockchain network and enables
the readers to consider the management of business processes and the implementation
process in detail.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49814-6: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04810-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367498146
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Quantifying Intangible Risk Factors in Projects
Christopher O. Cox
Series: Manufacturing and Production Engineering
The book identifies the quantitative measures to assess behavior
induced risks by presenting a framework that limits the
interpersonal tension of addressing behavioral risks. Included in
the book is an illustrative case study in the oil and gas sector
that demonstrates the use of the framework. The missing
dimension of behavior-centric intangible risk factors in current
risk identification is explored. The book goes on to cover
management processes, providing a systematic analytical
approach to mitigate subjectivity when addressing behavioral
risks in projects.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 115pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76747-1: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76745-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16840-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367767457
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Cost Analysis for Engineers and Scientists
Fariborz Tayyari, Department of IMET, Bradley University
Series: Manufacturing and Production Engineering
This textbook introduces managerial accounting techniques
that can be applied to problems in the areas of cost estimation,
cost control, product line, business segment discontinuation,
profitability analysis, and project management. It also presents
product costing and manufacturing cost allocation to an
individual as well as joint products. The concepts and
applications of cost-volume-profit and breakeven analysis for
single-product and multiple products are also discussed. It is
intended for short-term courses and seminars conducted to
train in engineering and manufacturing cost analysis. A solutions
manual and PowerPoint slides are available for qualified textbook
adoptions.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36228-4: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-429-43216-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138362284
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Differential Equations in Engineering
Research and Applications
Edited by Nupur Goyal, Graphic Era University, Dehradun,
India, Piotr Kulczycki, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa
and Mangey Ram, Graphic Era University, Dehradun
Series: Mathematical Engineering, Manufacturing, and
Management Sciences
Various mathematical tools, techniques, strategies and methods
in engineering applications are discussed. This book focuses on
the latest research in the field of engineering applications and
spans across different institutions globally. It identifies the gaps
in knowledge where differential equations in engineering
applications are involved. It reveals areas for further research in
advanced processes, and informs the reader of the most recent
developments, along with international studies, and research in modeling and simulation.
This book also offers international perceptions on applications, methods, and case studies.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61312-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10514-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367613129
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Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs)

Influencing Customer Demand

Fabrication, Properties, Applications, and Advancements

An Operations Management Approach

Edited by Pulak M. Pandey, Indian Institute of Technology
Delhi, Sandeep Rathee, Amity University, India, Manu
Srivastava, IMS Eng. College, Ghaziabad and Prashant K.
Jain
The book covers trends, process classification on various basis,
physical processes involved, structure, properties, applications,
advantages, and limitations. Emerging trends in the field are
discussed in detail and advancements are thoroughly reviewed
and presented to broaden the spectrum of FGM applications.
This reference book will be of interest to scholars, researchers,
academicians, industry practitioners, government labs, libraries
and anyone interested in the area of Materials Engineering.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48381-4: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09797-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483814

Edited by Mahya Hemmati, Amirkabir University of
Technology, Tehran, Iran and Mohsen S. Sajadieh, Amirkabir
University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
This is the first book to discuss managerial, mathematical, and
the conceptual framework of influencing factors on demand
along with accurate mathematical analysis to evaluate and raise
revenue.
The book provides an understanding of the key factors that
influence buyer demand. It presents the mathematical
relationship between the influencing factors and the demand
functions. It discusses the methods used for influencing demand,
how to measure demand dependence on factors such as price,
quality, and inventory and it helps management improve
alignment between supply and demand by affecting the levels and understanding the
role within the SCM.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 298pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61998-5: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10744-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367619985
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Hybrid Intelligence for Smart Grid Systems
Edited by Seelam VSV Prabhu Deva Kumar, Pusan National
University, South Korea, Shyam Akashe, ITM University
Gwalior, Hee-Je Kim, Pusan National University, South Korea
and Chinmay Chakraborty, Birla Institute of Technology,
India.
Series: Advances in Intelligent Decision-Making, Systems
Engineering, and Project Management
This book provides an overview of distributed control and
distributed optimization theory with specific details on industrial
applications to smart grid systems. It discusses the fundamental
analysis and design schemes for developing actual working
smart grids and covers all aspects concerning the conventional
and nonconventional methods. It provides an overview of a smart grid, with its needs,
benefits, challenges, and existing structure. This book is a must-read for researchers,
engineering professionals, and students, giving them the tools needed to move from the
concept of a smart grid to its actual design and implementation.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69909-3: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14380-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699093

Innovation Fundamentals
Quantitative and Qualitative Techniques
Adedeji B. Badiru, Air Force Institute of Technology, OH and
Gary Lamont, Air Force Institute of Technology, OH
Series: Systems Innovation Book Series
This book uses a systems-based approach to show how
innovation is pervasive in all facets of endeavors, including
business, industrial, government, the military, and even
academia. This book presents chapters that provide techniques
and methodologies for achieving the transfer of science and
technology assets for innovation applications. This book is
written for the textbook market as well as for the professional
reader within the engineering, business, and management fields.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81918-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02200-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819187
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Industry 4.0, AI, and Data Science

Innovative Education Technologies for 21st Century
Teaching and Learning

Research Trends and Challenges
Edited by Vikram Bali, JSS Academy of Technical Edu., Noida,
Kakoli Banerjee, JSS Academy of Technical Edu., Noida,
Narendra Kumar, Bluecrest University College, Liberia,
Sanjay Gour, Jaipur Eng. College and Research Centre and
Sunil Kumar Chawla, CGC College of Eng., India
Series: Demystifying Technologies for Computational Excellence

Edited by Muhammad Mujtaba Asad, Fahad Sherwani,
FAST National University, Razali Bin Hassan, Malaysia
Research Institute for Vocational Edu & Training and
Prathamesh Churi, NMIMS University
This book offers case studies on real problems involving higher
education, it includes policies that need to be adaptable to the
new environments such as the role of accreditation, online
learning, MOOCs, and mobile-based learning. The book covers
all aspects of the digital competencies of teachers to fulfill the
required needs of 21st-century classrooms and uses a new
pedagogical approach suitable for educational policies. This
book is suitable for teachers, students, instructional and course
designers, policymakers, and anyone interested in 21st-century

The goal of this book is to bridge the gap between Data Science
and AI. Machine Learning and Data Science is an essential part
of several industrial applications, along with academic research
going on today. This book describes different theoretical and
practical aspects in an understandable way and shows how new
systems are created. It will explore the potential for integration
and advanced AI algorithms, address the challenges of Data Science for Industry 4.0, cover
security issues, and include both qualitative and quantitative research.

education.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56285-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09718-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562854

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69904-8: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14379-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699048
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Integrating Deep Learning Algorithms to Overcome
Challenges in Big Data Analytics

Machine Learning and Analytics in Healthcare
Systems

Edited by R. Sujatha, Assistant Professor, School of
Information Technology and Engineering, Vellore Institute
of Technology, India, S. L. Aarthy, Assistant Professor, School
of Information Technology and Engineering, Vellore Institute
of Technology, India and R. Vettriselvan, Lecturer, St. John
the Bapiest University, Malawi
Series: Green Engineering and Technology

Principles and Applications
Edited by Himani Bansal, Assistant Professor, Jaypee Institute
of Information Technology, India, Balamurugan Balusamy,
Galgotias University, India, T. Poongodi, Galgotias University,
India and Firoz Khan KP, Dubai Mems College, UAE
Series: Green Engineering and Technology

Data science revolves around two giants, which are big data
analytics and deep learning. It is becoming challenging to handle
and retrieve useful information due to how fast data is
expanding. This book presents the technologies and tools to
simplify and streamline the formation of big data along with
deep learning systems. The audience includes industry
professionals, academic professors, research scholars, system modelling, and simulation
experts.

This book provides applications of machine learning in
healthcare systems and seeks to close the gap between
engineering and medicine. It will combine the design and
problem-solving skills of engineering with health sciences, in
order to advance healthcare treatment. The book will include
areas such as diagnosis, monitoring, and therapy. The book can
be used as a reference for practitioners, researchers and for
students at basic and intermediary levels in Computer Science, Electronics and
Communications.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46663-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03845-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367466633

CRC Press
Market: Engineering-Industrial and Manufacturing
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48793-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18524-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487935
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Integration of Methods Improvement and
Measurement into Industrial Engineering Functions

Machine Learning and Deep Learning Techniques
in Wireless and Mobile Networking Systems

Gerald J. Watson Jr., Consulting Engineering, Sacramento,
CA

Edited by K. Suganthi, Vellore Institute of Technology, R.
Karthik, VIT Chennai, India, G. Rajesh, MIT Campus and Peter
Ho Chiung Ching, Sunway University, Malaysia
Series: Big Data for Industry 4.0

This book emphasizes the need to ask critical questions before
implementing tools and their integration into the many
applications in which industrial engineers work. This use of critical
thinking will minimize the likelihood of mistakes that can result
in the wasting of finite resources and the possible loss of life.
Included in this book are examples, both successful and
unsuccessful, for each of the functions on which industrial
engineers focus. These examples include the critical questions
that were asked that resulted in success and those questions
that were not asked that resulted in failure.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72093-3: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15341-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367720933

This book offers the latest advances and results in the fields of
machine learning and deep learning for wireless
communications and provides positive and controversial
discussions on the challenges and prospects. It provides a broad
spectrum in understanding the improvements in machine
learning and deep learning that are motivating by the specific
constraints posed by wireless communications.The book offers
an in-depth knowledge repository on intelligent wireless
communication systems and its underlying technologies, research challenges, solutions,
and case studies.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62006-6: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10747-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367620066
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IoT Applications, Security Threats, and
Countermeasures

Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering

Edited by Padmalaya Nayak, Rangaraju Inst. of Eng. & Tech.,
Niranjan Ray, Kalinga Inst. of Ind. Tech. and P. Ravichandran,
University College, Malaysia
Series: Internet of Everything (IoE)

Theoretical and Advanced Technologies
Edited by Pankaj Agarwal, Samrat Ashok Technological
Institute (Engineering College), Vidisha, Lokesh Bajpai, S.A.T.I.
(Engineering College), Vidisha, Chandra Pal Singh, Samrat
Ashok Technological Institute, Kapil Gupta, Univ. of
Johannesburg and J. Paulo Davim, Univ. of Aveiro
Series: Science, Technology, and Management

The book explores modern sensor technologies while also
discussing security issues, which is the dominant factor for many
types of Internet of Things (IoT) applications. It also covers recent
(IoT) applications such as the Markovian Arrival Process, fog
computing, real-time solar energy monitoring, healthcare, and
agriculture. Fundamental concepts of gathering, processing,
and analyzing different Artificial Intelligence (AI) models in IoT
applications are covered. On par with the standards laid out by
international organizations in related fields, the book focuses
on both core concepts of IoT along with major application areas.

This book offers unique comprehensive chapters on advances
in manufacturing and industrial engineering technologies for
high productivity, quality, and sustainability. This book sheds
light on advances in the field of manufacturing and industrial
engineering for enhancement in productivity, quality, and
sustainability. It comprehensively covers the recent
developments, latest trends, and research and innovations being
done these days in the field.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 277pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49185-7: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12425-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491857

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 298pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54174-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08807-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541743
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Mathematical Modeling and Simulation

Practical Career Advice for Engineers

Case Studies on Drilling Operations in the Ore Mining Industry

Personal Letters from an Experienced Engineer to Students and New
Engineers

Edited by P.N. Belkhode, J.P. Modak, V. Vidyasagar and P.B.
Maheshwary

Radovan Zdero

The book will illustrate the formulation of mathematical
modelling for manual operations. It will provide details in the
investigation of many man machine systems through the case
study approach and provide data analysis using the concept of
mathematical modelling and sensitivity. It presents how to solve
a field problem through a field data-based modelling concept
and highlights the collection of anthropometry data and its
behavior. It precipitates quantitatively influence of posture
adopted by operators involved in man machine systems.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67635-3: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13212-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367676353

Written by an experienced engineer, this book is a series of
conversation-style letters that offers practical career advice to
all engineers. It guides them through their entire career from
early education, to professional certification, on into the
workplace, and eventually to retirement. The book guides
engineers on how to make good career decisions, using precise
and systematic processes. It explores the important topics of
creativity, ethics, intellectual property, and scientific principles
in engineering and at the same time weaves real-world stories,
concepts, diagrams, and tips throughout the book in the form
of personal letters perfect for quick and easy comprehension.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04413-2: £70.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04411-8: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19308-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032044118
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Multi-Criteria Decision Modelling

Quality of Life

Applicational Techniques and Case Studies

An Interdisciplinary Perspective

Edited by Rahul Sindhwani, Punj Lata Singh, Bhawna
Kumar, Varinder Kumar Mittal and J. Paulo Davim, Univ.
of Aveiro
Series: Science, Technology, and Management
The book depicts the use of sensitivity analysis and modelling
including case studies to understand and illustrate difficult
concepts. It offers a stepwise comprehensive methodology for
the application of MCDM to a variety of situations, presents an
over-view of the main streams of thought, and provides a holistic
view of the latest research and development trends in emerging
markets in the area of modelling and optimization using MCDM
for different industrial sections. The book covers the ways for
companies to use these methods to their advantage in order to
achieve sustainability.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64558-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12515-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367645588

Edited by Shruti Tripathi, Amity University, India, Rashmi
Rai, Assistant Professor, Deemed to be University, India and
Ingrid Van Rompay-Bartels, HAN Univ. of Applied Sciences
Series: Information Technology, Management and Operations
Research Practices
This book presents the Quality of Life using a contemporary and
interdisciplinary approach. Various socio-cultural, spiritual,
technological, and human factors aspects which have an
immense bearing on our lives, are an integral part of this book.
Those that will find this book useful will be researchers,
academicians, practitioners and students of management,
behavioral science, human factors, psychology, health
economics, sociology, public health and politics.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial & Manufacturing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43399-4: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00913-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433994
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Multimodal Biometric Systems

Recent Advances in Time Series Forecasting

Security and Applications
Edited by Rashmi Gupta and Manju Khari, Ambedkar
Institute of Advanced Communication Technologies and
Research, India
Series: Internet of Everything (IoE)
This book focuses on fusion in biometric systems. It discusses
the present level, the limitations, and proposed methods to
improve performance. It describes the fundamental concepts,
current research, and security related issues. The book will
present a computational perspective, identify challenges, and
cover new problem-solving strategies, offering solved problems
and case studies to help with reader comprehension and deep
understanding.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68556-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13806-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685560

Edited by Dinesh C.S. Bisht and Mangey Ram, Graphic Era
University, Uttarakhand
Series: Mathematical Engineering, Manufacturing, and
Management Sciences
Aimed at scientists, researchers, postgraduate students, this
book is also beneficial to engineers in the areas of supply chain
management, production, inventory planning, and statistical
quality control.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60775-3: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10228-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367607753
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Reconfigurable Manufacturing Enterprises for
Industry 4.0

Sterile Manufacturing

Ibrahim H. Garbie, Associate Professor, Helwan University,
Egypt and Hamid Parsaei, Texas A&M University
Series: Manufacturing and Production Engineering
The objective of this book is to support readers facing the
urgency, challenges, analysis, and methodologies to
reconfiguration. It presents a comprehensive framework for
reconfiguring in manufacturing enterprises and provides a set
of valuable conceptual frameworks and methodologies for
analyzing, evaluating, and assessing reconfiguration indices. This
book offers practical guidance for implementing the 4th
Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0). It presents open-ended
problems pertaining to the concepts covered in the book. This
book covers a new approach for reconfiguring industrial systems.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering-Industrial & Manufacturing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19090-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-20031-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367190903

Regulations, Processes, and Guidelines
Sam A. Hout
This book provides the fundamentals of aseptic techniques,
quality by design, risk assessment, and management in support
of sterile operations applications. It creates a link to the
implementation of business practices in drug manufacturing
and healthcare and forms a correlation between design
strategies including a step-by-step process to ensure reliability,
safety, and efficacy of healthcare products for human and animal
use. The book also provides a connection between drug
production and regulated applications by offering a review of
the basic elements of sterile processing, and how to remain
viable with solid strategic planning.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75435-8: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16250-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754358
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Root Cause Analysis (RCA) for the Improvement of
Healthcare Systems and Patient Safety

Sustainability in Industry 4.0

David Allison, CPPS and Harold Peters, P.Eng.
The book follows a proven training outline, including real-life
examples and exercises to teach healthcare professionals how
to lead effective and successful Root Cause Analysis (RCA) to
eliminate patient harm. This book discusses the need for Root
Cause Analysis in the healthcare sector, providing practical
applications for its facilitation. It also suggests how to construct
an effective RCA action plan and when it is appropriate to
employ an RCA. Real-examples and exercises are included. This
book is intended for healthcare professionals as well as students
who are interested in gaining more knowledge on the RCA
process and how it relates to healthcare.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 142pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03592-5: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18816-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032035925

Challenges and Remedies
Edited by Shwetank Avikal, Amit Raj Singh and Mangey
Ram, Graphic Era University, Dehradun
Series: Mathematical Engineering, Manufacturing, and
Management Sciences
To develop more sustainable societies, industries need to better
understand how to respond to environmental, economic, and
social challenges and transform industrial behavior. The objective
of this book is to provide knowledge and accelerate the transition
towards a sustainable industrial system.
The book will help the industry to raise operational efficiency
by reducing costs and waste. It will increase industry respond
or reach new customers and increase competitive advantage.
It offers innovation, scenario planning, and strategic analysis that goes beyond compliance,
as well as case studies and remedies to industry 4.0 challenges.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60773-9: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10230-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367607739
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Smart Sensor Networks Using AI for Industry 4.0

Technology and Tools in Engineering Education

Applications and New Opportunities

Research and Innovations

Edited by Soumya Ranjan Nayak, Amity University Uttar
Pradesh, India, Biswa Mohan Sahoo, Amity University Uttar
Pradesh, India, Muthukumaran Malarvel, Chitkara University
and Jibitesh Mishra
Series: Advances in Intelligent Decision-Making, Systems
Engineering, and Project Management
This book covers recent AI applications and explores aspects of
modern sensor technologies and the systems needed to operate
them. The book reviews the fundamental concepts of gathering,
processing, and analysing different AI based models and
methods. The book covers recent WSN techniques for the
purpose of effective network management at par with the
standards laid out by international organizations in related fields and focuses on both core
concepts along with major applicational areas.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70212-0: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14502-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367702120
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Edited by Prathamesh P. Churi, NMIMS University, Vishal
Kumar, Bipin Tripathi Kumaon Institute of Technology, Utku
Kose, Suleyman Demirel University, Turkey and N. T. Rao,
MIT World Peace University
This book explores the innovative and research methods of
teaching and learning processes. It focuses on the use of
technology in the field of education and provides a platform to
academicians and educationalists to share their ideas and best
practices. The book includes specific pedagogy used in
engineering education. It offers case studies and classroom
practices which also includes those used in distance mode and
during the COVID-19 pandemic. It provides comparisons of
national and international accreditation bodies, directions on
cost effective technology, and discusses advanced technologies such as VR and augmented
reality used in education.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60774-6: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10229-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367607746
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Nanotechnology in Sustainable Agriculture

Traditional Herbal Therapy for the Human Immune
System

Edited by M. Anwar Mallick, Vinoba Bhave University, India,
Manoj K. Solanki, Agricultural Research Organization, Israel,
Baby Kumari, Vinoba Bhave University, India and Suresh
Kumar Verma, KIIT University, India
Nanotechnology in Sustainable Agriculture presents applications
of nanobiotechnology for eco-friendly agriculture practices.
Implementing sustainable agriculture techniques is a crucial
component in meeting projected global food demands while
minimising toxic waste in the environment. Nano-technological
tools – including nanoparticles, nanocapsules, nanotubes and
nanomolecules – offer sustainable options to modernise
agriculture systems. Written by nanotechnology experts, this
book outlines how nano-formulations can improve yield without
reliance on chemecial pesticides and reduce nutrient losses in fertilization.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 402pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36940-8: £150.00
eBook: 978-0-429-35200-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369408

Edited by Azamal Husen, Wolaita Sodo University, Ethiopia
Series: Exploring Medicinal Plants
Drawing on indigenous and scientific knowledge of medicinal
plants, Traditional Herbal Therapy for the Human Immune System
presents the protective and therapeutic potential of plant-based
drinks, supplements, nutraceuticals, synergy food, superfoods,
and other products. It explains how medicinal plants can act as
a source of vitamins and improve body functions such as
enhanced oxygen circulation, maintained blood pressure and
improved mood. Part of the Exploring Medicinal Plants series, this
book is useful for researchers and students, as well as policy
makers and people working in industry, who have an interest
in plant-derived medications.
CRC Press
Market: Nutrition
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 506pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68525-6: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13795-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685256
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Organic Solutes, Oxidative Stress, and Antioxidant
Enzymes Under Abiotic Stressors

Traditional Mexican Agriculture
A Basis for Sustainable Agroecological Systems

Edited by Arafat Abdel Hamed Abdel Latef, South Valley
University, Egypt

Alba González Jácome
Series: Advances in Agroecology

This book presents evidence-based approaches and techniques
used to diagnose and manage organic solutes, oxidative stress,
and antioxidant enzymes in crop plants under abiotic stressors.
It discusses strategies in abiotic stress tolerance including
osmoregulation, osmoprotectants, and the regulation of
compatible solutes and antioxidant enzymes in plants. With
contributions from 49 scholars worldwide, this authoritative
guide is educational for scientists working with plants and abiotic
stressors. This book is written for graduate students and scholars
researching abiotic plant stressors.

Traditional Mexican Agriculture is the result of a holistic study
of Mexican agriculture. It offers the reader a perspective of
traditional agriculture in Mexico from social, cultural and
ecological Anthropology, Ethnology, regional and environmental
History, and Agroecology, to help obtain sustainable agroecology
where human societies obtain better ways of life and a healthy
and nutritious food system. The book further aims to recover
ideas, management, and components of local knowledge of
small-scale farmers.

CRC Press
Market: Botany
July 2021: 7 x 10: 414pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90140-0: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04052-3: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02287-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032040523

CRC Press
Market: Agriculture
October 2021: 7 x 10: 520pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46219-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19883-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462192
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Sustainable Winter Fodder
Production, Challenges, and Prospects
Edited by Imran ul Haq and Siddra Ijaz
Production and availability of sufficiently good quality forage
under diverse ecological dynamics are fundamental to develop
an efficient and productive livestock industry. Growers
worldwide, especially in developing and underdeveloped
countries, face significant challenges in producing sufficient
winter fodder. The shortage of fodder production is the primary
limiting factor for livestock production. This book features an
extensive overview of literature providing information on winter
fodders used in livestock management. This book is written for
researchers and practitioners in agronomy, biotechnology,
bioecology and is a comprehensive guide for improving winter
fodder production.
CRC Press
Market: Botany
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51798-4: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51836-3: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05536-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518363
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Active Packaging for Various Food Applications

Handbook of Cereals, Pulses, Roots, and Tubers

Edited by M. Selvamuthukumaran, Institute of Technology,
Haramaya University
Active Packaging for Various Food Applications addresses the
significance of active packaging for enhancing quality and safety
of various packaged foods. This book discusses extending the
shelf life of various food products by incorporating various active
packaging systems. It also addresses bioactive materials used
for packing food products, and application of nano materials in
an active packaging system. This book is a great source for
academicians, scientists, research scholars, and food industry
personnel, shedding light on the recent techniques used in
active packaging systems for enhancing quality aspects.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
September 2021: 7 x 10: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61922-0: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12778-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367619220

Functionality, Health Benefits, and Applications
Edited by Sneh Punia, Department of Food Science and
technology, Chaudhary Devi lal University, Sirsa, india, Anil
Kumar Siroha, Chaudhary Devi Lal University and Manoj
Kumar
Cereals, pulses, roots, and tubers are major food sources
worldwide and make a substantial contribution to the intake of
carbohydrates, protein, fiber, as well as vitamin E and B. The
Handbook of Cereals, Pulses, Roots, and Tubers: Functionality, Health
Benefits, and Applications provides information about commercial
cereals, pulses, and their nutritional profile, as well as health
benefits and their food and non-food applications. Split into four
major subsections, this handbook covers all the recent research
about the related crops and outlines matters needing further research in the field of
agriculture sciences.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
October 2021: 7 x 10: 652pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69250-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15550-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367692506
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Cold Chain Management for the Fresh Produce
Industry in the Developing World

Handbook of Molecular Gastronomy

Edited by Vijay Yadav Tokala and Majeed Mohammed
Series: World Food Preservation Center Book Series
This book provides a comprehensive review of the benefits of
an unbroken cold chain in developing countries and focuses on
the critical role of extension education in the implementation
of cold chain management. This book comprises of chapters
contributed by the experts and practitioners of cold chain
development in developing countries. The authors in the book
provide the scenario of cold chain management in the world
and discuss the importance of the cold chain as well as the
different options and innovations of cooling systems. Chapters
also include case studies, success stories, capacity building
activities, and other opportunities in cold chain development
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49819-1: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05660-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367498191xt
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Scientific Foundations, Educational Practices, and Culinary Applications
Edited by Róisín Burke, Technological University Dublin,
Ireland, Alan Kelly, University College Cork, Ireland,
Christophe Lavelle, National Museum of Natural History CNRS UMR 7196, Paris and Hervé This vo Kientza,
INRAE/AgroParisTech
A comprehensive reference to molecular gastronomy, this book
highlights techniques that have enabled chefs to achieve new
and better ways of preparing food. The book takes an
interdisciplinary approach encompassing the physics, biology,
and chemistry of food as well as food preparation along with
practical tips on molecular cooking. It offers an introductory
overview and perspective on key issues and contains a complete A-Z guide to scientific
terminology, ingredients, tools, and methods, as well as innovative recipes by
world-renowned chefs.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science and Technology
June 2021: 8.25 x 11: 894pp
Hb: 978-1-466-59478-4: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-16870-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781466594784
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Heat and Mass Transfer Modelling During Drying

Grains

Empirical to Multiscale Approaches

Engineering Fundamentals of Drying and Storage
Fuji Jian, Department of Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba and Digvir
S. Jayas
This book describes the engineering fundamentals of storage and drying of cereal grains,
oil seeds and pulses. Chapters focus on the topics related to water in single kernels and
grain bulks such as water status in grain kernels under conditions of drying, wetting, soaking,
and storage; effect of physical and chemical factors on water status in stored grain kernels
and bulks, and vice versa on physical and chemical properties of grain bulks; water
movement during drying and wetting; water migration during storage; and mathematical
modelling of these water statuses and movements. It covers the origin, development, and
application of mathematical models in grain storage and drying.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01398-5: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18619-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032013985
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Mohammad U.H. Joardder, Washim Akram and Azharul
Karim, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane,
Australia
Most of the conventional dryer uses random heating to dry
diverse materials without considering their thermal sensitivity
and energy requirement for drying. Eventually, excess energy
consumption is required along with attaining low quality dried
product. Proper heat and mass transfer modeling prior to
designing drying system for selected food materials can
overcome these problems. Heat and Mass Transfer Modelling
During Drying: Empirical to Multiscale Approaches extensively
discusses the issue of prediction of energy consumption in terms
of heat and mass transfer simulation.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
September 2021: 6 x 9: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62402-3: £155.00
eBook: 978-0-429-46104-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138624023
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Millets

Non-Thermal Processing Technologies for the Grain
Industry

Properties, Processing, and Health Benefits
Anil Kumar Siroha, Chaudhary Devi Lal University, Sneh
Punia, Department of Food Science and technology,
Chaudhary Devi lal University, Sirsa, india, Sukhvinder Singh
Purewal, MAHARAJA RANJIT SINGH PUNJAB TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY and Kawaljit Singh Sandhu
This book explores millet production, chemistry and nutritional
aspects, processing technologies, product formulations, and
more. It combines information on the composition, functional
properties and processing along with information on the health
properties of millets. With its unique presentation on millets
flour and starch, it will be suitable for those wanting to use millets
in various food products, including food technologists,
nutritionists, research scientists, and agriculture professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
July 2021: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56274-8: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10594-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562748

Edited by M. Selvamuthukumaran
Food can rapidly spoil due to growth of microorganisms, and
traditional methods of food preservation such as drying, canning,
salting, curing, and chemical preservation can affect the quality
of the food. Nowadays, various non-thermal processing
techniques can be employed in grain processing industries to
combat this. Such techniques will satisfy consumer demand for
delivering wholesome food products to the market. Non-Thermal
Processing Technologies for the Grain Industry addresses these
many new non-thermal food processing techniques that are
used during grain processing and minimize microbial
contamination and spoilage.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
August 2021: 7 x 10: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60857-6: £160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10950-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367608576
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Nanoemulsions in Food Technology

Nutraceuticals for Aging and Anti-Aging

Development, Characterization, and Applications

Basic Understanding and Clinical Evidence

Edited by Javed Ahmad, College of Pharmacy, Najran
University and Leo M.L. Nollet, Univ. College Ghent, BE
(Retired)
Series: Food Analysis & Properties
Divided into three sections, Nanoemulsions in Food Technology:
Development, Characterization, and Applications will provide
in-depth information and comprehensive discussion over
technologies, physical and nanostructural characterization, as
well as applicability of the nanoemulsion technique in food
sciences. It describes the techniques involved in nanoemulsion
characterization, mainly dealing with interfacial and
nanostructural characterization of nanoemulsions, different
physical characterization techniques, as well as various imaging and separation techniques
involved in its characterization.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
October 2021: 7 x 10: 326pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61492-8: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12112-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367614928

Edited by Jayant Nemchand Lokhande, Indus Inc & Indus Extracts, Anaheim, California
and Yashwant Vishnupant Pathak, Sullivan University, Louisville, Kentucky, USA
Series: Nutraceuticals
This book addresses aging and anti-aging nutraceuticals based on 10 major challenges,
such as cognitive health, malnutrition, substance abuse, bladder control, and oral health,
among others. It examines how these challenges can be complemented with nutraceuticals
and connecting the applications with the traditional wisdom of the aging process. First
the book elucidates the aging process, then recommends nutraceuticals for aging and
anti-aging processes. It includes the perspectives of Western Indian and Chinese traditional
medicines. The focus of the book will be to provide, whenever possible, the clinical
evidences of the applications of nutraceuticals for aging and anti-aging conditions.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 784pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61494-2: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11086-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367614942
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Non-Thermal Processing Technologies for the Dairy
Industry

Pork
Meat Quality and Processed Meat Products

Edited by M. Selvamuthukumaran, Institute of Technology,
Haramaya University and Sajid Maqsood

Edited by Paulo E.S. Munekata, Mirian Paterio, Daniel
Franco and José M. Lorenzo

There are some emerging non-thermal processing techniques
such as pulsed light, cold plasma, high pressure processing,
ultrasonic, UV pasteurization, or ozone treatments, which can
be successfully employed in dairy processing industries to
enhance product acceptability, safety, and quality aspects. This
book describes several emerging non-thermal processing
techniques that can be specially employed for the dairy
processing industry. The book narrates the benefits of using
pulsed light, cold plasma, high pressure and ultrasonic during
processing of various dairy products.

This book delves into the various kinds of pork and their
manufacturing processes. A variety of pork meat products are
currently been produced worldwide. However, due to the
modern eating habits, the increasing importance between food
composition and health among consumers, and the demand
for products with specific health "benefits" are factors that are
influencing the research and production of pork meat products.

CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67517-2: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13871-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367675172

CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 478pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34123-7: £155.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32403-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341237
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Synthetic Pesticide Use in Africa
Impact on People, Animals, and the Environment
Edited by Charles L. Wilson and Don M. Huber, Purdue
University, Idaho, USA
Series: World Food Preservation Center Book Series
It is hoped that the knowledge available in Synthetic Pesticide
Use in Africa: Impact on People, Animals, and the Environment will
both enlighten the reader to present serious concerns on the
use of synthetic pesticides, and motivate society to make the
changes necessary for the sustainable production of safe,
nutritious, and affordable food for the anticipated 250 billion
inhabitants of this Earth in 2050.

CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
July 2021: 7 x 10: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43677-3: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00703-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436773
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A First Course in Ergodic Theory
Karma Dajani, Utrecht University, The Netherlands and
Charlene Kalle, Leiden University, The Netherlands
This book provides readers with an intro course in Ergodic
Theory. This textbook has been developed from the authors’
own notes on the subject, which they have been teaching since
the 1990s. Over the years they have added topics, theorems,
examples and explanations from various sources. The result is a
book that is easy to teach from and easy to learn from —
designed to require only minimal prerequisites.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22620-6: £68.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27601-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367226206

Introduction to Lattice Algebra
With Applications in AI, Pattern Recognition, Image Analysis, and
Biomimetic Neural Networks
Gerhard X. Ritter, Consultant, Gainesville, Florida, USA and
Gonzalo Urcid
This book lays emphasis on two subjects, the first being lattice
algebra and the second the practical applications of that algebra.
This textbook is intended to be used for a special topics course
in artificial intelligence with focus on pattern recognition,
multispectral image analysis, and biomimetic artificial neural
networks. The book is self-contained and – depending on the
student’s major – can be used at a senior undergraduate level
or a first-year graduate level course. The book is also an ideal
self-study guide for researchers and professionals in the
above-mentioned disciplines.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 432pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72029-2: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15424-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367720292
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Diffusion Processes, Jump Processes, and Stochastic
Differential Equations
Wojbor A. Woyczyński
This book provides a compact exposition of the results explaining
interrelations between diffusion stochastic processes, stochastic
differential equations and the fractional infinitesimal operators.
The draft of this book has been extensively classroom tested by
the author at Case Western Reserve University in a course that
enrolled seniors and graduate students majoring in mathematics,
statistics, engineering, physics, chemistry, economics and
mathematical finance. The last topic proved to be particularly
popular among students looking for careers on Wall Street and
in research organizations devoted to financial problems.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10067-8: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21675-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032100678

Introduction to Math Olympiad Problems
Michael A. Radin, Rochester Institute of Technology, USA
This book aims to introduce high school students to all the
necessary topics that frequently emerge in international Math
Olympiad competitions. In addition to introducing the topics,
the book will also provide several repetitive–type guided
problems to help develop vital techniques in solving problems
correctly and efficiently. The techniques employed in the book
will help prepare students for the topics they will typically face
in an Olympiad-style event, but also for future college
mathematics courses in Discrete Mathematics, Graph Theory,
Differential Equations, Number Theory and Abstract Algebra.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54482-9: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-54471-3: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08946-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544713

2nd Edition

Divided Spheres

Irrationality and Transcendence in Number Theory

Geodesics and the Orderly Subdivision of the Sphere

David Angell, Univeristy of New South Wales, Australia

Edward S. Popko and Christopher J. Kitrick
This first edition of this well-illustrated book presented a
thorough introduction to the mathematics of Buckminster
Fuller’s invention of the geodesic dome, which paved the way
for a flood of practical applications as diverse as weather
forecasting and fish farms. The author explained the principles
of spherical design and the three classic methods of subdivision
based on geometric solids (polyhedra).
This thoroughly edited new edition does all that, while also
introducing new techniques that extend the class concept by
relaxing the triangulation constraint to develop two new forms
of optimized hexagonal tessellations.

This book tells the story of irrational numbers from their discovery in the days of Pythagoras
to the ideas behind the work of Baker and Mahler on transcendence in the 20th century.
It focuses on themes of irrationality, algebraic and transcendental numbers, continued
fractions, approximation of real numbers by rationals, and relations between automata
and transcendence. This book serves as a guide and introduction to number theory for
advanced undergraduates and early postgraduates. The book includes a wide range of
exercises, from routine problems to surprising and thought-provoking extension material.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62837-6: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11120-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367628376

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
August 2021: 7 x 10: 484pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68003-9: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13411-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-50429-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367680039
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Malliavin Calculus in Finance

Mathematical Modelling

Theory and Practice
Elisa Alos, Universitat Pompeu Frabra, Spain and David
Garcia Lorite
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series
This book aims to introduce the study of stochastic volatility (SV)
models via Malliavin Calculus.
The objective of this book is to offer a bridge between theory
and practice. It shows that Malliavin calculus is an easy-to-apply
tool that allows us to recover, unify, and generalize several
previous results in the literature on stochastic volatility modeling
related to the vanilla, the forward, and the VIX implied volatility
surfaces. It can be applied to local, stochastic, and also to rough
volatilities (driven by a fractional Brownian motion) leading to
simple and explicit results.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 350pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89344-6: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01868-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367893446

Simon Serovajsky, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University,
Department of Differential Equations and Control Theory,
Almaty, Kazakhstan
This book sets out the general principles of mathematical
modelling as a means comprehending the world. The author
describes different classes of models, including lumped and
distributed parameter systems, deterministic and stochastic
models, continuous and discrete models, static and dynamical
systems, and more. From a mathematical point of view, the
considered models can be understood as equations and systems
of equations of different nature and variational principles. In
addition to this, mathematical features of mathematical models,
applied control and optimization problems based on
mathematical models, and identification of mathematical models are also presented.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47430-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03560-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474300
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Mathematics of The Big Four Casino Table Games

2nd Edition

Math and Art

Blackjack, Baccarat, Craps, & Roulette
Sasho Kalajdzievski, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Canada

Mark Bollman, Albion College, Albion, Michigan, USA
Series: AK Peters/CRC Recreational Mathematics Series

This book explores the potential of mathematics to generate
visually appealing objects and reveals some of the beauty of
mathematics. It includes numerous illustrations, photographs,
and art reproductions to demonstrate how mathematics can
inspire or generate art.
Sequentially organized according to mathematical maturity
level, each chapter covers a cross section of mathematics. For
art students, the book stresses an understanding of the
mathematical background of relatively complicated yet
intriguing visual objects. For science students, it presents various
elegant mathematical theories and notions.

Mathematics is the basis of casino games, which are the bedrock
of a $100 billion/year industry. Mathematics of the Big Four Casino
Table Games: Blackjack, Baccarat, Craps, & Roulette takes an
in-depth look at the four biggest table games in casinos:
blackjack, baccarat, craps, and roulette. It guides readers through
the mathematical principles that underpin these games and
their different variations, providing insights that will be of huge
interest to gamblers, casino managers, researchers, and students
of mathematics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2021: 7 x 10: 520pp
Hb: 978-0-367-07613-9: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-07611-5: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02160-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-584-88913-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367076115

Mathematical Analysis and Optimization for
Economists

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 364pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74229-4: £68.99
Pb: 978-0-367-74090-0: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15668-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740900

Number Systems
A Path into Rigorous Mathematics

Michael J. Panik, University of Hartford, USA

Anthony Kay

In Mathematical Analysis and Optimization for Economists, the
author aims to introduce students of economics to the power
and versatility of traditional as well as contemporary
methodologies in mathematics and optimization theory; and,
illustrates how these techniques can be applied in solving
microeconomic problems. Suitable for advanced undergraduates
and first-year graduate students, this text contains numerous
detailed example problems. These have been classroom-tested
over the years when the author was actively teaching at the
University of Hartford, and solutions can be downloaded from
the CRC Press website.

This book aims to introduce number systems to an
undergraduate audience in a way that emphasises the
importance of rigour, and with a focus on providing detailed
but accessible explanations of theorems and their proofs. The
book continually seeks to build upon students' intuitive ideas
of how numbers and arithmetic work, and to guide them
towards the means to embed this natural understanding into a
more structured framework of understanding.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 343pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75901-8: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16449-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367759018

Complimentary Exam Copy
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Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2021: 7 x 10: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18065-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18061-4: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05935-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367180614
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One-Dimensional Dynamical Systems

Star Origami

An Example-Led Approach

The Starrygami™ Galaxy of Modular Origami Stars, Rings and Wreaths

Ana Rodrigues, University of Exeter, UK
For almost every phenomenon in Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Medicine, Economics, and other sciences one can make a
mathematical model that can be regarded as a dynamical
system. One-Dimensional Dynamical Systems: An Example-Led
Approach seeks to deep-dive into α standard maps as an
example-driven way of explaining the modern theory of the
subject in a way that will be engaging for students.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70110-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70108-6: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14461-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367701086
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Tung Ken Lam
Series: AK Peters/CRC Recreational Mathematics Series
This book is an exciting collection of origami rings, stars and
wreaths made using the modular technique, including clear
instructions for making them.
Features
Hundreds of clear step-by-step instructions show you how,
based on the technique of folding a small number of simple
units and joining them together as a satisfying puzzle Secrets
tips to make new shapes just by varying a few lengths and angles
Suitable for teaching and learning art, geometry and
mathematics. Teachers will appreciate the practical advice to
succeed in using origami for education.
A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Recreational Mathematics
September 2021: 7 x 10: 148pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02662-6: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02233-8: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18449-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032026626

Quaternion and Clifford Fourier Transforms
Eckhard Hitzer
This book describes the development of quaternion and Clifford
Fourier transforms in Clifford (geometric) algebra over the last
30 years. It is the first comprehensive self-contained book
covering this vibrant new area of pure and applied mathematics
in depth.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2021: 7 x 10: 472pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77466-0: £170.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18447-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774660
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Risk Measures and Insurance Solvency Benchmarks
Fixed-Probability Levels in Renewal Risk Models
Vsevolod K. Malinovskii
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series
This book is written for academics and practitioners who are
concerned about potential weaknesses of the Solvency II
regulatory system. It is also intended for readers who are
interested in pure and applied probability, have a taste for
classical and asymptotic analysis, and are motivated to delve
into rather intensive calculations.
The formal prerequisite for this book is a good background in
analysis. The desired prerequisite is some degree of probability
training, but someone with knowledge of the classical
real-variable theory, including asymptotic methods, will also find
this book interesting.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74026-9: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15762-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740269
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A First Course in Linear Model Theory
Nalini Ravishanker, University of Connecticut, Storrs, USA,
Zhiyi Chi, University of Connecticut and Dipak K. Dey,
University of Connecticut, Storrs, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science

Building a Platform for Data-Driven Pandemic
Prediction
From Data Modelling to Visualisation - The CovidLP Project
Edited by Dani Gamerman, Marcos O. Prates, Thais Paiva
and Vinicius D. Mayrink

This book represents an entirely fresh approach for introducing
to students the mathematical and statistical concepts and tools
that form the backbone for the study of the theory and
applications of linear models, both univariate and multivariate.
This second edition features several new topics that are
extremely relevant to the current research in statistical
methodology. Revised or expanded topics include analysis of
covariance, Bayesian linear and generalized linear model,
nonlinear regression, ridge regression, resistant and robust regression, generalized linear
models, model selection, multiple comparisons, hierarchical linear models, random effects
and variance components.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2021: 7 x 10: 528pp
Hb: 978-1-439-85805-9: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-315-15665-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88247-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781439858059

This book is about building platforms for pandemic prediction.
It provides an overview of probabilistic prediction for pandemic
modeling based on a data-driven approach. It also provides
guidance on building platforms with currently available
technology using tools such as R, Shiny, and interactive plotting
programs. Readers can follow different reading paths through
the book, depending on their needs. The book is meant as a
basis for further investigation of statistical modelling,
implementation tools, monitoring aspects, and software
functionalities.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 382pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70999-0: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70997-6: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14888-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367709976
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Engineering Production-Grade Shiny Apps

2nd Edition

Applied Engineering Statistics
R. Russell Rhinehart and Robert M. Bethea, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, USA
Thoroughly updated throughout, this second edition will
continue to be about the practicable methods of statistical
applications for engineers, and as well for scientists and people
in business. Contrasting a mathematical and abstract orientation
of many statistics texts, which expresses the science/math values
of researchers, this book presents the fundamental concepts,
provides supporting derivation, and focuses on the application
to concrete examples and the interpretation of outcomes.
CRC Press
Market: Statistics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11948-9: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22233-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-78503-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032119489

2nd Edition

This book helps people build production-grade shiny
applications, by providing advice, tools, and a methodology to
work on web applications with R. Starting with an overview of
the challenges which arise from any big web application project:
organizing work, thinking about the user interface, challenges
of teamwork & production environment, it then moves to a step
by step methodology that goes from the idea to the end
application. Each part of this process will cover in detail a series
of tools and methods to use while building production-ready
shiny applications. Finally, it ends with a series of approaches
and advice about optimizations for production.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 390pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44467-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46602-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02987-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367466022

Foundations of Statistics for Data Scientists

Bayesian Networks

With R and Python

Marco Scutari, Istituto Dalle Molle and Jean-Baptiste Denis,
INRA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
The book introduces Bayesian networks using a hands-on
approach, through simple yet meaningful examples. Discrete
Bayesian networks are described first (Chapter 2), followed by
Gaussian Bayesian networks (Chapter 3). Mixed networks (which
include arbitrary random variables, and typically mix continuous
and discrete ones) are covered as well (Chapter 4). These
chapters explain the whole process of Bayesian network
modelling, from structure learning to parameter learning to
inference. All steps in learning are illustrated with R code.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36651-3: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34743-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-22558-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366513

Complimentary Exam Copy

Colin Fay, Sébastien Rochette, Vincent Guyader and
Cervan Girard
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series

e-Inspection

Alan Agresti and Maria Kateri
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
Designed as a textbook for a one or two-term introduction to
mathematical statistics for students training to become data
scientists, Foundations of Statistics for Data Scientists: With R
and Python is an in-depth presentation of the topics in statistical
science

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2021: 7 x 10: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74845-6: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15983-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367748456
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Fundamentals of Causal Inference

Javascript for R
John Coene
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series

With R
Babette A. Brumback
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science

Little known to many, R works just as well with JavaScript—this
book delves into the various ways both languages can work
together. The ultimate aim of this work is to put the reader at
ease with inviting JavaScript in their data science workflow. In
that respect the book is not teaching one JavaScript but rather
we show how little JavaScript can greatly support and enhance
R code. Therefore, the focus is on integrating external JavaScript
libraries and no prior knowledge of JavaScript is required.

Explains and relates different methods of confounding
adjustment in terms of potential outcomes and graphical
models, including standardization, difference-in-differences
estimation, the front-door method, instrumental variables
estimation, and propensity score methods.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70505-3: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14667-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367705053

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68064-0: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68063-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13404-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367680640
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Handbook of Regression Modeling in People
Analytics
With Examples in R and Python
Keith McNulty
This book is a learning resource on inferential statistics and
regression analysis. It teaches how to do a wide range of
statistical analyses in both R and in Python, ranging from simple
hypothesis testing to advanced multivariate modelling. The
book hits a ‘sweet spot’ where there is just enough mathematical
theory to support a strong understanding of the methods, but
with a step-by-step guide and easily reproducible examples and
code, so that the methods can be put into practice immediately.
This makes the book accessible to a wide readership, from public
and private sector analysts and practitioners to students and
researchers.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04174-2: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19415-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032041742

Linear Regression Models
Applications in R
John P. Hoffmann
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Statistics in the Social and
Behavioral Sciences
The book is aimed primarily at advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in the social, behavioral, health sciences, and
related disciplines, taking a first course in linear regression. It
could also be used for self-study, and would make an excellent
reference for any researcher in these fields. The R code and
detailed examples provided throughout the book equip the
reader with an excellent set of tools for conducting research on
numerous social and behavioral phenomena.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 436pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75368-9: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75366-5: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16223-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367753665
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2nd Edition

Machine Learning for Knowledge Discovery with R

Introduction to High-Dimensional Statistics

Methodologies for Modeling, Inference and Prediction

Christophe Giraud, Paris Sud University, France
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics and
Applied Probability
This new, second edition preserves the philosophy of the first
edition: to be a concise guide for students and researchers
discovering the area and interested in the mathematics involved.
The main concepts and ideas are presented in simple settings,
avoiding thereby unessential technicalities. High-dimensional
statistics is a fast-evolving field and much progress has been
made on a large variety of topics, providing new insights and
methods.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 364pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71622-6: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15874-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-23794-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367716226

Kao-Tai Tsai
‘Machine Learning for Knowledge Discovery with R’ contains
methodologies and examples for statistical modelling, inference,
and prediction of data analysis. It includes most recent
supervised and unsupervised machine learning methodologies
such as recursive partitioning tree-based modelling, regularized
regression, support vector machine, neural network, clustering,
and causal-effect inference. Additionally, it emphasizes the use
of graphical methods for data exploration to understand the
internal structure of data sets. The book includes many examples
based on real-world big data from life-science, finance, etc. to
illustrate the applications of the methods described therein.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06536-6: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20568-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032065366
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2nd Edition

Probability, Choice, and Reason

Statistical Design, Monitoring, and Analysis of
Clinical Trials

Leighton Vaughan Williams
This book should serve as an invaluable and fascinating resource
for university, college, and high school students who wish to
extend their reading, as well as for teachers and lecturers who
want to liven up their courses while retaining academic rigour.
It will also appeal to anyone who wishes to develop skills with
numbers or has an interest in the many statistical and other
paradoxes that permeate our lives. Indeed, anyone studying the
sciences, social sciences, or humanities on a formal or informal
basis will enjoy and benefit from this book.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 310pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53893-4: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53891-0: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08361-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367538910

Principles and Methods
Weichung Joe Shih, Rutgers University School of Public
Health, Piscataway, New Jersey, USA and Joseph Aisner,
Rutgers U Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
This book concentrates on the biostatistics component of clinical
trials. This new edition is updated throughout and includes three
new chapters. Developed from the authors’ courses taught to
public health and medical students, residents, and fellows during
the past 15 years, the text shows how biostatistics in clinical trials
is an integration of many fundamental scientific principles and
statistical methods. The book begins with ethical and safety
principles, core trial design concepts, the principles and methods
of sample size and power calculation, and analysis of covariance and stratified analysis.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77244-4: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17652-7
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-25049-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772444

3rd Edition
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Sampling

Supervised Machine Learning for Text Analysis
in R

Design and Analysis
Sharon L. Lohr
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science

Emil Hvitfeldt and Julia Silge
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Science Series

Research is done on theoretical and applied aspects of survey
sampling since the publication of the first edition of this book.
The second edition incorporates some of this recent research,
contains new topics such as total survey design and statistical
issues in Internet surveys, and expands coverage of weighting,
calibration, two-phase sampling, and sampling for rare events.

This book is designed to provide practical guidance and directly
applicable knowledge for data scientists and analysts who want
to integrate text into their modeling pipelines. Additionally this
book is useful for journalists and others in digital humanities.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 678pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27950-9: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29889-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279509
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Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55418-7: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55419-4: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09345-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554194

Single-Arm Phase II Survival Trial Design
Jianrong Wu
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
Single-arm phase II trial is a key component for successfully
developing advanced cancer drug and treatment, particular for
target therapy and immunotherapy in which time-to-event
endpoints are often the primary endpoints. Several methodology
have been developed in literature but there is no book available.
Also most test statistics for single-arm phase II trial design with
time-to-event endpoint are not available in commercial software.
The proposed book provides a comprehensive summary to the
most commonly used methods for single-arm phase II trial
design with time-to-event endpoints.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 273pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65345-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12905-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653453
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Epidemic Risk Analysis and Assessment in Transport
Services

Medicinal Cannabis
Pearls for Clinical Practice
Deborah Malka

COVID-19 and Other Viruses

How to use cannabis with real patients, not just theoretically,
it’s pitfalls and challenges, as well as rewards, is a vastly
under-covered topic. Now that some form of medical cannabis
is approved in almost all US states, healthcare providers and
patients Need to Know how to achieve maximum benefits by
best use of this versatile herbal medicine.
Medicinal Cannabis: Pearls for Clinical Practice introduces the
scientific background of cannabis information on how cannabis
acts medicinally, its components, delivery mechanisms, and how
cannabis affects a specific condition.

Rafał Burdzik, Silesian University of Technology, Poland
This book presents a complete methodology for assessing the
hazards, and probability and risks of viral transmission on public
and freight transport services, with the example of the
SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus pandemic. It gives a simple
methodology for estimating the costs of prevention, and
considers changes in social behaviour in relation to epidemic
threats. Tools include a matrix of hazard assessment in
transportation, with a methodology for estimating the probability
of virus transmission through both droplets and surface contact.
These allow estimation of the effects of infections and
consequent epidemic risk, and provide methods for forecasting.
CRC Press
Market: Public health and epidemiology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06961-6: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20473-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032069616

CRC Press
Market: Nutrition
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56529-9: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09820-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367565299
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Handbook of Refugee Health

Men's Health

For Healthcare Professionals and Humanitarians Providing Care to
Forced Migrants
Edited by Miriam Orcutt, University College London,
London, UK, Clare Shortall, Première Urgence Internationale,
France, Sarah Walpole, Newcastle Hospitals, UK, Aula
Abbara, Imperial College NHS Healthcare Trust, London,
Sylvia Garry, National Health Service, London, UK, Rita Issa,
Queen Mary University of London, UK, Alimuddin Zumla,
University College London Hospitals, London, UK and
Ibrahim Abubakar, University College London, London, UK
This book helps to recognize the rights of refugees and provides
a framework to identify and approach health needs, from basic
elements like service mapping and initial interventions to more
complex elements of ongoing healthcare and support and broader topics such as migration
public health, migration policy and health systems.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 392pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61295-2: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-61288-4: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46487-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138612884

Edited by Roger S Kirby, President of Royal Society of
Medicine, Culley C Carson, Emeritus Rhodes Distinguished
Professor, Department of Urology, University of North
Carolina, Alan White, Emeritus Professor of Men's Health,
Leeds Beckett University, UK and Michael G Kirby, University
of Hertfordshire and the Prostate Centre
Since its first edition, Men's Health has established itself as the
essential reference for practitioners across the spectrum of
medicine - including those working in urology, andrology,
cardiology, endocrinology, family practice and mental health.
For this fully updated fourth edition the editors have again
assembled an international team of expert authors to write on an encyclopedic range of
topics, making this an invaluable resource for any health professional interested in
maintaining and improving the health of their male patients.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
July 2021: 7 x 10: 453pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72331-6: £200.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36078-8: £79.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34723-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367360788
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Improving Women’s Health Across the Lifespan

Necessary Scars

Edited by Michelle Tollefson, Nancy Eriksen and Neha
Pathak
Series: Lifestyle Medicine
The book is an evidence-based source of information on
women’s health issues for health professionals already practicing
lifestyle medicine, as well as an entry level textbook for those
new to the field of lifestyle medicine. The collective expertise of
each of the editors along with content provided by leaders
within the American College of Lifestyle Medicine fills a
much-needed void within the specialty of Lifestyle Medicine
and is for providers of women’s health globally.
CRC Press
Market: Public Health
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62763-8: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11068-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627638

Philip Berry
Whether you are a doctor, nurse, student, or otherwise interested
reader, the stories here will help you to understand how
medicine works and how medical error can happen. The stories
and discussions here present detailed narratives, analyses, and
reflections on medical errors through actions, omissions, and
misunderstandings. They offer a uniquely honest perspective
on the social implications of medical error and will enable
healthcare workers at all levels to analyse and learn from it
without losing sight of its impact.

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03939-8: £62.99
Pb: 978-1-032-03937-4: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18982-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032039374
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Obesity Prevention and Treatment
A Practical Guide
Edited by James M. Rippe, Professor of Medicine, University
of Massachusetts Medical School and John P. Foreyt, Baylor
College of Medicine, USA
Series: Lifestyle Medicine
The World Health Organization estimates that there are 2.1 billion
individuals with obesity globally. The average individual with
obesity cuts ten years off their life expectancy, yet less than 40%
of physicians routinely counsel individuals concerning the
adverse health consequences of obesity. Obesity Prevention and
Treatment: A Practical Guide equips healthcare practitioners to
include effective weight management counselling in the daily
practice of medicine. Written for practitioners at all levels, this
user-friendly, evidence-based book on obesity prevention and
treatment will be valuable to practitioners in general medicine or subspecialty practices.
CRC Press
Market: Nutrition
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56718-7: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09911-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367567187
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Pocket Essential Medical Equipment
Norbert Banhidy, Core Surgical Trainee, London, UK and
David Zhang, Internal Medicine Trainee, London, UK
Series: Pocket Series
This genuinely pocket-sized guide to essential medical
equipment is ideal for medical students, newly qualified junior
doctors and other healthcare professionals seeking a convenient
and concise handbook to refer to in busy clinical settings
including emergency departments. Clear, concise and systematic,
it provides a visual guide to enable readers to identify correctly
common medical equipment and use it appropriately without
overwhelming or extraneous information. With this book as your
indispensable companion you will be equipped to identify and
use equipment with confidence to provide safe and effective care for patients.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
January 2022: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74714-5: £44.99
Pb: 978-0-367-74578-3: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15917-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745783
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A Guide to Laboratory Investigations

Atlas of Genital Dermoscopy

Michael F. McGhee, Caroline A. Saxelby and Niall McKay

Edited by Giuseppe Micali and Francesco Lacarrubba
Series: Series in Dermatological Treatment

The seventh edition of this concise, highly practical guide to the
interpretation of normal and abnormal laboratory results is fully
revised and expanded, with updates on established and familiar
tests, as well as interpretations on recent developments.
Completely up-to-date, A Guide to Laboratory Investigations,
Seventh Edition remains an essential handbook for all primary
care professionals professionals and a valuable reference for
medical students and hospital physicians in training and in
practice.

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50371-0: £99.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50077-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04968-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-908-91153-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500771

Dermoscopy, a non-invasive modern tool to enhance the
diagnosis and monitoring of pigmented and non-pigmented
skin disorders, is particularly suitable for use in the genital area,
in which traditional invasive diagnostic procedures may be
difficult or painful for the patient. Dermatologists, family
physicians, and those involved in Sexual Health medicine will
all benefit from this atlas showing the applications of
dermoscopy in several external genital disorders both in males
and females with large high-resolution color photographs
throughout.
CRC Press
Market: Dermatology
October 2021: 7 x 10: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44027-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00716-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440275
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Atrial Septal Defects

2nd Edition

A to Z of Venous Thromboembolism

Diagnosis and Management

VK Kapoor, SGPGIMS, Lucknow, India and SK Das, Brunel
University, London
Venous thrombo-embolism, venous thrombosis and pulmonary
embolism are common complications in postoperative patients.
This focused handbook covers the topics of epidemiology,
screening, and prophylaxis along with diagnosis and
management of venous thrombo-embolism. It covers both
mechanical and pharmacological methods of prophylaxis and
various drugs used in prevention and treatment viz. heparins
(unfractionated and low molecular weight), anticoagulants
(vitamin K antagonists and novel oral anticoagulants), etc. The
A-Z format makes this book a useful practical guide. The
approach will break the barriers to the use of venous
thrombo-embolism prophylaxis in the minds of physicians.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
July 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 221pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75300-9: £62.99
Pb: 978-0-367-22033-4: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27041-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367220334

Edited by Ajith Ananthakrishna Pillai, JIPMER, Puducherry,
INDIA and Vidhyakar Balasubramanian, PSGIMSR,
Coimbatore, INDIA
This comprehensive text follows an evidence-based approach
to thoroughly discuss Atrial septal defects. Since this congenital
heart disease mostly presents in adulthood, it becomes
imperative to understand the embryology, pathophysiology
and anatomy in detail, for effective management of these
patients. This book has strong clinical focus on anatomy, natural
history, indications, imaging methods and practical aspects of
disease management, which inculcates best practice in the day
to day management techniques employed by cardiologists,
trainees and professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
July 2021: 7 x 10: 126pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56835-1: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56833-7: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09955-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367568337

6th Edition

5th Edition

Asthma in the Workplace
Edited by Susan M. Tarlo, University of Toronto, Canada,
Olivier Vandenplas, Université Catholique de Louvain,
Belgium, David I. Bernstein, University of Cincinnati, USA
and Jean-Luc Malo, Université de Montréal, Canada
This new edition of Asthma in the Workplace focuses on recent
developments that are reflected by an impressive addition to
the scientific literature. This fifth edition retains key elements
that have made the success of previous editions: world-wide
contributors, variety of topics covered, presentation of key
aspects using workplace scenarios and case histories. This new
comprehensive edition is intended to be of interest for health
professionals, researchers, students, practitioners and various
professionals involved in the assessment and management of workers exposed to
occupational factors that may cause or exacerbate asthma.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43009-2: £210.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04342-5: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00062-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032043425

Carpenter's Neurophysiology
Dunecan Massey, Nick Cunniffe, Dept of Clinical
Neurosciences, Univ of Cambridge Dept of Neurology,
Addenbrooke’s Hospital and Imran Noorani
Neurophysiology: A Conceptual Approach offers a refreshing
alternative to ‘learning by rote’. Under new authorship, the sixth
edition preserves the legacy of the original author, the late Roger
Carpenter, retaining the concise approach and readable style
so central to its predecessors. Integrating the disciplines of
neurology and neuroscience with an emphasis on principles
and functional concepts, this comprehensive textbook covers
the entire subject of neurophysiology, from the conduction of
nerve impulses to the higher functions of the brain, within a single accessible volume.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Science
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 338pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34067-4: £99.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34060-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32372-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-444-13517-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367340605
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Catheter Ablation of Cardiac Arrhythmias in
Children and Patients with Congenital Heart Disease

COVID-19

Edited by Edward P. Walsh, Harvard Medical School, MA, USA, George F. Van Hare,
Washington University, MO, USA., Paul Khairy, Université de Montréal, Canada and
Mohammad Shenasa, O’Connor Hospital, CA, USA
This authoritative book explores electrophysiologic testing and therapeutic catheter ablation
for cardiac arrhythmias in children, and in patients of all ages with congenital heart disease.
It reviews the anatomic and physiologic background to these procedures, emphasizing
the tools for mapping and tissue ablation that continue to improve patient outcomes.
Additionally, individual chapters are dedicated to specific congenital heart defects (for
instance, tetralogy of Fallot, Ebstein’s anomaly, univentricular heart) guiding the reader to
anticipate the type of arrhythmia, the most likely location for effective ablation, and the
technical challenges that may be encountered in each condition.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
January 2022: 8.25 x 11: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53452-3: £300.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53475-2: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08210-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534752

From Bench to Bedside
Edited by Debmalya Barh, UFMG, Brazil. and Kenneth
Lundstrom, PanTherapeutics, Switzerland
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the entire world in an
unprecedented way and this book provides an overview of the
historical facts as well as ongoing approaches to tackle the
COVID-19 pandemic. Experts of the respective domains provide
details on anti-SARS-COV-2 drug strategies, including
repurposing drugs used for other indications and development
of novel drugs looking at different approaches to target virus
entry and replication. COVID-19 vaccine development based on
inactivated and attenuated live virus, protein subunit and
peptide-based vaccines and utilization of vaccine candidates
based on viral vectors, DNA and RNA are presented for both
preclinical studies and clinical trials.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
December 2021: 7 x 10: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04063-9: £160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04062-2: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19039-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032040622
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Clinical Allergy and Asthma Management in
Adolescents and Young Adults

Decision Making in Aesthetic Practice

Edited by Ravindran Chetambath, DM Wayanad Institute
of Medical Sciences, India and Venugopal Panicker, Govt.
TD Medical College, India
This text addresses the need for a practical handbook on asthma
and allergy in adolescents and young adults. This is an interesting
group as asthma may diminish in intensity with age but is still
of concern; compliance with management is not generally
successful, and if not adequately treated, it might lead to long
term sequelae (viz. COPD). Also, obesity and sedentarism in
young adults and adolescents can worsen asthma on the one
hand while some can be athletes on the other hand. This ready
reckoner aims to help in understanding clinical allergy which is
imperative for every physician who is caring for patients with asthma given its high
prevalence and heterogeneous treatment options.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
October 2021: 7 x 10: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64677-6: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64678-3: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12578-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646783

The Right Procedures for the Right Patients
Edited by Vincent Wong, private practice, London, UK
Healthcare professionals in Aesthetic Practice are often faced
with a presenting complaint that may seem straightforward to
treat but lends itself to more than one treatment option. To
achieve and deliver the best natural-looking results, certain basic
points about the face must be respected; there must be a good
understanding of the specific root cause of each patient’s
complaint; and that knowledge must be communicated
effectively with the patient. The aim of this book is to help guide
a healthcare professional in selecting the best and most
appropriate options for any patient.
CRC Press
Market: Dermatology
August 2021: 7 x 10: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04603-7: £250.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76980-2: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19388-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367769802
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Clinical Examination of the Hand

Dermatology and Solid Organ Transplantation

An Evidence-Based Approach
Edited by J. Terrence Jose Jerome, Olympia Hospital and Research Centre, India.
This handbook brings together the basic elements of hand and upper limb case, from
examination to clinical diagnosis of various hand and upper limb related diseases. It
improvises the examination skills of the reader with proficiency to arrive for a provisional
diagnosis for the given hand surgery and related diseases. The chapters are dealt with
simple language, clinical pictures, tables, and videos embedded for readers. Written by
contributors across the globe, this book is useful for trainees, graduates, postgraduates,
and fellows who intend to brush their basics and excel in hand surgery.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
January 2022: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64718-6: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64716-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12593-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367647162
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Edited by Nathalie C. Zeitouni and Faramarz H. Samie
Series: Series in Dermatological Treatment
This textbook brings together experts in the field of transplant
dermatology to review both state of the art and practical
knowledge regarding the clinical presentation and management
of the various cutaneous diseases seen in patients with solid
organ transplant. Practicing dermatologists, trainees, and other
health care providers involved in the care of transplant patients
can learn the current diagnostic and management options, and
how to apply these guidelines and principles in their everyday
practice.
CRC Press
Market: Dermatology
August 2021: 7 x 10: 323pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43146-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00146-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431464
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2nd Edition

Dermoscopy in General Dermatology for Skin of
Color

Forensic Neuropathology
Edited by Helen Whitwell, Emeritus Professor of Forensic
Pathology, Sheffield University, United Kingdom,
Christopher Milroy, MBChB MD LLB FRCPath FFFLM FRCPC
DMJ is Professor of Forensic Pathology at The Medico-Legal
Centre, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK and Daniel du
Plessis, Salford Royal NHS Trust

Edited by Enzo Errichetti and Aimilios Lallas
Dermoscopy can be a useful tool to evaluate skin of color for
general dermatologic diseases; however, it does require
practitioners to be aware of many points of difference from
patients with lighter phototypes. This highly illustrated text
brings together the pioneering experience of international
experts to document patients of phototypes IV to VI (from
subcontinental Asian, North African, South American, to African
skin).

CRC Press
Market: Dermatology
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41840-3: £140.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81648-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418403

Forensic Neuropathology is written by experts for specialists
and trainees alike and succeeds in addressing the concerns of
the forensic pathologist and the neuropathologist by tackling
the overlapping problems that arise during the postmortem
examination and subsequent legal proceedings. Totally updated
and revised, the new edition contains many new chapters, including much more information
on non-accidental injury in pediatric cases, alcohol, sudden death, imaging, sports and
transportation injury, long term effects of chronic brain injury and anoxal death.
CRC Press
Market: Forensics & Criminal Justice
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-498-70616-2: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15803-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498706162
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Endocrine Surgery

Geriatric Medicine

A South Asian Perspective

300 Specialty Certificate Exam Questions

Edited by Anand Kumar Mishra, KGMU, Lucknow, India.,
Amit Agarwal, SGPGIMS, Lucknow, India., Rajeev
Parameswaran, NUHS, SIngapore. and Kul Ranjan Singh,
KGMU, Lucknow, India.
This comprehensive book on Endocrine Surgery covers disorders
of thyroid, parathyroid, adrenal glands along with
neuroendocrine tumors of pancreas and gastrointestinal tract.
It is a comprehensive, up-to-date treatise covering embryology,
anatomy, etiology, clinical manifestations, diagnoses, and
treatment modalities of surgical endocrine diseases. The authors
explore the pertinent surgical endocrinology topics with a South
Asian perspective. Color illustrations, flowcharts and tables make the topics lucid for
professionals. This book provides the essential information surgeons require for evaluation
and management of patients, both with straight forward, and complex endocrine problems.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18638-8: £300.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13650-9: £130.00
eBook: 978-0-429-19733-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032136509

Shibley Rahman, UCL Institute of Cardiovascular Science,
London and Henry J. Woodford, North Tyneside General
Hospital, North Shields, United Kingdom
Series: MasterPass
This book is an authoritative and well-structured text which is
both topic and curriculum oriented aimed to appeal to a wider
multi-professional audience in line with the current NHS
workforce training needs in the UK. It is based on the ‘Specialty
Certificate Examination’ (SCE), awarded for the completion of
higher specialist training. Following closely the published
blueprint from the Royal College of Physicians, and the
curriculum from JRCPTB, it provides an up-to-date bank of
revision material. These 300 questions in the ‘single best answer’ (SBA) format (like the
actual assessment), are complete with comprehensive, well-evidenced explanations and
explanatory further reading material.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 217pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56402-5: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56400-1: £48.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09755-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564001
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Essentials of Cancer Survivorship

Hair Disorders

A Guide for Medical Professionals

Diagnosis and Management

Edited by Lidia Schapira
The growing number of cancer survivors presents a new
challenge. The ultimate success of cancer treatments depends
on the meticulous management of post-cancer care. Cancer
survivorship has now become recognized as an independent
field of research and clinical practice. This new concise guide is
intended for cancer clinicians as well as generalists and specialists
who meet cancer survivors in their practices for routine
check-ups or specialized consultations. With an expanding
population known to have complex medical, psychosocial and
emotional needs, we hope this book sparks interest and provides
answers for those involved in their care.
CRC Press
Market: Oncology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51850-9: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51848-6: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05542-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518486

Edited by Alexander C. Katoulis, Dimitrios Ioannides and
Dimitris Rigopoulos, National and Kapodistrian University
of Athens, Greece
Series: Series in Dermatological Treatment
A comprehensive resource for the practicing dermatologist on
how to diagnose and manage the range of hair disorders in
patients. Extensive illustration accompanies each condition and
shows the results of the latest diagnostic tools, including
dermoscopy.

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61190-0: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-429-46515-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138611900
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Hair Pathology with Trichoscopic Correlations

Hypoxic Respiratory Failure in the Newborn

Mariya Miteva

From Origins to Clinical Management

Combining pathology with trichoscopy is a powerful strategy
for the optimal management of hair disorders. This highly
illustrated text will help clinicians become familiar with how to
obtain an optimal specimen and how to understand the
pathology report, in order to create an individualized approach
in management. Pathologists will become familiar with the
trichoscopic morphologic correlation of hair disorders, with the
diagnostic clues to spot, and the most common pitfalls in hair
pathology.

Edited by Shyamala Dakshinamurti, University of Manitoba, Canada

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31353-8: £100.00
eBook: 978-0-429-45760-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138313538
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This comprehensive volume by expert authors addresses the origins of hypoxia tolerance,
the impact of oxygen on circulatory transition at birth, and the biochemistry of hypoxia in
the pulmonary circuit, and the classification, diagnosis and clinical management of hypoxic
respiratory failure and persistent pulmonary hypertension in the term neonate. The book
will educate health care professionals on how to care for newborns with hypoxic respiratory
failure, including use of up-to-date diagnostic tools and therapies, and highlights areas of
controversy and ongoing research in hypoxic respiratory failure and pulmonary hypertension
of the newborn, including challenging case studies.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49399-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-49401-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367493998
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Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation and
Cellular Therapies for Autoimmune Diseases
Edited by Richard K. Burt, Northwestern University, 446 East
Ontario, 10th floor, suite 1000, Chicago, Illinois, 60611, USA,
Dominique Farge, Univeristy of Paris, France, Milton A. Ruiz,
University of São Paulo, Brazil, Riccardo Saccardi, Careggi
University Hospital, Italy and John A. Snowden, Department
of Haematology, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, Glossop Road, Sheffield, South Yorkshire,
S10 2JF, UK
This book summarizes the progress made across the international
medical and scientific research communities towards the goal
of converting a chronic autoimmune disease into a drug-free
reversible illness using hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) and other cellular
therapies to generate sustained immune tolerance. This title provides advice on best
practice and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of HSCT in the treatment of a
variety of autoimmune diseases versus current conventional treatments. Arranged by
disease, it provides the ideal guide to HSCT for all conditions, from multiple sclerosis (MS)
to diabetes, and provides general guidance on the transplantation process.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 688pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55855-7: £170.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15136-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138558557

3rd Edition

ICPC-3 International Classification of Primary Care
User Manual and Classification
Edited by Kees van Boven and Huib Ten Napel
Series: WONCA Family Medicine
This third edition of the International Classification of Primary
Care (ICPC-3) is indispensible for anyone wishing to use the
international classification system for classification of morbidity
data in a primary care setting. Distilling the many standards that
are applied internationally in primary & community care and
public health to offer a telescopic view, the classification has
been completely rewritten to reflect the continued shift in the
health paradigm of primary care and public health towards the
person rather than the disease or provider.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05343-1: £68.99
Pb: 978-1-032-05339-4: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19715-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032053394
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2nd Edition

How To Do Primary Care Educational Research

Image-Guided Hypofractionated Stereotactic
Radiosurgery

A Practical Guide
Edited by Mehmet Akman, Valerie Wass, Professor of
Medical Education and Head of Keele School of Medicine
and Felicity Goodyear-Smith
Series: WONCA Family Medicine
Primary care is a rapidly growing academic branch of learning
and developing its own body of research is the hallmark of a
maturing academic discipline. This practical guide is the first
designed specifically to support those planning, conducting
and disseminating primary care educational research. Primary
care practitioners must be engaged in life-long learning and
keep abreast of developments in many arenas and educational
research into how to address this has thus become of paramount
importance.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62710-2: £52.99
Pb: 978-0-367-62704-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11046-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627041

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

A Practical Approach to Guide Treatment of Brain and Spine Tumors
Edited by Arjun Sahgal, Department of Radiation Oncology,
University of Toronto, and Sunnybrook Research Institute,
Ontario, Canada
Following recent developments in hypofractionated stereotactic
radiation therapy for brain and spine tumours, this new edition
offers a fully updated and comprehensive, how-to guidance on
hypofractionated SRT for brain and spine metastases, glioma,
benign tumors, and other tumor types.This book is suitable for
radiation oncologists, neurosurgeons and medical physicists
who specialize in brain and/or spine radiosurgery or want to
start a program and need a comprehensive reference with key
check lists for practice.
CRC Press
Market: Radiation Oncology/Radiosurgery
July 2021: 7 x 10: 616pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46278-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03709-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-72283-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462789
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4th Edition

Manual of Contemporary Otological Practice

Obstetric Evidence Based Guidelines

Edited by Uma Patnaik, Command Hospital (SC), Pune., Amit
Sood, Command Hospital (SC), Pune., Dilip Raghavan,
Armed Forces Medical College, Pune. and Sabarigirish K,
Armed Forces Medical College, Pune.
Practice of otology today, requires a contemporary knowledge
base, coupled with concurrent skill sets, and tempered with
familiarity of the technological advances. This manual has been
designed to address these three domains, making it a ready
reference to guide specialists on the standards of care in practice.
The chapters explore the current concepts, with a background
of past practices, touching upon the basics of anatomy and
physiology before dealing with clinical conditions and their
management, covering specific clinical scenarios to develop a
patient-oriented approach in the readers using evidence-based guidelines.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
September 2021: 7 x 10: 290pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75318-4: £160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48944-1: £62.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16197-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367489441

Edited by Vincenzo Berghella, Jefferson Medical College of
Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Series: Series in Maternal-Fetal Medicine
This new edition of an acclaimed text reviews the evidence for
best practice in obstetrics, with appropriate use of proven
interventions and avoidance of ineffectual ones. The information
is presented by summarizing evidence clearly in tables and
algorithms. The aim is to inform the clinician, to reduce errors
and "to make it easy to do it right."
The volume can be purchased separately or together with the
companion volume on Maternal-Fetal Evidence Based Guidelines
(set ISBN 9780367567033).
The Series in Maternal-Fetal Medicine is published in conjunction with The Journal of
Maternal-Fetal and Neonatal Medicine.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
January 2022: 8.25 x 11: 432pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60877-4: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10234-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-74746-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367608774
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4th Edition

Operative Surgery for Head and Neck Tumors

Maternal-Fetal Evidence Based Guidelines

Edited by Jagdeep Thakur, Indira Gandhi Medical College, India and Ripu Daman
Arora, AIIMS, Raipur, India.

Edited by Vincenzo Berghella, Jefferson Medical College of
Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Series: Series in Maternal-Fetal Medicine
This new edition of an acclaimed text reviews the evidence for
best practice in Maternal-Fetal Medicine, to present the reader
with the right information, with appropriate use of proven
interventions and avoidance of ineffectual or harmful ones. The
aim is to inform the clinician, to reduce errors and "to make it
easy to do it right."
The volume can be purchased separately or together with the
companion volume on Obstetric Evidence Based Guidelines (set
ISBN 9780367567033).
CRC Press
Market: Obstetrics & Gynecology
January 2022: 8.25 x 11: 640pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56702-6: £135.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09906-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-74744-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367567026
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Neurological Consequences of Nutritional Disorders
U. K. Misra, Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate Institute of Medical
Sciences, Lucknow, UP, India and J. Kalita, Sanjay Gandhi
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow, UP,
India
This book focuses on the impact of nutritional disorders on the
nervous system. Nutritional disorders are caused due to poverty,
famine, infestations, ignorance in the developing world and due
to food faddism, isolation, depression, addictions, and
comorbidities in the developed countries. This book has chapters
on various disorders covering basic knowledge, their clinical
manifestations, basis and etiology, laboratory diagnosis, method
of treatment and prognosis. It provides the guidelines to
students and clinicians for dealing with such disorders which are easily preventable and
amenable to treatment whose early diagnosis and management can avert morbidity and
mortality.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
July 2021: 7 x 10: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54306-8: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-31344-9: £49.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31640-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367313449

This book emphasizes on clinical, radiological and laboratory assessment of operative
surgery in common head and neck surgical procedures. It provides a systematic and rational
operative approach to management in day-to-day practice. A photographic style is used,
wherein high-quality photographs provide visual details to reveal each step of the
procedure. This photographic content of each surgical step on patient or cadaver makes
this book a valuable resource for surgical residents, fellows, junior consultants, and general
surgeons who manage head and neck cases and would learn to deftly perform the
procedures.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
January 2022: 7 x 10: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43012-2: £190.00
Pb: 978-1-032-15581-4: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-367-43013-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032155814
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Pediatric Dermatology in Skin of Color
A Practical Guide
Manish K Shah, Bai Jerbai Hospital for Children, Mumbai.
and Preeti K Sheth, Bai Jerbai Hospital for Children, Mumbai.
This book focusses on the clinical aspects and management of
pediatric skin disorders, especially seen in darker skin types. It
includes unique conditions that the authors have encountered
in their lifetime with their independent observations and
approach to management. Original high-quality images are used
to illustrate most dermatoses described in the book enabling a
strong visual impression of the discussed diseases. It hopes to
provide readers with a blend of evidence and experience based
pediatric dermatology. This book aims to be a hands-on manual
that can be referred to during a busy practice as it discusses the
practical approach to dermatoses.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
July 2021: 8.25 x 11: 314pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48610-2: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76063-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04659-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760632
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Practical Cardiovascular Pathology

The Manual of Allergy and Immunology

Mary N. Sheppard, St. George's University of London, UK
Cardiac disease still remains one of the most common causes
of death. In the last decade cardiac pathology has undergone
a revolution, particularly in the fields of genetics and imaging.
Practical Cardiac Pathology 3e is a combined atlas and text that
is designed to assist pathologists in identifting the range of
cardiovascular conditions that are found in both diagnostic and
autopsy work.New content on autopsy, congenital heart
disease,valvular disease and infective endocarditis, together with
many new illustrations arre included in this third edition.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 408pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78755-0: £180.00
eBook: 978-0-429-18653-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-340-98193-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498787550
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Edited by Abeer Feteih, King Abdulaziz University, Saudi
Arabia, Michael Fein, McGill University Health Centre, Canada
and Natacha Tardio, McGill University Health Center, Canada
This pocketbook provides brief clinical summaries of complex
and emerging major topics encountered in the field of Allergy
and Immunology. As knowledge in the specialty is rapidly
evolving, this book condenses this material while maintaining
an evidence-based approach to the practice. It addresses the
emerging trends in immunology from a cancer therapeutics
standpoint, coupled with the predominance of allergies, as there
is an increased awareness and interest in these topics due to its
impact on a large cohort of the population. It is a quick ‘go-to’,
practical and informative guide for students studying for their
specialty exams as well as for clinicians for better diagnoses and treatment.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 7 x 10: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00446-4: £94.99
Pb: 978-1-032-00445-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17420-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032004457

Regenerative Medicine in Aesthetic Treatments
Stem Cells, Stromal Vascular Fraction, Platelet Rich Plasma, and Platelet
Rich Fibrin
Aamer Khan
Physicians are now in a position pro-actively to use stem cells
and their growth factors to regenerate the human body. Within
the field of aesthetics, regenerative medicine is being used to
reverse the ageing of tissues and to repair scarring to an
unprecedented level. This highly illustrated text from an
internationally recognized expert in cosmetic procedures
documents the procedures and results for patients.

CRC Press
Market: Dermatology
October 2021: 7 x 10: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43147-1: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00147-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431471
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Safe Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy
An Illustrated Atlas
Mohammad Ibrarullah, Apollo Hospitals, India and Sadiq
S Sikora, Sakra World Hospital, India
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is a straightforward abdominal
surgery performed worldwide, which can occasionally be mired
with life-threatening complications when the safety principles
are flouted. The tips and tricks of safety given in this book provide
a complete insight into the variability of biliary anatomy, the
nuances, and the technique of addressing the safety issues
during routine and complicated procedures. Additionally, the
book also explores the reasons for complications in real-life
situations and suggests means for their avoidance. Using
high-resolution video grabs, appropriately edited, an attempt
has been made to explain all critical issues during laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
September 2021: 7 x 10: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00521-8: £180.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00520-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17454-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032005201
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3rd Edition

Advanced Robotic Spine Surgery

Carotid Treatment: Principles and Techniques
Christopher M. Loftus, Center for Devices and Radiological
Health, USA, Satoshi Kuroda, University of Toyama, Japan
and Naoya Kuwayama, University of Toyama, Japan

A case-based approach
Edited by Michael Wang, University of Miami, Florida,
William J. Steele III, Houston Methodist Neurologic Institute
, Texas and Timur Urakov, University of Miami
Robotic spine surgery is one of the fastest growing segments
of the spine surgery market. Spinal surgeons face time pressures
but are hungry for new ways to effectively treat patients. Using
examples of surgical cases of an advanced nature such as spinal
deformity, minimally invasive surgery, and combinatorial
technology using the robot, this practical text provides a
masterclass in advanced robotic spine surgery.The case studies
examine both the unique and technical aspects of robotic
planning and surgical execution, and provide valuable and
practical knowledge for spine surgeons and others involved in
robotic surgery.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
September 2021: 7 x 10: 201pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53383-0: £195.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52244-5: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08171-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522445

This text presents the current state of the art in carotid
treatment.Coverage includes carotid stenting, radiography, and
highly illustrated surgical techniques case examples reflecting
international practice. Throughout the book numerous case
examples, and interesting examples of anatomical variants are
illustrated and explained. An expanded section on complications
further increases the value of this resource for all
practitioners.Neurosurgeons, Vascular surgeons, and
Neuro-Interventionalists will benefit from the third edition of
this acclaimed text.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 410pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46571-1: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04217-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-824-72832-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465711
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5th Edition

Essential Paediatric Orthopaedic Decision Making

Apley and Solomon’s Concise System of
Orthopaedics and Trauma

A Case-Based Approach

Edited by David Warwick, Ashley Blom, University of Bristol,
United Kingdom and Michael Whitehouse, University of
Bristol, United Kingdom
Been firmly established as the leading introductory textbook of
orthopaedic practice and the principles of fracture and trauma
management and praised in previous editions for the systematic
approach, balanced content and readable style, this fifth edition
has been brought fully up to date under the direction of the
new and distinguished authorial team, while remaining true to
the teaching principles of Alan Apley and his successor Louis
Solomon.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
October 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 752pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19895-4: £88.99
Pack - Book and Ebook: 978-0-367-19877-0: £36.99
Prev. Ed Pack - Book and Ebook: 978-1-482-26039-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367198770

Edited by Benjamin Joseph, Manipal University, Selvadurai
Nayagam, Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, Liverpool, UK
and Randall Loder, Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indianapolis, USA
This collection of practical Case reports provides a concise guide
to managing a wide spectrum of orthopaedic conditions in
children. Strategies for determining the best management
approach are provided, and are supported with clinical
illustrations and guidelines. Sixty challenging clinical scenarios
are presented. Each case is approached in a systematic manner
with a background history, key features of physical examination
and a series of questions.Trainees in pediatric orthopaedics and
those sitting their final specialty examination will find this Case-based approach helps to
anchor both their understanding and retention of key concepts.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61877-3: £175.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55362-3: £69.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553623
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Basic Urological Sciences
Edited by Karl Pang, Specialist Registrar, Department of
Oncology and Metabolism and Academic Urology, University
of Sheffield, UK, Nadir Osman, Consultant Urological
Surgeon, Reconstructive Urology, Royal Hallamshire Hospital,
University of Sheffield, UK, James Catto, Professor of
Urological Surgery, Consultant Urological Surgeon, University
of Sheffield and Royal Hallamshire Hospital, UK and
Christopher Chapple, University of Sheffield and Royal
Hallamshire Hospital
A working knowledge of the basic sciences that underpin
mechanisms of disease and the body’s response is widely
recognised to be a critical part of urological training. Chapters cover anatomy and
physiology, the basic principles of immunology,oncology and particular diseases. Providing
* A compendium of "need to know" facts suitable for both FRCS (Urol) candidates and a
wider gloabl surgical audience. * Highly illustrated to ensure a complete understanding of
complex topics. * High yield content for busy clinicians.
CRC Press
Market: Medicnie
October 2021: 7 x 10: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25066-9: £124.95
Pb: 978-0-367-20218-7: £49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28581-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367202187

3rd Edition

Essentials of Pediatric Urology
Edited by Duncan T Wilcox, University of Colorado and
David F M Thomas, University of Leeds
This popular textbook provides surgical trainees with an up to
date and comprehensive account of the urological disorders of
childhood. It makes a valuable practical contribution to clinical
decision making by Adult Urologists and General Pediatric
Surgeons who treat conditions of the genitourinary systems in
children. This established resource fulfils a unique role as the
only international textbook of Pediatric Urology written primarily
for trainees and those practising adult Urology, Pediatric Surgery
and Pediatric Urology. The third edition continues to meet this
need as well as providing a ready source of reference for
non-specialists including Pediatricians and Nurses.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 398pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02209-3: £175.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20223-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18202-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367202231
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5th Edition

RCSI Handbook of Clinical Surgery for Finals
Edited by Gozie Offiah and Arnold Hill
Developed over previous editions by the Royal College of
Surgeons of Ireland to support students attending the three
RCSI universities. This convenient handbook provides pragmatic
guidance to the principles and practice of surgery that students
can expect to encounter during undergraduate and early
postgraduate studies. Spanning the full range of surgical
specialties, information is presented in a clinically relevant format
that takes the students through the patient journey. Thoroughly
updated, this edition has enhanced pedagogy and, for the first
time, is accompanied by video clips and questions for self testing.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 5.83 x 8.27: 406pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07495-5: £89.99
Pb: 978-1-032-07494-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20718-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-367-82085-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032074948
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Nanotoxicology
Toxicity Evaluation of Nanomedicine Applications
Edited by Hemant Kumar Daima, Amity University Rajasthan,
India, S. L. Kothari, Amity University Rajasthan, India and
Bhargava Suresh Kumar, RMIT University, Australia
This book addresses the existing gaps between nanomedicine
and nanotoxicity and brings together the incomplete knowledge
on advances toward safe-by-design nanomaterials and existing
toxicity challenges.
It delivers comprehensive coverage in the field with fundamental
understanding, serving as a platform to convey essential
concepts of nanotoxicology and how these concepts can be
employed to develop advanced nanomaterials for a range of
biomedical applications. This book is an effort to answer some
of the thoughtful nanotoxicological complications and their
auspicious probable solutions with new approaches and careful toxicity assessment.
CRC Press
Market: Toxicology
July 2021: 6 x 9: 494pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26647-9: £155.00
eBook: 978-0-429-29974-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367266479
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Toxicology for the Health and Pharmaceutical
Sciences
Edited by Antonio Peña-Fernández, De Montfort University, Faculty of Health & Life
Sciences Leicester, UK, Mark D. Evans, De Montfort University, Leicester, UK and
Marcus S. Cooke, Department of Cell Biology, Microbiology, and Molecular Biology,
University of South Florida
This book covers the fundamentals and recent developments in toxicology, to respond to
local and global chemical, pharmaceutical and environmental threats. Chapters are
specifically designed to support the understanding of the most current, toxicology-related
subjects for any undergraduate/postgraduate health programmes, as well as aiding with
the delivery of continuing professional development training on up-to-date topics in
toxicology for current practicing health professionals wishing to improve their knowledge
in toxicology. The book is also vital reading for policy makers, and others that influence
and decide regulations that have an impact on the environment, and human health.
CRC Press
Market: Life Sciences
December 2021: 7 x 10: 520pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30336-2: £155.00
eBook: 978-0-203-73058-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303362
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Cardiovascular Disease in Companion Animals

Health and Welfare of Brachycephalic (Flat-faced)
Companion Animals

Dog, Cat and Horse
Wendy A. Ware, Iowa State University, Ames, USA and John
D. Bonagura, The Ohio State University College of Veterinary
Medicine, Columbus, USA
This new edition of Cardiovascular Disease in Companion Animals
now covers the horse as well as small animals. The book has
been completely revised, expanded into five key sections, and
contains a new Summary Formulary at end. Since first publication
in 2007, Dr Ware’s authoritative yet user-friendly guide to
cardiovascular diseases and disorders in veterinary practice has
been widely praised. Coverage includes evaluation techniques,
investigative procedures, diagnosis, medical and surgical
management options and methods. This second edition is a must-have for general
practitioners, veterinary students, and residents.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 966pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24622-3: £150.00
eBook: 978-0-429-18663-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781482246223
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A Complete Guide for Veterinary and Animal Professionals
Edited by Rowena Packer, The Royal Veterinary College and
Dan O'Neill, The Royal Veterninary College
Health and welfare issues relating to brachycephalic (flat-faced)
dogs are now one of the most pressing problems facing
companion animals. This book aims to equip veterinary
professionals, animal welfare scientists, dog breeders and the
interested owner with the full story about brachycephalic health
and welfare. Cutting-edge knowledge is provided on a range of
disciplines including anaesthesia, ophthalmology, dermatology,
respiratory disease, neurological, dental, reproduction and
weight control. The book offers substantial practical advice for
veterinary teams on welfare and ethical issues around choosing,
owning and caring for brachycephalic dogs to share with clients.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
August 2021: 7 x 10: 417pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20741-0: £88.99
Pb: 978-0-367-20724-3: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26323-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367207243
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Narrative Medicine in Veterinary Practice

Feline Orthopaedics

Karen R. Fine

Harry Scott, Southern Counties Veterinary Specialists,
Hangersley, Ringwood, Hampshire, United Kingdom, Juan
M. Marti and Philip Witte, Southern Counties Veterinary
Specialists, Hangersley, Ringwood, Hampshire, United
Kingdom
Cats are not referred to specialists as frequently as dogs, meaning
the general practitioner must routinely treat cats that have been
involved in traffic accidents and other musculoskeletal trauma.
This book was the first to provide a practical and user-friendly
guide to feline orthopaedics and this second edition has been
thoroughly updated, with new chapters on Physiotherapy and
Oncology of the Feline Skeletal System.

This is the first guide to Veterinary Narrative Medicine, a
cutting-edge approach with multiple applications,
including improved client communication, medical outcomes,
and veterinary wellbeing. It explores techniques and theories
from human Narrative Medicine while addressing topics unique
to veterinary medicine. Communication with caretakers is vital
for veterinarians as the patient cannot speak; veterinary
practitioners must consider the stories of human clients as well
as animal patients. Awareness of these narratives can also help
practitioners set and maintain emotional and work-place
boundaries, and decrease burnout and compassion fatigue.

CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 442pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76497-1: £95.00
eBook: 978-0-429-09153-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498764971

CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
October 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64763-6: £64.99
Pb: 978-0-367-64761-2: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12613-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367647612
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Fine Riding

One Welfare in Practice

Blending Classical Riding and Equitation Science

The Role of the Veterinarian

Susan McBane
In precise, practical language, Fine Riding describes how to blend
the principles of classical riding with the modern findings of
Equitation Science. Applicable to riding of all schools of thought,
from hacking to racing, including jumping, McBane applies the
results of rigorous scientific studies to the historical, classical
training and riding of horses in an ethical, humane and effective
way. The book explains the principles of 'fine riding' in such a
way that readers will feel able to put them into effect themselves,
serving their horses with renewed understanding and
commitment.
CRC Press
Market: Equestrian
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63895-5: £85.99
Pb: 978-0-367-63894-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12119-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367638948

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edited by Tanya Stephens
Series: CRC One Health One Welfare
The book demonstrates, through a wide range of international
case studies, why professional ethics and the use of good
evidence is integral to this role. One Welfare in Practice: The Role
of the Veterinarian emphasises the importance of interdisciplinary
collaboration and solutions. It is essential that veterinary
practitioners recognise when other professionals need to be
consulted to benefit both animals and humans. With its multiple,
fascinating approaches to One Welfare, this book will inform
and inspire the veterinarian to find areas where collaborative
action reaps the greatest rewards. This unique book shows how
veterinarians can improve animal and human welfare.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
October 2021: 6 x 9: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11078-3: £99.99
Pb: 978-0-367-90406-7: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21833-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367904067
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VETERINARY MEDICINE
3rd Edition

Toxoplasmosis of Animals and Humans
J. P. Dubey, USDA ARS, Beltsville, Maryland, USA
This is the only book to cover toxoplasmosis of animals and
humans thoroughly in one single source. In the last decade there
has been an explosion of knowledge concerning the parasite
Toxoplasma gondii and toxoplasmosis. This update provides
unique information on all known host types for this parasite,
with a new chapter on history, substantial updates throughout,
and a detailed focus on the biology of the parasite. The book
distills the voluminous scientific literature into a comprehensive
resource for all professionals, graduate students and researchers
working in this field.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Science
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 552pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54312-9: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19937-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-09236-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367543129
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3rd Edition

A Pocket Guide to Scientific Writing in Aquaculture
Research

Basic Laboratory Methods for Biotechnology
Textbook and Laboratory Reference
Lisa A. Seidman, Bio-Link National Center for Biotechnology
Education, Madison College, Wisconsin, Cynthia J. Moore,
Biological Sciences, Illinois State University, Normal, IL and
Jeanette Mowery, Bio-Link National Center for
Biotechnology Education, Madison College, Wisconsin

Rodrigue Yossa, WorldFish HQ
Writing a high-quality scientific aquaculture publication is
challenging, and many students and early career aquaculture
scientists find the task daunting. Yossa provides new researchers
with all the tools they need to write abstracts and a variety of
articles (peer-reviewed, technical, magazines, working papers,
scientific reports and more). He talks the reader step-by-step
through the process of reviewing submitted manuscripts and
replying to reviewers, and understanding research ethics. Each
section is accompanied by examples, offerings a lifeline to
aquaculture students and early career academics getting to grips
with the basics.
CRC Press
Market: Aquaculture / Science
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33888-6: £44.99
Pb: 978-0-367-33887-9: £16.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32264-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338879
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This versatile textbook provides students with a solid foundation
to pursue employment in the biotech industry and can later
serve as a practical reference to ensure success at each stage in
their career. The authors focus on basic principles and methods
while skillfully including recent innovations and industry trends
throughout. Fundamental laboratory skills are emphasized, and
boxed content provides step by step laboratory method
instructions for ease of reference at any point in the students’ progress. Worked through
examples and practice problems and solutions assist student comprehension.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Science
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 904pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24490-3: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24488-0: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28279-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367244880
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Behavioral Biology of Laboratory Animals

2nd Edition

Ancient Seas of Southern Florida

Edited by Kristine Coleman, OR National Primate Research
Cntr. USA and Steven J. Schapiro, The University of TX MD
Anderson Cancer Cntr.

Edward J. Petuch and David P. Berschauer
Painting a complete picture of the geology, paleontology, and
paleoceanography of the Everglades, this new edition offers
new full color photographs of exposed geologic sections,
stratotype localities, collection sites, and details of interesting
fossil beds. The authors illustrate almost 800 of the most
important and diagnostic stratigraphic index fossils found in
these beds, including over 50 species of corals and almost 700
species of mollusks. Thoroughly updating The Geology of the
Everglades and Adjacent Areas, it includes new updated geological
data and concepts, and an expanded iconography of
stratigraphic index fossils.
CRC Press
Market: Geology
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56633-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20594-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367566333

This 30-chapter volume informs students and professionals
about the behavioral biology of animals commonly housed in
laboratory and other captive settings. Each species evolved
under specific environmental conditions, resulting in unique
behavioral patterns, many of which are maintained in captivity
even after generations of breeding. Understanding natural
behavior is therefore a critical part of modern animal care
practices. The descriptions, data, guidance, resources, and
recommendations in this book will help the reader understand
their animals better, refine the care and treatment that they receive, and improve their
well-being, welfare, and wellness.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02923-4: £170.00
eBook: 978-0-429-01951-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367029234

2nd Edition

Evolution

Basic Laboratory Calculations for Biotechnology

The Origins and Mechanisms of Diversity

Lisa A. Seidman, Bio-Link National Center for Biotechnology Education, Madison
College, Wisconsin

Jonathan Bard, Balliol College, University of Oxford, Oxfordshire, UK

To succeed in the lab, it is crucial to be comfortable with the math calculations that are
part of everyday work. This accessible introduction to common laboratory techniques
focuses on the basics, helping even readers with good math skills to practice the most
frequently encountered types of problems. Discusses very common laboratory problems,
all applied to real situations. Explores multiple strategies for solving problems for a better
understanding of the underlying math. Includes hundreds of practice problems, all with
solutions and many with boxed, complete explanations.

This textbook is unique in describing both this history and the mechanisms of speciation
at a level providing students the tools needed to read the research literature on evolution.
Students will therefore learn about cladistics, molecular phylogenies, the molecular-genetical
basis of evolutionary change including the important role of protein networks, symbionts
and holobionts, together with the core principles of developmental biology. The book also
includes introductory appendices that provide background knowledge on, for example,
the diversity of life today, fossils, the geology of Earth and the history of evolutionary
thought.

CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Science
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24485-9: £119.98
Pb: 978-0-367-24480-4: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28274-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367244804

CRC Press
Market: Evolution
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 580pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13848-0: £154.99
Pb: 978-0-367-35701-6: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34621-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138480
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Evolutionary Cell Processes in Primates

Handbook of Marine Model Organisms in
Experimental Biology

Bone, Brains, and Muscle, Volume I
Edited by M. Kathleen Pitirri and Joan T. Richtsmeier
Series: Evolutionary Cell Biology
This volume demonstrates the role of cellular mechanisms in
the production of specialized traits defining primates such as
encephalization and various sensory systems. By exploring gene
activity transforming into evolutionary change through the work
of cellular mechanisms, the goal is to encourage others to adopt
evolutionary cell biology as an approach to the
genotype-phenotype map of the diversification of primates,
human variation, and human evolution. We highlight how
genetic analysis, visualization of cells and tissues, and merging
Evo-Devo with evolutionary cell biology combine to answer
questions central to understanding the human and primate
evolution.
CRC Press
Market: Human Evolution
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43768-8: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20623-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437688

Established and Emerging
Edited by Agnes Boutet and Bernd Schierwater
While the importance of molecular approaches in the life
sciences is unquestioned and the speed of technological
progress in developing new methods is unprecedented, detailed
description of anatomy and development and practical working
knowledge of whole organism ecology and evolutionary history
is prerequisite to a deeper understanding of biodiversity. Much
of our biological and biomedical knowledge derives from
studying marine model systems. In this new handbook
world-leading experts describe the cutting-edge work and
potential for their unique model system. This will be a gold mine
for students and scientists from all fields of life sciences.
CRC Press
Market: Zoology
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44447-1: £188.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21750-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444471
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Forest Insects in Europe

How Life Increases Biodiversity

Diversity, Functions and Importance

An Autocatalytic Hypothesis

Beat Wermelinger, Swiss Federal Institute WSL, Zurich,
Switzerland
Forest insects play important roles ecologically and economically.
They pollinate plants, decompose dead plant and animal tissue,
provide food for vertebrates, regulate pest organisms, and shape
entire landscapes. Some are considered pests, while others
provide usable products. This book has been written for
professional entomologists but also for nature lovers
generally.The descriptions of the various roles insects play in
forest ecosystems are intended to be easily comprehensible,
but still scientific. The book is richly illustrated with 580
fascinating colour images of over 300 different insect and spider species.

David Seaborg, Foundation for Biological Conservation and
Research, Walnut Creek, California, USA
Life maximizes biodiversity; this is the hypothesis of this book.
An atmosphere favorable for life, including high oxygen and the
ozone layer, and favorable nitrogen and carbon dioxide levels
stimulated increases in biodiversity. Symbiosis drives
diversification and macroevolution; e.g. bacteria makes nitrogen
available to plants. Ecosystems interact symbiotically. Horizontal
gene transfer, often mediated by viruses, is common, drives
major evolutionary transitions, and is “symbiotic evolution."
These observations and others suggest that life has created a
positive feedback loop stimulating biodiversity.

CRC Press
Market: Entomology
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 365pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03031-9: £124.99
Pb: 978-0-367-45700-6: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18646-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457006

CRC Press
Market: Life Science
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-34140-1: £150.00
eBook: 978-0-429-44013-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138341401
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Genome Editing Tools and Gene Drives

How to Write a PhD in Biological Sciences

Reagan Mudziwapasi, Lupane State University, Zimbabwe,
Ringisai Chekera, Lupane State University, Zimbabwe,
Clophas Zibusiso Ncube, Irvonnie Shoko, Berlinda Ncube,
Thandanani Moyo, Jeffrey Godfrey Chimbo, Jemethious
Dube, Farai Faustos Mashiri, Moira Amanda Mubani,
Duncan Maruta, Charity Chimbo, Mpumuzi Masuku,
Ryman Shoko, Rutendo Patricia Nyamusamba and Fortune
Ntengwa Jomane
Series: Pocket Guides to Biomedical Sciences
This book succinctly reviews and describes genome editing tools
such as ZFNs, CRISPR, megaTALs and TALENs. It covers the
history, principles, applications and the advantages and
disadvantages of each tool. The book is intended to provide an approachable and
understandable outline enhancing science education in schools and universities by
demystifying genome editing technologies. This book fills a gap between detailed
descriptions and comprehensive reviews of conventional methods of genome editing and
simpler and briefer cookbook descriptions of current tools of genome editing. It helps
young scientists understand emerging genome editing tools and promotes related research.
CRC Press
Market: Biotechnolpogy
October 2021: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76066-3: £94.99
Pb: 978-0-367-74596-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16531-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760663

A Guide for the Uninitiated
John Measey
You don’t have to be a genius to write a PhD. Of course, it will
always involve a lot of hard work and dedication, but the process
of writing up is a whole lot easier if you understand the basic
ground rules. This book is a guide through the ‘dos’ and ‘don’ts’
of writing a PhD, specifically in the biological sciences. It will be
your companion from the point when you decide to do a PhD,
providing practical guidance to getting started, all the way
through the nuts and bolts of the writing and editing process.
It will also help you to get - and stay - in the right mental
framework and establish good habits from the beginning,
putting you in a commanding position later on.
CRC Press
Market: Study Guide
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 310pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08021-5: £42.99
Pb: 978-1-032-08020-8: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21256-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032080208
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Human Microanatomy

Kaplan's Principles of Plant Morphology

Cell Tissue and Organ Histology with Celebrity Medical Histories
Stephen A. Stricker, University of New Mexico, Department
of Biology, NM, USA
Human Microanatomy is a comprehensive histology text that
analyzes human structure and function from the subcellular to
organ level of organization. In addition to emphasizing medically
relevant information, each chapter considers developmental
and evolutionary aspects of microanatomy while also using
celebrity medical histories to help provide context for
accompanying descriptions of normal histology. Each chapter
also includes a preview, pictorial summary, and self-study quiz
to help elucidate important concepts.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science and/or Medicine
January 2022: 8.25 x 11: 420pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77184-3: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36457-1: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35330-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367364571

Donald Kaplan and Chelsea D. Specht
The principles of plant morphology are being brought into
studies of crop development, biodiversity and evolution during
climate change, and researchers are in need of a modern
reference and textbook on the subject. This book defines the
field of plant morphology, providing resources, examples and
theoretical constructs that illuminate the foundations of plant
morphology and clearly outline the importance of integrating
a fundamental understanding of plant morphology into modern
research in plant genetics, development and physiology.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 1330pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24519-6: £290.00
eBook: 978-1-482-24522-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781482245196
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Making and Unmaking of San Diego Bay

Human-Wildlife Interactions
Michael R. Conover, Director, Jack H. Berryman Institute,
Utah State University, Wildlife Resources Department, Logan,
USA and Denise O. Conover
As more and more humans and wildlife crowd into the same
limited space, human-wildlife interactions can threaten human
health, safety or food supply. This second edition of
Human-Wildlife Interactions: From Conflict to Cooperation provides
a comprehensive review of the severity of these problems and
the methods used to resolve such clashes. Dr. Michael Conover,
founder of journal Human-Wildlife Interactions, is a recognized
leader of the scientific field of human-wildlife interactions. In
this book, he presents the range of methods for wildlife damage
management. This book serves as an invaluable resource for
students, researchers, and professional wildlife managers.
CRC Press
Market: Agricultural Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 448pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39409-4: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13449-9: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-429-40140-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032134499

Matthew R. Kaser, Bell & Associates, San Francisco, California,
USA and Gary C. Howard, The Gladstone Institutes, San
Francisco, California, USA
San Diego Bay is a shallow estuary surrounded by a large
population center. The forces that built it began with plate
tectonics and involved the movement along the San Andreas
Fault. Changes in the climate resulting from the last ice age
yielded lower and then higher sea levels. Human activity
influenced the Bay. Dredging for military uses and industry have
altered the Bay. Humans have also built several cities which now
surround the Bay. This book describes the natural history and
evolution of the San Diego Bay area over the last 20 million years
through the present and into the future.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
September 2021: 6 x 9: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59676-4: £92.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10244-3: £45.99
eBook: 978-0-429-48746-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032102443
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Invertebrate Zoology

Mammalian Heme Peroxidases

A Tree of Life Approach

Diverse Roles in Health and Disease

Bernd Schierwater, ITZ, TiHo University, Hannover, Germany
and Rob DeSalle, American Museum of Natural History, New
York, USA
Invertebrate Zoology: A Tree of Life Approach is a comprehensive
textbook adopting an explicitly phylogenetic organization. With
the explosion of Next Generation Sequencing approaches, there
has been a sea-change in the recognized phylogenetic
relationships among and between invertebrate lineages. In
addition, the merger of evolutionary and developmental biology
(evo-devo) has dramatically contributed to changes in the
understanding of invertebrate biology. Synthesizing these three
approaches (classical morphology, sequencing data, and evo-devo studies) offers students
a unique perspective of invertebrate diversity.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
June 2021: 8.25 x 11: 644pp
Hb: 978-1-482-23581-4: £99.99
Pb: 978-0-367-68567-6: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-15905-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685676

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edited by Clare Hawkins and William M Nauseef
Series: Oxidative Stress and Disease
Peroxidasins, a protein family related to heme peroxidases, play
a novel role in tissue biogenesis and matrix assembly, which are
also attracting attention in different pathological contexts. This
book highlights recent developments in our understanding of
the chemistry, biochemistry and biological roles of mammalian
peroxidases and their associated oxidants, their involvement in
both innate immunity and chronic inflammatory disease in a
variety of end organs, and potential therapeutic approaches to
modulate and prevent damaging reactions.
CRC Press
Market: Biochemistry
October 2021: 7 x 10: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82036-7: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21228-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820367
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Nonclassical Ion Channels in the Nervous System

Redox Regulation of Differentiation and
De-differentiation

Edited by Xu Tian-le and Long-Jun Wu
Series: Methods in Signal Transduction Series

Edited by Carsten Berndt and Christopher Horst Lillig
Series: Oxidative Stress and Disease

Ion channels generate bioelectricity. Recent findings have
documented the biophysical properties, the structure, assembly
and regulation, and function and dysfunction of nonclassical
nervous system ion channels. This book reviews nonclassical ion
channel research, ranging from the basic biology, structure,
regulations to their functions not only in normal physiology but
also neurological disorders, using a variety of cutting-edge
techniques and novel animal models.

CRC Press
Market: Cell Biology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 427pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62395-1: £170.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10926-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623951

Even before oxygen appeared in our athmosphere, redox
reactions provided the energy for metabolic steps in the
evolution of life. Redox modifications are now important in
cellular functions including differentiation/development. This
book compiles current knowledge regarding the roles of redox
regulation in differentiation and de-differentiation.

CRC Press
Market: Biochemistry
October 2021: 7 x 10: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89566-2: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20409-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367895662
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Proteostasis and Proteolysis

Sustainable Aquafeeds

Edited by Niki Chondrogianni, Elah Pick and Anna Gioran
Series: Oxidative Stress and Disease

Edited by José M. Lorenzo and Jesus Simal-Gandara
This book explores the evolution of aquaculture feeds, explaining
the current challenges and considering how advances in
technologies and ingredients can produce aquafoods for the
increasing world population. International contributors provide
information on the profile of the aquafeed industry, including
factors affecting supplies and prices of key ingredients for
aquafeed production. Chapters update readers on the most
promising strategies, including the use of different ingredients
for nutrient supplementations such as bacterial meals,
plant-based proteins, algae and yeast to replace wild-caught
ingredients, and the enhancement of their use by genetic
selection.

Proteostasis integrates biological pathways controlling
biogenesis, trafficking, folding, and degradation of proteins.This
book focuses on two protein breakdown/degradation processes
(proteolysis), which are part of a normally functioning
proteostatic system: the ubiquitin-proteasome system and
autophagy.

CRC Press
Market: Biochemistry
November 2021: 7 x 10: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49932-7: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04813-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367499327
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Reconstructive Transplantation and Regenerative
Medicine

CRC Press
Market: Marine Science
November 2021: 7 x 10: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35444-2: £148.00
eBook: 978-0-429-33166-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367354442

Systems Biology of Cell Signaling
Recurring Themes and Quantitative Models
James E. Ferrell, Stanford University, USA

Edited by Vijay Gorantla, Wake Forest Institute for
Regenerative Medicine, Faith Zor, Wake Forest Institute for
Regenerative Medicine and Jelena M. Janjic
Series: Gene and Cell Therapy
This book summarizes rapid progress and innovation in
transplantation and regenerative medicine - the merger of
reconstructive plastic surgery and transplantation - called
Vascularized Composite Allotransplantation. This merger includes
face, hand, uteri, larynx, tongue, penis and trachea
translplantations as well as other body part transplants using
grafts derived from organ donors. These sorts of transplants are
now performed more commonly. Cell therapies for
immunomodulation are surrogates for immune responses after
transplantation to non-invasive imaging of neuroregeneration for improving functional
outcomes after transplant.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20208-8: £89.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26017-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367202088

This textbook aims to provide advanced students with the tools
and insights needed to carry out studies of signal transduction
drawing upon modeling, theory and experimentation. It seeks
to provide quantitatively inclined biologists and biologically
inclined physicists with the tools needed to apply
modeling/theory to biological processes. All chapters
consistently use approaches and concepts from chemical kinetics
and non-linear dynamics, including rate-balance analysis, phase
plane analysis, nullclines, linear stability analysis, stable nodes,
saddles, unstable nodes, stable and unstable spirals, and
bifurcations.
Garland Science
Market: Cell Biology
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64383-6: £175.00
Pb: 978-0-815-34603-6: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12426-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815346036
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Taxonomic Nomenclature
What’s in a Name: History and Theory
Igor Ya. Pavlinov, Zoological Museum, Lomonosov Moscow
State University
This book is a different look at nomenclature in systematics and
not another "instruction for use" of various Codes of
nomenclature. The focus is on ideas of what a taxonomic
nomenclature IS in its regulatory understanding and in its full
historical and conceptual scope. Basic concepts of nomenclature
are identified and their development characterized. General and
fundamental principles of nomenclature are summarized. The
relationship between the taxonomic nomenclature and the
taxonomic theory is discussed. This book is addressed to those
who would like to go beyond the boundaries of existing Codes
and to look at the subject from a more general, mostly theoretical
standpoint.
CRC Press
Market: Biology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01507-1: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18253-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015071
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Whale Sharks
Biology, Ecology, and Conservation
Edited by Alistair D.M. Dove and Simon J. Pierce
Series: CRC Marine Biology Series
Written by the world’s leading experts in whale shark biology,
ecology, and conservation, Whale Sharks: Biology, Ecology and
Conservation is the first definitive volume about the world's
biggest fish. Chapters include discussions of satellite-linked tags,
used to track whale shark movements; genetic sequencing, to
examine evolutionary adaptations; even the use of underwater
ultrasound units to investigate the species’ reproduction. The
editors hope that by collating what is known, they can make it
easier for future researchers, conservationists, and resource
managers to fill some of the remaining knowledge gaps, and
provide the information they need to join the team.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
August 2021: 7 x 10: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04940-3: £192.99
Pb: 978-1-138-57129-7: £76.99
eBook: 978-0-203-70291-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138571297
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CHEMISTRY
3rd Edition

Basic Molecular Quantum Mechanics

Environmental Chemistry in Society

Steven A. Adelman, Purdue University, Department of
Chemistry, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA

James M. Beard, Catawba College, Salisbury, North Carolina,
USA and Ruth Ann Murphy

This book introduces quantum mechanics by covering the
fundamentals of quantum mechanics and some of its most
important chemical applications: vibrational and rotational
spectroscopy and electronic structure of atoms and molecules.
Thoughtfully organized, the author builds up quantum
mechanics systematically with each chapter preparing the
student for the more advanced chapters and complex
applications.

This self-contained text offers all the information necessary for
readers to understand the topics surrounding environmental
science and the chemistry underlying various issues. It provides
a foundation in science, chemistry, and toxicology, including
the laws of thermodynamics, chemical bonding, and
environmental toxins. This text allows readers to delve into
environmental topics, such as energy in society, air quality, global
atmospheric concerns, water quality, and solid waste
management. The arrangement of the book provides instructors
flexibility in how they present the material, with the crucial topics
being covered first. This third edition had been updated

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
August 2021: 7 x 10: 464pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01065-6: £170.00
Pb: 978-1-498-73399-1: £68.99
eBook: 978-0-429-15574-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498733991

throughout.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 445pp
Hb: 978-0-367-31358-6: £185.00
Pb: 978-0-367-31324-1: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31654-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-439-89267-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367313241
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How Prescription and Over-the-Counter Drugs
Affect Sexual Performance

2nd Edition

Biochemistry

Robert B. Raffa, Patricia J. Bush and Albert I. Wertheimer,
College of Pharmacy, Nova Southeastern University, Fort
Lauderdale, FL, USA

Raymond S. Ochs, St. John’s University School of Pharmacy
Biochemistry Second Edition, is a single-semester text designed
for undergraduate non-biochemistry majors. Accessible,
engaging, and informative, it is the perfect introduction to the
subject for students who may approach chemistry with
apprehension. Its unique emphasis on metabolism and its kinetic
underpinnings gives the text up-to-the-minute relevance for
students investigating current public health concerns such as
obesity and diabetes. Biochemistry Second Edition will
encourage students to explore the basics of chemistry and its
influence on biological problems. It gives a clear list of objectives
for each chapter and is an invaluable and user-friendly resource.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46553-7: £246.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46187-4: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02964-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461874
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Drug Discovery with Privileged Building Blocks
Jie Jack Li, Revolution Medicines, California, USA and Minmin
Yang
Drug Discovery with Privileged Building Blocks traces back
PharmaBlocks founding philosophy of designing privileged
building blocks. High-quality building blocks are crucial not only
to molecules’ biological activities but also to ADMET properties,
which eventually will impact the success rate of drug discovery
projects. A thorough study of how building blocks perform in
drug molecules and regular analysis of new building block
structures in the latest researches has proven to be a fruitful
strategy to generate novel building blocks. This book will be a
good starting point for novice medicinal chemists and veteran
medicinal chemists find it useful as well.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2021: 7 x 10: 314pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04173-5: £170.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04168-1: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19080-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032041681

Most adults take at least one prescription medication for
example, for high blood pressure, high cholesterol levels,
depression, asthma, diabetes, COPD, or a variety of other reasons,
but most people are totally unaware that medications can have
direct negative effects on sexual functioning and performance.
This informative and timely book written by three well-known
medications experts explores the chemistry behind sexual
arousal in men and women and clearly and authoritatively
explains how the common categories of prescription and
over-the-counter medications and abused substances might
be the reason for their declining sexual performance or even
interest.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49059-1: £94.99
Pb: 978-0-367-49057-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04426-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490577

Instrumental Analytical Chemistry
An Introduction
James W. Robinson, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
USA, Eileen M. Skelly Frame, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, New York, USA and George M. Frame II, New
York State Department of Health, Albany, USA
This book is written to teach undergraduate students and those
with no analytical chemistry background how contemporary
analytical instrumentation works, as well as its uses and
limitations. Mathematics is kept to a minimum. No background
in calculus, physics, or physical chemistry is required. The major
fields of modern instrumentation are covered, including
applications of each type of instrumental technique. This text
uniquely combines instrumental analysis with organic spectral
interpretation (IR, NMR, and MS). It provides detailed coverage of sampling, sample handling,
sample storage, and sample preparation.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
June 2021: 8.25 x 11: 920pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19647-6: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-315-30115-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138196476
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Interfacial Chemistry of Rocks and Soils
Noémi M. Nagy, University of Debrecen, Hungary and József
Kónya, University of Debrecen, Hungary
Series: Surfactant Science
Knowledge of the basic interactions that take place between
geological materials and different substances is the first step in
understanding the effects of adsorption and other interfacial
processes on the quality of rocks and soils, and on driving these
processes towards a beneficial or neutral result. The authors
examine the different processes at solid and liquid interfaces of
soil and rock, presenting a complete analysis that emphasizes
the importance of chemical species on these interactions. The
role of these processes in environmental, colloid and
geochemistry; and the effects on agricultural, environmental and industrial applications
are explored.
CRC Press
Market: Geochemistry/Soil Science
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85682-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02008-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-09132-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856823

Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic
Pandemics, Volume 2
Family Zygophyllaceae to Salvadoraceae
Christophe Wiart, University of Nottingham, Malaysia
Campus.
Series: Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic
Pandemics
Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic Pandemics
provides an unprecedented comprehensive overview of the
botany, ethnopharmacology and pharmacology of over 100
plants used in the traditional medical systems of Asia and Pacific
medicine for the treatment of microbial infections.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
September 2021: 7 x 10: 365pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00928-5: £225.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00536-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17639-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032005362
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Medicinal Plants and Mushrooms of Yunnan
Province of China

Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic
Pandemics, Volume 3

Edited by Clara Bik-San Lau and Chun-lin Long
Series: Natural Products Chemistry of Global Plants
Although many texts describe plants from China, the focus of
this book is drawing on the rich culture and environment of
medicinal plants and fungi/mushrooms of the Yunnan Province.
This province in China is famous for the valuable resources and
diversity of plants and fungi/mushrooms. In particular, The
Kunming Institute of Botany plays an important role and is a
highly regarded research institute, directly affiliated to the
Chinese Academy of Sciences and dedicated to research in the
fields of botany and phytochemistry. To summarise, this book
covers those medicinal plants and fungi/mushrooms specific to
Yunnan Province, and is written by various experts in this
research field.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
June 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89801-4: £250.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02338-0: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02277-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032023380

Family Bixaceae to Portulacaceae
Christophe Wiart, Associate Professor, School of Pharmacy,
University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus
Series: Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic
Pandemics
Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic Pandemics presents
commentary sections that invite further research and reflection
on the fascinating and timely subject of the development of
leads or herbals from Asia-Pacific medicinal plants to safeguard
humanity and other life forms against the forthcoming waves
of viral, bacterial, or fungal pandemics.

CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
November 2021: 7 x 10: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01858-4: £224.99
Pb: 978-1-032-01033-5: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18037-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010335
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Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic
Pandemics, Volume 1

Naturally Occurring Benzodiazepines, Endozepines,
and their Receptors

Family Amborellaceae to Vitaceae

Implications for Benzodiazepine Therapy and Withdrawal

Christophe Wiart, University of Nottingham, Malaysia
Campus.
Series: Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic
Pandemics
Medicinal Plants in the Asia Pacific for Zoonotic Pandemics provides
an unprecedented comprehensive overview of the phylogeny,
botany, ethnopharmacology, and pharmacology of more than
100 plants used in the traditional systems of Asia and Pacific
medicine.

CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
June 2021: 7 x 10: 423pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00265-1: £224.99
Pb: 978-1-138-48204-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-351-05907-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138482043
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Edited by Robert B. Raffa and Diana Amantea
Series: Frontiers in Neurotherapeutics Series
aturally Occurring Benzodiazepines, Endozepines, and their
Receptors: Implications for Benzodiazepine Therapy and Withdrawal
raises important questions about the clinical consequences of
ignoring the existence of or understanding the potential
influence of endogenous benzodiazepines on the therapeutic
effect of benzodiazepines, their adverse effects, and the
problems of withdrawal from them and other benzodiazepine
receptor agonists.

CRC Press
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04310-4: £149.99
Pb: 978-0-367-40906-7: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81437-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409067
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Rapid Review of Chemistry for the Life Sciences and
Engineering
With Select Applications
Armen S. Casparian, Community College of Rhode Island,
USA, Gergely Sirokman, Wentworth Institute of Technology,
USA and Ann Omollo, Community College of Rhode Island,
Warwick, USA
To understand, maintain, and protect the physical environment,
a basic understanding of chemistry, biology, and physics, and
their hybrids is useful. Rapid Review of Chemistry for the Life
Sciences and Engineering demystifies chemistry for the
non-chemist who, nevertheless, may be a practitioner of some
area of science or engineering requiring or involving chemistry.
It provides quick and easy access to fundamental chemical
principles, quantitative relationships, and formulas.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54166-8: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09275-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541668
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The Unity of Science
David Bensimon
This unique overview of natural phenomena and foundations of different technologies
(chemistry, electronics, optics, etc.). explores the connections and unified foundations of
diverse scientific and technological fields. The author explains how much of Nature and
most of our technology can be understood/derived from a few basic principles or concepts
(Newton and Coulomb’s laws, special relativity, Schrodinger’s equation and the concept
of entropy). Requiring knowledge of linear algebra and calculus, the book is ideal for
students of chemistry, material sciences and engineering and professionals with an
engineering/scientific/mathematical background.
CRC Press
Market: General Science/ General Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11240-4: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21899-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032112404
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The Ups and Downs in Drug Design
Adventures in Medicinal Chemistry
Victor E. Marquez, Scientist Emeritus, National Cancer
Institute, NIH, USA
The Ups and Downs in Drug Design: Adventures in Medicinal
Chemistry highlights the necessity for an integrative approach
in Medicinal Chemistry and Chemical Biology. As Medicinal
Chemistry is not a monolithic science, it is important to
emphasize the other various disciplines that are required for
successful drug design. This book presents the authors' own
personal experience in this field and describes the "ups" and
"downs" that come with drug discovery. This book is an excellent
companion text for graduate and postgraduate students who
would like further insight into the parameters of drug design,
including the challenges that come with the project.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2021: 7 x 10: 478pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06710-0: £250.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06363-8: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20350-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063638
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4th Edition

Handbook of Validation in Pharmaceutical
Processes
Edited by James Agalloco, Agalloco & Associates, Belle
Mead, New Jersey, USA, Phil DeSantis, Anthony Grilli, FOCUS
Scientific Services, LLC, Morris Township, New Jersey, USA
and Anthony Pavell, Fresenius Kabi USA
Revised to reflect significant advances in pharmaceutical
production and regulatory expectations, Handbook of Validation
in Pharmaceutical Processes, Fourth Edition examines and
blueprints every step of the validation process needed to remain
compliant and competitive. This book blends the use of
theoretical knowledge with recent technological advancements
to achieve applied practical solutions.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 1061pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75429-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16313-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-37055-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754297
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Medical Devices for Pharmacy and Other Healthcare
Professions
Edited by Ahmed Ibrahim Fathelrahman, Mohamed Izham Mohamed Ibrahim and
Albert I. Wertheimer
This comprehensive review of devices that pharmacists and pharmacy personnel use on
a daily basis is presented here and covers various working settings from hospitals,
community pharmacies, industry and quality assurance to regulatory bodies, academia
and research institutes. Devices needed for special pharmaceutical services such as drug
information, residential care homes and primary care based with GPs, pharmacy-based
smoking cessation services, pharmacy-based anticoagulant services, pain management
and terminal care, are discussed.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43089-4: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00234-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430894
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Translational Medicine
Optimizing Preclinical Safety Evaluation of Biopharmaceuticals
Edited by Joy A. Cavagnaro and Mary Ellen Cosenza, MEC Regulatory & Toxicology
Consulting, LLC
Translational Medicine: Optimizing Preclinical Safety Evaluation of
Biopharmaceuticals provides scientists responsible for the translation of novel
biopharmaceuticals into clinical trials with a better understanding of how to navigate the
obstacles that keep innovative medical research discoveries from becoming new therapies
or even making it to clinical trials. Best practices are defined for efficient discovery research
to facilitate a science-based, efficient and predictive preclinical development program to
ensure clinical efficacy and safety.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 480pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64427-7: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12454-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644277
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A Simple Guide to Technology and Analytics

Create Stunning Renders Using V-Ray in 3ds Max

Brian J. Evans, Curtin University, Australia
Richly furnished with over 200 illustrations, photos and with
minimal equations, A Simple Guide to Technology and Analytics
is a ready reference book for those times when you don’t really
understand the technology and analytics being talked about. It
explains complicated topics such as automated character
recognition in a very simple way, and has simple exercises for
the reader to fully understand the technology (with answers at
the back). It even has explanations on how home appliances
work, which are very useful the next time you go shopping for
a microwave or TV.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
September 2021: 7 x 10: 323pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60861-3: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10844-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367608613

Guiding the Next Generation of 3D Renderers
Margarita Nikita
Create Stunning Renders Using V-Ray in 3ds Max: Guiding the Next
Generation of 3D Renderers is a step by step guide on how to
create realistic renderings using V-Ray for 3ds Max. The potentials
of V-Ray are detailed using a bedroom scene as an example. The
book introduces the 3ds Max interface and the basic commands,
so that the reader can get familiar with the work environment
from the very beginning.
This book is intended for architects, interior designers, and
anyone else wanting to create photorealistic renderings using
V-Ray in 3ds Max. The reader does not need to have any
experience to follow this book, but any prior knowledge of
working in 3ds Max will help the reader jump right in.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Graphics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70148-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70135-2: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14478-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367701352
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Big Data Systems

Cyberspace, Data Analytics, and Policing

A 360-degree Approach
Jawwad Ahmed Shamsi, National University of Computer
and Emerging Sciences, Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan and
Muhammad Ali Khojaye, Sopra Steria, Glasgow, United
Kingdom
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Big Data Series
Big Data Systems encompass massive challenges related to data
diversity, storage mechanisms, and requirements of massive
computational power. Further, capabilities of big data systems
also vary with respect to the type of problems. For instance,
distributed memory systems are considered ill-suited for iterative
algorithms. Similarly, variations in big data systems also exist
related to consistency and fault tolerance. The purpose of this
book is to provide a detailed overview of big data systems. The book adopts a
challenge-centric approach in which platforms are evaluated based on their capabilities
to solve specific challenges.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
July 2021: 7 x 10: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75270-1: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-15544-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498752701

David Skillicorn, Queen's University, Canada
Cyberspace, Data Analytics, and Policing surveys the changes
that cyberspace has brought to criminality and to policing with
enough technical content to expose the issues and suggest
ways in which law enforcement organizations can adapt.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
November 2021: 6 x 9: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64276-1: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12622-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642761
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Blender 2D Animation

Data Science Without Makeup

The Complete Guide to the Grease Pencil

A Guidebook for End-Users, Analysts, and Managers

John M. Blain, Toormina, New South Wales, Australia
Blender 2D Animation: The Complete Guide to the Grease Pencil
describes how to access the Grease Pencil component in
Blender and create 2D Animation within the Blender 3D
environment. It is assumed that the reader has no previous
knowledge of the Blender program and treats 2D Animation
using the Grease Pencil as a stand alone application.
The Grease Pencil is a component of the 3D Modeling and
Animation Program - Blender. Blender is a free open-source 3D
Computer Graphics software toolset used for creating animated
films, visual effects, art, 3D printed models, motion graphics,
interactive 3D applications, virtual reality and computer games.
A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Graphics & Animation
August 2021: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11034-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11032-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21813-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032110325

Mikhail Zhilkin
Why data science is hard, what pitfalls analysts and
decision-makers fall into, and what everyone involved can do
to give themselves a fighting chance – the book examines these
and other questions with the skepticism of someone who has
seen the sausage being made.
Honest and direct, full of examples from real life, Data Science
Without Makeup: A Guidebook for End-Users, Analysts and Managers
will be of great interest to people who aspire to work with data,
people who already work with data, and people who work with
people who work with data - from students to professional
researchers and from early-career to seasoned professionals.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Data Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52322-0: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-52068-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05742-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520687
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Digital Transformation in a Post-Covid World
Sustainable Innovation, Disruption, and Change

Deep Learning in Practice

Edited by Adrian T. H. Kuah, James Cook Univ and Roberto
Dillon, James Cook Univ

Mehdi Ghayoumi, University of San Diego
Deep Learning in Practice helps you learn how to develop and optimize a model for your
projects using Deep Learning (DL) methods and architectures. This book is useful for
undergraduate and graduate students, as well as practitioners in industry and academia.
It will serve as a useful reference for learning deep learning fundamentals and implementing
a deep learning model for any project, step by step.

This book explores the innovations, disruptions and changes
that are required to adapt in a fast-evolving landscape due to
the extraordinary circumstances triggered by the Covid-19
pandemic. Recognized experts from around the world share
their research and professional experience on how the working
environment, as well as the world around them, have changed
due to the pandemic. This book will be of great interest to those
in the fields of computer science and information technology,
as well as those studying the impact and effects of Covid-19 is
having on society.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45862-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02581-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458621

CRC Press
Market: Computer Science
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07738-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70958-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14871-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367709587

5th Edition

Developing
Frameworks with Python and
Dummy text toGraphics
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OpenGL
Lee Stemkoski and Michael Pascale
Developing Graphics Frameworks with Python and OpenGL shows
you how to create software for rendering complete
three-dimensional scenes. The authors explain the foundational
theoretical concepts as well as the practical programming
techniques that will enable you to create your own animated and
interactive computer-generated worlds.
You will learn how to combine the power of OpenGL, the most widely
adopted cross-platform API for GPU programming, with the
accessibility and versatility of the Python programming language.
Topics you will explore include generating geometric shapes,
transforming objects with matrices, applying image-based textures
to surfaces, and lighting your scene.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Graphics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72180-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18137-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721800

Fundamentals of Computer Graphics
Steve Marschner, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA
and Peter Shirley
The fifth edition of Fundamentals of Computer
Graphics continues to provide an outstanding and
comprehensive introduction to basic computer graphic
technology and theory. It retains an informal and intuitive style
while improving precision, consistency, and completeness of
material, allowing aspiring and experienced graphics
programmers to better understand and apply foundational
principles to the development of efficient code in creating film,
game, or web designs.
A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
September 2021: 716pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50503-5: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05033-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781003050339
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Digital Afterlife and the Spiritual Realm

HPC, Big Data, AI Convergence Towards Exascale

Maggi Savin-Baden, University of Worcester
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Artificial Intelligence and Robotics
Series
Few religious leaders have examined the potential for the
positive impact of digital media and digital immortality creation
in religious contexts. It is evident that there have been recent
moves away from traditional funeral services focusing on the
transition of the deceased into the future world beyond, towards
a rise of memorial content within funerals and commemorative
events. This has heralded shifts in afterlife beliefs by replacing
them, to all intents and purposes, by attitudes to this life. Digital
Afterlife and the Spiritual Realm explores the ways in which digital
media and digital afterlife creation affects social and religious
understandings of death and the afterlife.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56538-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56462-9: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09825-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564629
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Challenge and Vision
Edited by Olivier Terzo, Istituto Superiore Mario Boella
(ISMB), Turin, Italy and Jan Martinovic, IT4Innovations Ntnl
Supercomp. Cntr, C. Republic.
This book provides an updated vision on the most advanced
computing, storage, and interconnection technologies, that are
at basis of convergence among the HPC, Cloud, Big Data, and
artificial intelligence (AI) domains. Through the presentation of
the solutions devised within recently founded H2020 European
projects, it provides an insight on challenges faced by integrating
such technologies and in achieving performance and energy
efficiency targets towards the exascale level. Industrial and
scientific use cases give to the reader practical examples of the
needs for a cross-domain convergence.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00984-1: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17666-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009841
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Machine Learning for Cloud Management

The Power of Geometric Algebra Computing

Jitendra Kumar, Ashutosh Kumar Singh, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, India, Anand Mohan, Indian
Institute of Technology Varanasi, India and Rajkumar Buyya
Machine Learning for Cloud Management explores cloud resource
management through predictive modelling and virtual machine
placement. The predictive approaches are developed using
regression-based time series analysis and neural network models.
The neural network-based models are primarily trained using
evolutionary algorithms, and efficient virtual machine placement
schemes are developed using multi-objective genetic
algorithms. The book is ideal for researchers who are working
in the domain of cloud computing.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62648-8: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62256-5: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11010-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367622565

For Engineering and Quantum Computing
Dietmar Hildenbrand
Geometric Algebra is a very powerful mathematical system for
an easy and intuitive treatment of geometry, but the community
working with it is still very small. The main goal of this book is
to close this gap from a computing perspective in presenting
the power of Geometric Algebra Computing for engineering
applications and quantum computing.
The Power of Geometric Algebra Computing for Engineering and
Quantum Computing is based on GAALOPWeb, a new
user-friendly, web-based tool for the generation of optimized
code for different programming languages as well as for the
visualization of Geometric Algebra algorithms for a wide range
of engineering applications.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computing
September 2021: 6 x 9: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68458-7: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13900-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367684587
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Public Policy Analytics
Code and Context for Data Science in Government
Ken Steif
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Science Series
Public Policy Analytics: Code & Context for Data Science in
Government teaches readers how to address complex public
policy problems with data and analytics using reproducible
methods in R. Each of the eight chapters provides a detailed
case study, showing readers: how to develop exploratory
indicators; understand ‘spatial process’ and develop spatial
analytics; how to develop ‘useful’ predictive analytics; how to
convey these outputs to non-technical decision-makers through
the medium of data visualization; and why ultimately, data
science and ‘Planning’ are one and the same.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science/Social Science
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51625-3: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50761-9: £41.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05465-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367507619

Virus Bioinformatics
Edited by Dmitrij Frishman and Manja Marz
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Biology Series
Virus Bioinformatics reviews state-of-the-art bioinformatics
algorithms and recent advances in data analysis in virology.
Key Features;
Contributions from leading international experts in the field.
Discusses open questions and urgent needs. Covers a broad
spectrum of topics including evolution, structure, and function
of viruses, including coronaviruses.
The book will be of great interest to computational biologists
wishing to venture into the rapidly advancing field of virus
bioinformatics as well as to virologists interested in acquiring
basic bioinformatics skills to support their wet lab work.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science/Biology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55860-4: £57.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09767-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558604

The Cloud Computing Book
The Future of Computing Explained
Douglas Comer
The latest textbook from best-selling author, Douglas Comer,
this class-tested book provides a comprehensive introduction
to cloud computing. Focusing on concepts and principles, rather
than commercial offerings by cloud providers and vendors, the
text gives readers a complete picture of the advantages and
growth of cloud computing, cloud infrastructure, virtualization,
automation and orchestration, and cloud-native software design.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Cloud Computing
July 2021: 287pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70680-7: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14750-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706807
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Bioremediation

Nitrate Handbook

A Sustainable Approach to Preserving Earth’s Water

Environmental, Agricultural, and Health Effects

Edited by Sanjay K. Sharma, JECRC University, Rajastan;
JECRC University, Jaipur, India
Bioremediation: A Sustainable Approach to Preserving Earth’s Water
discusses the latest research in green chemistry practices and
principles that are involved in water remediation and the quality
improvement of water.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
October 2019: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59307-7: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-17679-6: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-429-48965-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138593077

Edited by Christos Tsadilas, Helenic Agricultural Organization DEMETER, Institute of
Soil Mapping and Classification, Greece
Series: Advances in Trace Elements in the Environment
The Nitrate Handbook provides an overview of the entire nitrate cycle and the processes
influencing nitrate transformation. It clearly identifies the role of nitrate as an essential
nutrient in plant growth, food preservation, and human health. Using the most up-to-date
knowledge and research, it illustrates how the steadily increasing human population and
demand for food, which results in higher amounts of nitrate needed by soils, makes new
regulations on the management and usage of nitrates a high priority. All questions
pertaining to the influences of nitrate and its derivatives on plant physiology and human
health are explored in depth.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 448pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33822-0: £140.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32680-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338220
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Future of Sustainable Agriculture in Saline
Environments

Persistent Organic Pollutants

Edited by Katarzyna Negacz, Pier Vellinga, Edward
Barrett-Lennard, Redouane Choukr-Allah and Theo
Elzenga
Food production on present and future saline soils deserves the
world’s attention particularly because food security is a pressing
issue, millions of hectares of degraded soils are available
world-wide, fresh water is becoming increasingly scarce, and
the global sea-level rise threatens food production in fertile
coastal lowlands. Future of Sustainable Agriculture in Saline
Environments aims to showcase the global potential of saline
agriculture. Covering essential topics such as policy and
awareness, soil management, future crops and genetic
developments all supplemented by case studies that show how
this knowledge gets applied.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 541pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62146-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11232-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367621469

Gaps in Management and Associated Challenges
Edited by Kanchan Kumari, CSIR-NEERI, Nagpur, India
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are chemicals that resist
environmental degradation and cause deleterious effects on
the environment and human wellbeing. Once released into the
environment they can travel long distances and persist for longer
duration. This book highlights the complex area of POPs in
simple language and deals with the fundamentals of the
chemicals, their sources, and impacts on human health. With its
comprehensive approach, this book is an indispensable source
of knowledge for those studying and working to mitigate the
effect of POPs in the environment.

CRC Press
Market: Enviormental Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82102-9: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04680-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367821029
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Managing Environmental Data

Pesticides, Organic Contaminants, and Pathogens
in Air

Principles, Techniques, and Best Practices
Gerald A. Burnette
Series: Applied Ecology and Environmental Management

Chemodynamics, Health Effects, Sampling, and Analysis
James N. Seiber and Thomas A. Cahill

Focused on the mechanics of managing environmental data, this book provides guidelines
on how to evaluate data requirements, assess tools and techniques, and implement an
effective system. Moving beyond the hypothetical, Gerald Burnette illustrates the
decision-making processes and the compromises required when applying environmental
principles and practices to actual data. It explains the basic principles of relational databases,
discusses database design, explores user interface options, and examines the process of
implementation. Best practices are identified during each portion of the process.
CRC Press
Market: Ecology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65440-5: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13195-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367654405
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This book summarizes and places in perspective the potential
transport, transformation, and health implications of pesticides
and other organic contaminants in air, including in the air we
breathe. It is a great resource for understanding pesticides in air
and it is written by global experts in air contaminant research.

CRC Press
Market: Air Pollution
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48567-2: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21760-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485672
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Phytotechnology with Biomass Production

Valuing Nature

Sustainable Management of Contaminated Sites

The Roots of Transformation

Edited by Larry E. Erickson, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, USA and Valentina Pidlisnyuk
This book explains the concept of using phytotechnology with
biomass production to improve soil quality and produce valuable
products that have economic and social value. It is focused on
the application of second generation biofuel crops to slightly
contaminated or marginal post-military and post-mining soils.
Based on recent research from the US, Ukraine, Germany, and
Poland, along with studies from other countries, this is the first
comprehensive book on using phytotechnology with biomass
production at contaminated sites at a global level. It's also a
great new resource for those who want to study and plan
phytotechnology projects as well as those who carry them out.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Studies
June 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52280-3: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08261-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522803

Robert Fish and Holly McKelvey
This graphic novel-style textbook takes the reader on an
exploration of the issues that arise from the growing interest in
the valuation of nature. A ‘motley’ group of undergraduates
are trying to complete a university assignment on ‘nature in the
modern world’, leading to exploration of the diverse meanings
assigned to nature, the different ways to characterise the
relationship between people and nature, the many values
systems held for the natural world and the approaches society
can deploy to manage it. This highly interdisciplinary book invites
consideration of a range of philosophical and applied debates
and questions, ideal for use in the classroom.
CRC Press
Market: Ecology
September 2021: 7 x 10: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76266-7: £49.99
Pb: 978-0-367-76265-0: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16617-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367762650
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Resolving Water Conflicts Workbook

Willingness to Pay Framework

Edited by Lynette de Silva, Oregon State University and Chris Maser, Consultant in
Forest Ecology and Sustainable Forestry Practices, Oregon, USA
Series: Social-Environmental Sustainability

Climate Change Mitigation in Households

All students in water and environmental sciences and professionals working in the fields
of environmental management and social-environmental sustainability can utilize the
framework on real-world case studies and everyday situations to hone competency in
making informed problem-solving decisions and help foster more resilient communities
and sustainable ecosystems that lead toward a healthier planet
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46984-9: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03253-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469849
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Sustainable Technologies for Water and Wastewater
Treatment

Dalia Štreimikienė and Asta Mikalauskienė
This book aims to develop a framework for the assessment of
population preferences in climate change mitigation policies
by applying Willingness to Pay (WTP) approach and presents
the results from several case studies in Lithuania on renewable
energy generation and renovation in different households. These
analyses of climate change mitigation policies and measures,
based on the assessment of their effectiveness, provide
recommendations for developing innovative measures in other
countries. Since public preferences are variable, climate change
mitigation policies can change these preferences and allow to
form new ones. A useful reference for academics, policy makers,
and business community.
CRC Press
Market: Climate Change
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64376-8: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12617-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643768

Edited by Noel Jacob Kaleekkal, National Institute of
Technology, India, Prasanna Kumar S Mural, Department
of Chemical Engineering, National Institute of Technology,
Calicut, India, Saravanamuthu Vigneswaran, Faculty of
Engineering and IT, University of Technology Sydney (UTS),
Australia and Upal Ghosh, University of Maryland Baltimore
County, USA
It is aimed at professionals, graduate students, researchers in
civil, sanitary, chemical, environmental engineering and materials
science.

CRC Press
Market: Water Science and Engineering
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 412pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51037-4: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05223-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367510374
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A Field Guide to Ghost Guns

Courtroom Testimony for Fingerprint Examiners

For Police and Forensic Investigations

Hillary Moses Daluz

Robert E. Walker, Lee County Sheriff's Office, Fort Myers, Florida, USA

Courtroom Testimony for Fingerprint Examiners addresses all
aspects of courtroom testimony as the first book to focus solely
on testifying on fingerprint evidence as a comparative science.
The book presents how fingerprint examiners can develop,
research, and defend the scientific basis of their conclusions.

A Field Guide to Ghost Guns: For Police and Forensic Investigators addresses the current,
and technical aspects of the self-made firearm, so-called "ghost guns." The book looks at
the intersection of technology, scalable manufacturing, and widely available parts that
enable individuals to assemble and build their own firearm. Avoiding the gun rights versus
gun control debate chapters provide an understanding of what constitutes a ghost gun
and the legal relevance and investigative significance of them.
CRC Press
Market: Firearms/Police Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49095-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12530-5: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04449-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032125305
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CRC Press
Market: Policing/Forensic Science
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48090-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05098-0: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03794-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032050980
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A Practical Guide To The Forensic Examination Of
Hair
From Crime Scene To Court
James R. Robertson, Forensic & Data Centres, Australian
Federal Police, Canberra and Elizabeth Brooks
A Practical Guide to the Forensic Examination of Hair presents
current best practices and methodologies—for forensic
microscopists and trace evidence analysts, in addition to lawyers
and judges—detailing the utilization of hair evidence in court
cases. Coverage includes the collection and preservation of hair
evidence, criteria for selecting hairs suitable for DNA extraction
and testing, as well as the criminalistic value of hairs and their
microscopic features illustrated in full colour. A must-have
professional resource for forensic and legal professionals in the
handling and analysis of all hair evidence
CRC Press
Market: Forensics and Criminal Justice
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62861-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10861-2: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-315-21065-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032108612

Cybercrime and Information Technology
Theory and Practice: The Computer Network Infostructure and
Computer Security, Cybersecurity Laws, Internet of Things (IoT), and
Mobile Devices
Alex Alexandrou
Cybercrime and Information Technology strikes the proper balance of core
concepts—addressing the fundamentals of computers, mobile devices, and networked
systems—while looking at next generation threats and technology solutions to collect
digital evidence and counter such threats. It’s a welcome addition to the literature,
particularly for professors seeking a hands-on, forward-looking approach to technology
and trends. Coverage is applicable to all forensic science courses in computer science and
forensic programs, particularly those housed in criminal justice departments emphasizing
digital evidence and investigation processes.
CRC Press
Market: IT/Network/Computer Forensics
October 2021: 7 x 10: 358pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25157-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05385-1: £58.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31872-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032053851
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Forensic Forestry

Comparative Bone Identification

A Guidebook for Foresters on the Witness Stand
Robert P. Latham

Human Subadult and Nonhuman - A Field Guide
Diane L. France, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, USA
Comparative Bone Identification: Human Subadult to Nonhuman
– A Field Guide offers users a practical comparative guide that
presents the differences among animal species' and adult
subhumans for nearly all bones in the body. The book serves as
a valuable resource of easy-to-access information to investigators
and forensic anthropologists for use in the laboratory or in the
field.

CRC Press
Market: Forensic/Anthropology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04132-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48451-4: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03981-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367484514
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Forensic Forestry: A Guidebook for Foresters on the Witness
Stand is a one-of-a-kind, hands-on resource for those forestry
and land use professionals called upon to work on legal cases
and testify in court. This includes foresters and forestry managers,
ecologists, environmentalists, environmental policy advocates,
and those in related fields.

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Policy/Forestry/Forensic
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01751-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02251-2: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18255-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032022512
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Investigative Interviewing

Forensic Psychology and Neuropsychology for
Criminal and Civil Cases

Adopting a Forensic Mindset
John E. Grimes III
Investigative Interviewing: Adopting a Forensic Mindset is a
straight-forward, practical textbook outlining proper interview
planning and techniques, including all relevant case law
concerning confessions. The book promotes legal, real-world
ethical investigative interviewing methods; it is a welcome
addition to the literature for use in forensic science and criminal
justice curricula and programs.

Edited by Harold V. Hall, Pacific Institute for the Study of Aggression, Kamuela, Hawaii,
USA and Joseph Poirier, Clinical Psychologist, Silver Spring, Maryland, USA
Series: Pacific Institute Series on Forensic Psychology
Forensic Psychology and Neuropsychology for Criminal and Civil Cases, 2e is an encyclopedic
work that addresses both psychological and neuropsychological concepts in the context
of the legal system, providing a practical understanding and application of behavioral,
legal, and ethical issues in civil and criminal cases. It serves as an invaluable resource to
clinicians, experts witnesses, and legal professionals—a helpful adjunct for mental health
experts to formulate sound direct and cross-examination strategies, and eliciting suggestions
for forensically-related treatment and intervention.
CRC Press
Market: Psychology/Legal Studies
November 2021: 7 x 10: 910pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41526-6: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10028-9: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21330-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032100289
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Handbook of Forensic Photography
Sanford L Weiss
Handbook of Forensic Photography is the definitive reference
and learning guide for the use of photography in the capture
and presentation of forensic evidence. The author has recruited
over 40 of the world’s most renowned experts in their fields to
provide the police and forensic community with the most
up-to-date techniques, technology, and best practices.

CRC Press
Market: Photography/Forensic Science
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 732pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49893-1: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04796-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367498931

CRC Press
Market: Criminal Justice/Interviewing
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77146-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77191-1: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17015-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771911

2nd Edition

Manual of Forensic Taphonomy
Edited by James T. Pokines, Boston University School of Medicine, Massachusetts,
USA, Steven A. Symes, Mercyhurst College, Erie, Pennsylvania, USA and Ericka N.
L'Abbe
The Manual of Forensic Taphonomy, Second Edition serves a go-to reference on forensic
taphonomy—the actual modifications to an individual bone or assemblage of bones.
Contributing experts present core principles on a topic-by-topic basis addressing what
one may encounter during case analysis. Chapters categorizes such alterations to skeletal
remains, explaining their significance, and demonstrating how to differentially diagnose
among them where possible. Such observations can aid forensic investigators, providing
case-relevant data as to effects from the local environment, and what happened to those
remains in the interval from death to analysis
CRC Press
Market: Anthropology/Forensic
December 2021: 7 x 10: 768pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77437-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77459-2: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17149-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774592
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Next Generation Sequencing in Forensic Science

Investigating Sexual Assault Cases

A Primer

Arthur S. Chancellor
Investigating Sexual Assault Cases, Second Edition addresses the latest in sexual assault
cases. New chapters cover child victims and child molestation, sexual homicides as
potentially staged events, grooming, interviewing techniques, and same-sex, elder, and
special populations as victims of sexual assault. As with the first edition, the book includes
the latest research and techniques in coverage of victimology, offender typology,
investigative techniques, interviewing, and legal implications.
CRC Press
Market: Criminal Justice/Forensic Science
November 2021: 7 x 10: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61146-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-14051-3: £72.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10438-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032140513

Kelly M. Elkins and Cynthia B. Zeller
Next Generation Sequencing in Forensic Science is the first book
to prepare practitioners to utilize and implement this new
technology into their lab for forensic casework, highlighting
early applications of how NGS results have been used in court.
The book can also be utilized for upper-level undergraduate and
graduate students taking courses focused on NGS concepts.

CRC Press
Market: Genetics/DNA/Forensic
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47893-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07204-3: £48.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19646-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032072043
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Pathology of Sharp Force Trauma
Peter Vanezis, Queen Mary University of London, England,
UK
Of use and applicable to all forensic pathologists throughout
the world, Pathology of Sharp Force Trauma covers all aspects
of the pathology of sharp force trauma and its
clinico-pathological interrelationship from the forensic
(medico-legal perspective). It is intended to be a
highly-illustrated reference manual and practical guide for
forensic pathologists and medical examiners. Globally, most
sharp force trauma is caused by knife injuries hence the emphasis
will be based on such injuries although other implements and
objects such as glass will also be described and fully illustrated
in color in great detail.
CRC Press
Market: Forensic Pathology
July 2021: 8.25 x 11: 322pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76862-7: £114.00
eBook: 978-1-498-76863-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498768627
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Processing Vehicles Used in Violent Crimes for
Forensic Evidence
Christopher D. Duncan
Processing Vehicles Used in Violent Crimes for Forensic Evidence is geared towards crime
scene investigators and forensic technicians—outlining steps and methods to overcome
unique challenges posed by vehicle and vehicular crime senses—for those who process
vehicles used in crimes, especially violent crimes. Criminal justice and forensic science
students also will find it useful, as will attorneys, death and fire investigators, accident scene
investigators and scene reconstructionists.
CRC Press
Market: Forensic & Police Science
October 2021: 7 x 10: 398pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06889-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07933-2: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20433-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079332

2nd Edition

Survival Driving
Staying Alive on the World’s Most Dangerous Roads
Robert H. Deatherage, Jr.
Survival Driving, Second Edition was written to inform and
protect: to keep people alive by making them more situationally
aware. Any person is a potential target, either from a criminal or
a terrorist threat, depending on the environment you live and
work in, and driving is the most important part of a person’s
security program. By raising situational awareness, increasing
knowledge of the attack cycle, and outlining the nature of
threats, the book can transform any reader from a soft target to
an informed hard target who threat actors will want to avoid.

CRC Press
Market: Terrorism/Personal Security
August 2021: 7 x 10: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55552-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06562-5: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09396-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032065625
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Advanced Materials and Technologies for
Wastewater Treatment

Computational Technologies in Materials Science
Edited by Shubham Tayal, Parveen Singla, Ashutosh Nandi
and J. Paulo Davim, Univ. of Aveiro
Series: Science, Technology, and Management

Edited by Sreedevi Upadhyayula and Amita Chaudhary
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies

This book encourages materials researchers and academics to
develop novel theories and sustainable computational
techniques and explores the potential for computational
intelligence to replace traditional materials research.

This book discusses advanced materials and technologies used
in wastewater treatment. It includes the treatment of waste
generated by municipal, agro-industry, and other industries
including chemical, biomedical, pharmaceutical, textile, and
other sectors. This concise reference is aimed at chemical and
environmental engineers and researchers seeking a thorough
treatment of innovative water treatment materials and
techniques for practical applications.

CRC Press
Market: Chemical and Environmental Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 388pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68616-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13830-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367686161

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science and Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64057-6: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12195-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367640576
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Biotribology

Fire-Resistant Paper

Emerging Technologies and Applications

Materials, Technologies, and Applications

Edited by T V V L N Rao, Salmiah Binti Kasolang, Xie Guoxin,
Jitendra Kumar Katiyar, SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Kancheepuram, Tamilnadu, India and Ahmad
Majdi Abdul Rani
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies
Biotribology includes tribological phenomena of natural and
implant surface interactions under relative motion in the human
body. This book disseminates ideas and research trends in
biotribology and presents pioneering recent research advances
impacting the field, focusing on the role of mathematics,
chemistry, physics, materials, and mechanical engineering.
Biotribology is an important and growing field, and topics
covered in the book will be of great interest to the international
tribology community, appealing to readers working in the fields of materials science,
biomedical engineering, biotechnology, mechanical engineering, and related areas.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Engineering/Tribology
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68785-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13927-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367687854

Ying-Jie Zhu
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies
While paper is a valued product, the paper industry contributes
to environmental pollution and consumption of natural
resources, and the organic substances out of which traditional
paper is made render it highly flammable and easy to burn. This
book introduces a new technology to develop environmentally
friendly fire-resistant paper using highly flexible ultralong
hydroxyapatite nanowires and discusses applications and
potential for commercialization. This work is aimed at materials
scientists, chemical engineers, industrial chemists, and other
researchers from across the scientific and engineering disciplines
interested in development of this exciting alternative to
traditional paper.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science/Materials Chemistry
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70005-8: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14420-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700058
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Composites Innovation

Green Tribology

Perspectives on Advancing the Industry

Emerging Technologies and Applications

Edited by Probir Guha
This book provides a panoramic view of innovations in the
composites industry. The book is arranged in five segments
including: how composites fit into our world, the basics of the
technology, customer insights, discussions from outside the
world of composites, and paths forward to find competitive and
effective solutions in a timely manner. The work is a resource for
composites business leaders, researchers, and industry
professionals to pioneer new solutions with composite materials.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science/Mechanical Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75260-6: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16173-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367752606

Edited by T V V L N Rao, Salmiah Binti Kasolang, Guoxin
Xie, Jitendra Kumar Katiyar, SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Kancheepuram, Tamilnadu, India and Ahmad
Majdi Abdul Rani
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies
Green tribology includes focus on innovative surfaces, lubricants,
and materials to reduce friction and wear for environmental
conservation and sustainability. This book creates a platform for
sharing knowledge emerging in the field of green tribology and
focuses on advances and developments in technologies and
applications. Aimed at advanced students, researchers, and
industry professionals, this book will be of interest to readers
seeking to understand and apply sustainable practices in
tribology and lubrication engineering and related fields.
CRC Press
Market: Technology - Mechanical Engineering
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 263pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68860-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13938-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367688608
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High-k Materials in Multi-Gate FET Devices

Nanomaterials for Water Treatment and
Remediation

Edited by Shubham Tayal, Parveen Singla and J. Paulo
Davim, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Series: Science, Technology, and Management
This book focuses on high-k materials for advanced FET devices.
It discusses emerging challenges in the engineering and
applications and considers issues with associated technologies.
This work will be of high interest to researchers in materials
science, electronics engineering, IT, and related disciplines
studying nanodevices such as FinFET and Tunnel FET and
device-circuit codesign issues.

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science/Electrical Engineering
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63968-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12158-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367639686

Edited by Srabanti Ghosh, Ardabil, Iran, Aziz
Habibi-Yangjeh, Bilaspur, India, Swati Sharma, Bilaspur,
India and Ashok Kumar Nadda, Jaypee University of
Information Technology, India
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies
This book explores recent developments in the use of advanced
nanomaterials (ANMs) for water treatment and remediation.
In-depth reaction mechanisms in water treatment technologies
including adsorption, catalysis, and membrane filtration for water
purification using ANMs are discussed in detail. It includes
investigation of fabrication processes of nanostructured materials
and fundamental aspects of surface at the nanoscale. The book
also covers removal of water-borne pathogens and microbes
through a photochemical approach. This text is aimed at researchers and industry
professionals in chemical, materials, and environmental engineering, as well as related
fields.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science/Chemical Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 544pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63307-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11874-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367633073
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Intelligent and Sustainable Cement Production

Nanomaterials in Bionanotechnology

Transforming to Industry 4.0 Standards

Fundamentals and Applications

Edited by Anjan Kumar Chatterjee, Former Director, ACC
Ltd, India

Edited by Ravindra Pratap Singh and Kshitij RB Singh
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies

This book captures the path of digital transformation that the
cement enterprises are adopting progressively to elevate
themselves to ‘Industry 4.0’ level. Digital innovations based IoT
and AI are pertinent technologies for the cement enterprises as
the manufacturing processes operate at very large scales with
multiple inputs, outputs and variables, resulting in the essentiality
of big data management. Featuring contributions from cement
industries worldwide, it covers various aspects of cement
manufacturing from Internet of Things, Machine Learning and
Data analytics perspectives. It further discusses implementation
of digital solutions in cement process and plants through case

This book offers a comprehensive view of nanomaterials in
biotechnology, from fundamentals to applications. It explains
the basics of nanomaterial properties, synthesis, biological
synthesis, and chemistry and demonstrates how to use
nanomaterials to overcome problems in agricultural,
environmental, and biomedical applications. This work will serve
as a reference for industry professionals, advanced students, and
researchers working in the discipline of bionanotechnology.

studies.
CRC Press
Market: Cement and Concrete
November 2021: 6 x 9: 496pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61840-7: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10679-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367618407
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CRC Press
Market: Materials Science/Biotechnology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 388pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68944-5: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13974-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689445
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4th Edition

Military Pyrotechnics

Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys
David A. Porter, University of Oulu, Finland, Kenneth E.
Easterling, University of Exeter, UK and Mohamed Y. Sherif

Principles and Practices
Ajoy K. Bose, Indian Ordinance Factories (formerly), Pune, India

Revised to cover developments in the field over the past decade,
the Fourth Edition provides information and examples that better
illustrate the engineering relevance of this topic. It supplies a
comprehensive overview of specific types of phase
transformations, supplemented by practical case studies of
engineering alloys. With case studies, detailed examples, and
exercises drawn from relevant applications, the Fourth Edition
keeps the previous editions’ popular easy-to -follow style and
excellent mix of basic and advanced information, making it ideal
for those new to the field. The unique presentation links basic
understanding of theory with application in a gradually

This book is aimed at all personnel involved with management of military pyrotechnic
ammunitions and devices in design, production, inspection, training and use, globally.
CRC Press
Market: Combustion
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 536pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55411-8: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09340-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554118

progressive manner.
CRC Press
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 578pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82077-0: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43034-4: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01180-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-420-06210-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430344
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Photo-Electrochemical Ammonia Synthesis
Nanocatalyst Discovery, Reactor Design, and Advanced Spectroscopy
Mohammadreza Nazemi and Mostafa A. El-Sayed
Series: Emerging Materials and Technologies
This book covers the synthesis of novel hybrid plasmonic
nanomaterials and their application in photo-electrochemical
systems to convert low energy molecules to high value-added
molecules and looks specifically at photo-electrochemical
nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR) for ammonia synthesis as an
attractive alternative to the long-lasting thermochemical process.
This book will be of high interest to researchers, advanced
students, and industry professionals in working in sustainable
energy storage and conversion across the disciplines of Chemical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science and
Engineering, Environmental Engineering, and related areas.
CRC Press
Market: Chemical Engineering
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69437-1: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14180-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367694371
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Science and Engineering of Small Arms
Prasanta Kumar Das, RFI, OFB & IGM, India, Lalit Pratim Das
and Dev Pratim Das, NEGENTROPIC CURE CENTER (OPC)
PRIVATE LIMITED, India
Understanding Science and Engineering of small (fire) arms
consolidates information about manufacturing, operation and
possible malfunctions of the same. The book overviews the
evolution and development process of small arms followed by
underlying physics and mechanics. Further, it covers different
types of ammunition, design requirement of ammunition and
the types of propellant and different types of ballistics in play.
Details of the anatomy of a few small arms is explained including
their manufacturing, surface treatment, failures and technical
specifications. Some present-day firearms in use around the
world and some of the modern manufacturing technologies are explained as well.
CRC Press
Market: Mechanics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 246pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05824-5: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19939-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032058245
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A Practical Guide to Observational Astronomy

Biophysics and Nanotechnology of Ion Channels

M. Shane Burns

Mohammad Ashrafuzzaman

A Practical Guide to Observational Astronomy provides a practical
and accessible introduction to the ideas and concepts that are
essential to making and analyzing astronomical observations.
A key emphasis of the book is on how modern astronomy would
be impossible without the extensive use of computers, both for
the control of astronomical instruments and the subsequent
data analysis.

This book provides a comprehensive review of the biophysics
and nanotechnology of ion channels. It details the biological
and physiological entities of ion channels in cells and addresses
various physical perspectives of ion channel structures and
functions.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76863-8: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20391-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768638

CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 7 x 10: 318pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44545-4: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01065-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367445454
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An Introduction to Ultra-Fast Silicon Detectors

Essential Astrophysics

Marco Ferrero, Roberta Arcidiacono, Marco Mandurrino,
Valentina Sola and Nicolò Cartiglia
Series: Series in Sensors

Interstellar Medium to Stellar Remnants
Shantanu Basu and Pranav Sharma
This book takes a reader on a tour of astronomical phenomena:
from the vastness of the interstellar medium, to the formation
and evolution of stars and planetary systems, through to white
dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes, the final objects of the
stellar graveyard.

This book describes the development of innovative silicon
sensors known as ultra-fast silicon detectors for use in the
space-time tracking of charge particles. The first comprehensive
collection of information on the topic, otherwise currently
scattered in existing literature, this book presents a
comprehensive introduction to the development of ultra-fast
silicon detectors with the latest technology and applications
from the field.
CRC Press
Market: Physics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64629-5: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13194-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646295

CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76847-8: £74.99
Pb: 978-1-032-10563-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21594-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032105635

2nd Edition
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Artificial Muscles

Imagining Imaging

Applications of Advanced Polymeric Nanocomposites

Michael R. Jackson

Mohsen Shahinpoor
Authored by one of the founding fathers of the field, the book
introduces fabrication and manufacturing methods of several
electrically and chemically active ionic polymeric sensors,
actuators, and artificial muscles, as well as a new class of
electrically active polymeric nanocomposites and artificial
muscles.
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From Roentgen to Rembrandt, Hounsfield to Hollywood and Vesalius to videogames,
Imagining Imaging explores the deeply entwined relationship between art (and visual-based
culture) and radiology / medical imaging.
CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42854-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42782-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85556-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427825

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85790-5: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01523-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88713-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857905
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Intracranial Stereotactic Radiosurgery
Edited by Jason P. Sheehan, Department of Neurological
Surgery, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, USA and L.
Dade Lunsford

Life and Death Rays
Radioactive Poisoning and Radiation Exposure
Alan Perkins, University of Nottingham, UK
This unique book provides an accessible introduction to both
the scientific background and the key people involved in the
discovery and use of radiation and radioactivity.

In this third edition of Intracranial Stereotactic Radiosurgery , Drs.
Lunsford and Sheehan provide a contemporary assessment of
the practice of stereotactic radiosurgery. Topics include benign
and malignant tumors, cerebrovascular abnormalities, and
functional disorders. There are also several new chapters
including ones focused on immunotherapy, hypofractionation,
and repeat radiosurgery. Chapters contain many figures and
tables to illustrate the key concepts of the work. Contributors
to the book represent many of the luminary stereotactic
radiosurgery centers throughout the world.
CRC Press
Market: Radiation Therapy
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76542-2: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16746-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765422

CRC Press
Market: Physics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46336-6: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-45649-8: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02824-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367456498
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Introduction to Econophysics

Liquid Crystals in Photovoltaics

Contemporary Approaches with Python Simulations

An Introduction

Carlo Requião da Cunha

Dr. Luz J Martinez-Miranda

Econophysics explores the parallels between physics and
economics and is an exciting topic that is attracting increasing
attention.

Organic photovoltaics have seen a large increase in the efficiency
of their cells in the last years. At press time, this increase is about
74% in a year. Liquid crystals have been a main contributor to
this increase. However, to this date no book combines the basics
of liquid crystals with that of organic photovoltaics.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 293pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64845-9: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12795-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367648459

CRC Press
Market: Physics
July 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 98pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38621-6: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-351-17578-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815386216
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Introduction to Sustainable Energy Transformation

Mathematical Physics for Nuclear Experiments

Henryk Anglart

Andrew E. Ekpenyong

This textbook provides an accessible introduction to various
energy transformation technologies and their influences on the
environment. Here the energy transformation is understood as
any physical process induced by humans, in which energy is
intentionally transformed from one form to another.
This book provides an accessible introduction to the subject:
covering the theory, principles of design, operation, and
efficiency of the systems in addition to discerning concepts such
as energy, entropy, exergy, efficiency, and sustainability.

Mathematical Physics for Nuclear Experiments presents an accessible introduction to the
mathematical derivations of key equations used in describing and analysing results of
typical nuclear physics experiments. Instead of merely showing results and citing texts,
crucial equations in nuclear physics such as the Bohr’s classical formula, Bethe’s quantum
mechanical formula for energy loss, Poisson, Gaussian and Maxwellian distributions for
radioactive decay, and the Fermi function for beta spectrum analysis, among many more,
are presented with the mathematical bases of their derivation and with their physical utility.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 386pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47861-2: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47080-7: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03698-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470807

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76852-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10499-7: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21562-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032104997
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Nanoscale Quantum Materials

Measurement and Detection of Radiation

Musings on the Ultra-Small World
Tapash Chakraborty

Nicholas Tsoulfanidis, University of Nevada, Reno, USA and
Sheldon Landsberger, The University of Texas at Austin,
USA

In the past four decades, there has been growing interest in the
exciting new topic of physics in low dimensions. Thousands of
original ideas have been proposed in the literature, and some
are confirmed experimentally, along with several Nobel prizes
which have been awarded in this field.

Measurement and Detection of Radiation, Fifth Edition provides
the most up-to-date and accessible introduction to radiation
detector materials, systems, and applications. It also includes
more problems and updated references and bibliographies, and
step-by-step derivations and numerous examples illustrate key
concepts.
CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 8 x 10: 642pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43401-4: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00984-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434014

CRC Press
Market: Physics
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54639-7: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09090-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367546397

2nd Edition

Newtonian Dynamics

Monte Carlo Techniques in Radiation Therapy

An Introduction

Applications to Dosimetry, Imaging, Preclinical Radiotherapy

Richard Fitzpatrick, The University of Texas, Austin, USA

Edited by Joao Seco, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, USA and Frank
Verhaegen, Maastro Clinic

This textbook provides a comprehensive review of Newtonian dynamics at a level suitable
for undergraduate physics students. It demonstrates that Newton’s three laws of motion,
combined with a few simple force laws, can not only describe the motions of everyday
objects observed on the surface of the Earth, but can also account for the motions of
celestial objects seen in the sky. The book will start off at a level suitable for undergraduate
(freshman) physics students and will very gradually increase, until, towards the end, it will
approach (but not quite reach) a level characteristic of a graduate (senior) physics course.

Thoroughly updated throughout, this second edition edited by Joao Seco and Frank
Verhaegen, explores the use of Monte Carlo methods for modelling various features of
international and external radiation sources. Monte Carlo methods have been heavily used
in the field of radiation therapy in applications such as dosimetry, imaging, radiation
chemistry, modelling of small animal irradiation units, etc. The aim of this book is to provide
a compendium of the Monte Carlo methods that are commonly used in radiation therapy
applications, which will allow students, post-doctoral fellows, and university professors to
learn and teach Monte Carlo techniques.
CRC Press
Market: Imaging
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07993-6: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21248-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079936

CRC Press
Market: Physics
December 2021: 7 x 10: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04662-4: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19864-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032046624
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Origins of Life

Nanohertz Gravitational Wave Astronomy

Musings from Nuclear Physics, Astrophysics and Astrobiology

Stephen R. Taylor

Vlado Valkovic, Analysis & Control Technologie

Nanohertz Gravitational Wave Astronomy explores the exciting hunt for low frequency
gravitational waves by using the extraordinary timing precision of pulsars.

This book focuses on the first two steps of this process with
chapters exploring topics such as chemical element abundances;
galaxies, galactic magnetic fields and cosmic rays; galactic
chemical evolution. Despite its interdisciplinary nature, this book
remains accessible to nonexperts, and would be a valuable
companion for both experts and laypeople.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 162pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14706-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76862-1: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24064-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768621

CRC Press
Market: Physics/Astrochemistry
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 416pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01057-1: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18133-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010571
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Physical Principles of Astronomical Instrumentation
Peter A. R. Ade, Matthew J. Griffin and Carole E. Tucker,
Cardiff University, School of Physics and Astronomy, United
Kingdom
Series: Series in Astronomy and Astrophysics
Offering practical advice on a range of wavelengths and tools,
this highly accessible, self-contained book presents a broad
overview of astronomical instrumentation, techniques, and tools.
It provides a toolbox for observational capabilities across the
electromagnetic spectrum and a guide to choosing which tools
are best suited to different observations. Drawing on the notes
and lessons of the authors’ established graduate course, the text
reviews basic concepts in astrophysics, spectroscopy, and signal
analysis and includes illustrative problems and case studies.
CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 7 x 10: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-439-87189-8: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-439-87190-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781439871898

5th Edition

Principles of Adaptive Optics
Robert K. Tyson, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, USA and Benjamin West
Frazier
Principles of Adaptive Optics describes the foundations, principles, and applications of
adaptive optics (AO) and its enabling technologies. This leading textbook addresses the
fundamentals of AO at the core of astronomy, high-energy lasers, biomedical imaging, and
optical communications.
CRC Press
Market: Optics
January 2022: 8.25 x 11: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67603-2: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14019-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-25233-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367676032
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Physics of Data Science and Machine Learning
Ijaz A. Rauf
Physics of Data Science and Machine Learning links fundamental
concepts of physics to data science, machine learning and
artificial intelligence for physicists looking to integrate these
techniques into their work.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76858-4: £74.99
Pb: 978-1-032-07401-6: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20674-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032074016

Pulling Rabbits Out of Hats
Using Mathematical Modeling in the Material, Biophysical, Fluid
Mechanical, and Chemical Sciences
David Wollkind and Bonni J. Dichone, Gonzaga University
Series: Advances in Biochemistry and Biophysics
Pulling Rabbits Out of Hats: Using Mathematical Modeling in
the Material, Biophysical, Fluid Mechanical, and Chemical
Sciences focuses on those assumptions made during applied
mathematical modeling in which the phenomenological data
and the model predictions are self-consistent. This
comprehensive reference demonstrates how to employ a variety
of mathematical techniques to quantify a number of problems
from the material, biophysical, fluid mechanical, and chemical
sciences. In doing so, methodology of modelling, analysis, and
result generation are all covered.
CRC Press
Market: Biophysics/Applied Mathematics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 554pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04787-4: £170.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19560-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032047874

2nd Edition
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Practical Biomedical Signal Analysis Using MATLAB®

Quantitative Phase Field Modelling of Solidification

Katarzyna J. Blinowska, University of Warsaw, Poland and
Jarosław Żygierewicz, University of Warsaw, Poland
Series: Series in Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering
Fully updated throughout with new achievements, technologies,
and methods, this second edition of Practical Biomedical Signal
Analysis Using MATLAB® presents a coherent treatment of various
signal processing methods and applications. It not only covers
the current techniques of biomedical signal processing, but it
also offers guidance on which methods are appropriate for a
given task and different types of data and how to avoid
misinterpretations and pitfalls. It helps readers to choose the
appropriate method as well as design their own methods. This
book will be of interest to graduate students studying biomedical
engineering and practising researchers in the field
CRC Press
Market: Physics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 376pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36441-7: £100.00
eBook: 978-0-429-43135-7
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-81202-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138364417

Nikolas Provatas, Tatu Pinomaa and Nana Ofori-Opoku
This book presents a study of phase field modelling of
solidification in metal alloy systems. It is divided in two main
themes.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76857-7: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20431-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768577
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Solar System
Between Fire and Ice
Thomas Hockey, Jennifer Lynn Bartlett and Daniel C. Boice
Combining the latest astronomical results with a historical
perspective, Solar System: Between Fire and Ice takes you on a
fabulous tour of our intriguing Solar System.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
August 2021: 7 x 10: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05437-7: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-76869-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19755-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768690
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2nd Edition

AI for Games
Ian Millington, Gwent, UK
Series: AI for Everything
What is artificial intelligence? How is artificial intelligence used in
game development?
Game development lives in its own technical world. It has its
own idioms, skills, and challenges. That’s one of the reasons
games are so much fun to work on. Each game has its own rules,
its own aesthetic, its own trade-offs, and the hardware it will run
on keeps changing. AI for Games is designed to help you
understand one element of game development: artificial
intelligence (AI).
CRC Press
Market: Artificial Intelligence
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 84pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64344-7: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-64343-0: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12404-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643430

Writing for Animation, Comics, and Games
Christy Marx, Christy Marx is an interactive writer, story
editor, series developer and game designer based in LA. Her
credits include: Babylon 5; The Twilight Zone; He-Man;
X-Men Evolution and Lord of the Rings.
This second edition of Writing for Animation, Comics, and Games
expounds on the previous edition with more information on
how to construct narratives for these three forms of visual
storytelling media.

CRC Press
Market: Games and Animation
August 2021: 7 x 10: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37938-6: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-815-37937-9: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-351-21598-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-80582-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815379379
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Environment Art in the Game Industry
A Guide to Rich and Realistic Environments using Substance Designer
Henry Kelly
This book explains the fundamentals of being a talented games
environment artist, outlining the key considerations that most
environment artists tend to forget. With a focus on using
Substance Designer to create rich, colorful, and realistic
environments, the book shows you how to improve your story
telling and think outside of the box. This book will be of great
interest to new and aspiring games environment artists, as well
as those looking to increase their knowledge of Substance
Designer.

CRC Press
Market: Game Design
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70679-1: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70676-0: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14749-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706760
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Game Balance
Ian Schreiber and Brenda Romero
Within the field of game design, game balance can best be
described as a black art. It is the process by which game
designers make a game simultaneously fair for players while
providing them just the right amount of difficulty to be both
exciting and challenging without making the game entirely
predictable. This involves a combination of mathematics,
psychology, and occasionally other fields such as economics
and game theory. Throughout the book, relevant topics on the
use of spreadsheet programs will be included in each chapter.
The book therefore doubles as a useful reference on Microsoft
Excel, Google Spreadsheets, and other spreadsheet programs
and their uses for game designers.
CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 806pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03400-3: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-498-79957-7: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-498-79958-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498799577
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3D Modeling & Animation
A Primer
Magesh Chandramouli, Purdue University, Calumet, Hammond, Indiana, USA
While other books assume readers know these basics, ‘3D Modeling & Animation: A Primer’
provides the fundamental building blocks in constructing new own worlds of art and 3D
design.
CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
December 2021: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13773-5: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-498-76491-9: £44.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498764919

2nd Edition

Force: Animal Drawing
Animal Locomotion and Design Concepts for Animators
Mike Mattesi, Director of the Entertainment Art Academy
based in Southern California.
Series: Force Drawing Series
This second edition of Force: Animal Drawing Animal locomotion
and design concepts for animators offers readers an enlarged
and enhanced selection of images that apply FORCE to animals.

CRC Press
Market: Games and Animation
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77156-0: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63707-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17004-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81435-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367637071
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